
takes several months is that unusual

No

Why

dont Know what the question is Why would it

be unusual

dont Know cut im ust elling you that Mr

Staudaher ws up heie ano ooino this uook this was on

September 2006

MR STALIDAHER Objection to the oharaoterization of

10 questioning by oounsei Your Honor

11 THE COURT Al rgnt

12 BY MS STANISH

13 What Im tryno to understand is is Mr

14 Staudaher was goino througf line by line This establishing

15 this timeline Is that Theline ttat he established and put

16 on oisplay is tha timeline unusudl for your business your

17 doing business with medoal facilities

18 Every every work every any type of work

19 that we do foi different organizations is very mifferent Ano

20 this was very different because this is the first time we are

21 putting together peer review process for large meuicar

22 group or gastroenterology center And so we wanted to make

23 sure that its done right and between the schedules of the

24 people at the gastroenterology center and ourselves thats

25 how the timeline was And there was no no frame of time
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placed that within which they needed final report So we

had leverage of trying to spenci aS much time as we needed to

come up with good document for them

Doctors are busy people

Doctors and people who work with them are asso

very busy Tonya Rushinc was the one who was coordinatinc all

at this so not just our schedule It had to meet with her

schedule and she was managng large business

Now that extra $12500 check that was sent to

10 you in Ncvember after you had finished the report dic you

11 was that bribe to you or was it imistake

12 We think that it was imistake because that was

13 not part of our contract and it was paid after the fact

14 And we discovered it when we discovered it we broucht It to

15 tre attention of our attorney and it was reimbursed

16 Now your report your final report with

17 recommendations was September yeah you got it there What

18 is It

19 September 2007

20 September 11 September 11 2007 correct

21 Correct

22 And understand that the medical community is

23 relatively small in Las Vegas and you have known Dr Desal as

24 colleague for numerous years correct

25 Correct
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Were you aware that ne had decided to open up

new facility on Rainbow Did that ever come to your

attention

Not that recall

Okay Were yo aware that shortly after your

report was finalized that on or about September 29th 07
Dr Desai suffered his first stroke

No

The remark on that cneck that was sent to you

10 that you testified you bellevec to be mistake it had the

11 word quality typed in it ike on the memo line Fair

12 statement that an internal peer review process is indeeci part

13 of quality quality assurance

14 wouldnt put too much of emphasis on that

15 Our name is Quality Care Consultants so it could have been

16 that it was meant That thats what its for

17 Or as uncierstood your testimony just to be

18 clear understood you to say that peer review is component

19 of quality assurance

20 It is but we were not writing that check We

21 didnt write that word quaity there

22 Oh understand probably didnt make myself

23 clear Thank you All right

24 MS STANISH All right thats all have

25 THE COURT All right thank you
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MS STAI\ISH You might want to take the stdirs

THE COURT All rignt Mr Santacroce cc ycu hdve

any questions for this witness

MR SANTACROCE No Your Honor

THE COURT Mr Staudaher do you have CL3 iecrect

MR STAUDAHER No redirect Your Honor

THE COURT Any juror questions for the witness ko

juror questions All richt sir Thank you or ou
testimony Please dont discuss your tesimony with any other

10 witnesses and good luck gettinc out of the builcic

11 Ill see counsel at the bench

12 Off record neech ccnferenue

13 MR STAUDAHER Ill cet the witness your Honor

14 THE COURT All right The States next witress is

15 who

16 MR STAUDAHER Rod Chaf fee

17 THE COURT All right And youre qoirc to go

18 retrieve him Mr Staudaher

19 MR STAUDAHER Yes urn

20 THE COURT All right thank you Sir just rgft up

21 here please next to me And just up those couple of stairs

22 and face this lady right there and she will administer he

23 oath tc you

24 ROD CHAFEEE STATES WITNESS SWORN

25 CLERK Please be seated And please state anc spell
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your first and las name for tfe record

THE WITNESS First name is Rod Ro ci Last name is

Chaffee Chaf fee
THE COURT All rgnt Thank you Mr Staudaher

you may proceed

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR STAUDAHFR

Mi- Chaf fee want to tREe you bacx in time

little bit dnd to specifically 2003 to 2007 Before get

10 to that what do you were you wh0t is your profession

11 What do you do for Lvino

12 Im reqistered nurse

13 And you hao how long have you been

14 registered nurse

15 Since 1991

16 Now when you soy registered nurse thats not

17 CPNA

18 Correct

19 Okay so reqstered nurse During the period

20 of between 2003 and 2C07 did you work here in Las Vegas at

21 prticuiar clinic

22 have

23 Arid where did you work

24 worked at the Endoscopy Center of Southern

25 Nev0da
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Do you remember your rough start stop days

tuat kind of thing

was hiren somewhere around October of 2003 ano

was terminated somewhere around May of 2007

Okay You said terminated Were you let go 01

dio you voluntarily leave

Iwasletoo

What were the circumstances

was joKing around with another rurse han

10 portanle phone charger that had that had plug in and

II puThed the plug out and acted like it was grenade And

lz sam cn its you Know you better run its coing to ow

Ii ard tney said that was mkino terroristic threats so they

14 let me go

15 Okay Now that was in May of 2007

16 Correct

17 After you left there in May of 2007 din you

18 ever return the clinic

Never

zO mean not even to pick up rheck or anything

zl No

22 Okay So old you socialize with anybody who may

z3 have allowed you access in any way to the clinic after of May

24 of 2007

z5 No
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Is that thats no

Thats no correct

So want to move forward little bit lEn the

clinic as nurse what were you the kinds of jobs that

you did there

did everything from the ddnassions nurse who

took the physicals and did tne initial assessment and started

the IV to the discharge nurse was in was

procedure room nurse was oiscnarge nurse and an

10 admissions nurse

11 During the time that you were there that window

12 of time did your job role cnange ds you went on Dio you

13 start off in someplace ard end up in another

14 did yes correct

15 Can you descrine that for us Tell us bow you

16 got there

17 Initially initially was the was

18 desk nurse who the day after the procedure we woulo call

19 the we would call tha ptient to find out to find out

20 how they were doing and to make sure they had no complications

21 and so thats where started started calling the

22 patients make sure they were okay after the procedure And

23 then from there becane procedure room nurse

24 Did you stay in that role until you left

25 did stayed in that role for number of
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years And then from that from that position became the

admissions nurse who took Initial assessments arci started the

IV and got the patient ready for the procedure

Now during the time of your employment there

before ycu left in in May did you do you dc

suffer tmgedy Did your wife die

Correct

Was that particularly difficult time ftmr ycu

It was very traumatic time yes

10 What was the time period that that happened

11 When when did it occur

12 My my my wife died on July is- OC

13 Did that affect you in in youi wor drter

14 tfat in any way

15 It did S1e was she was victim

16 honicide nd it was very traumatic for me and comp1ee

17 affected my work my thought processes You know wds rot

18 the same person after that

19 Okay As far as thats concerned did th0t hdve

20 anything to do with this issue of why you were terminated

21 later on

22 believe so yes

/3 Were you was there some emotional thinc GoinG

24 or with you at that time

25 was having panic attacks was
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without notice would would leave work would just

walk out the buildinc get in my in my Jeep ant drive home

would have crying fits durinc the procedures where was

sobbing uncontrollably You know was you know you

know talking dbout er inccssantly wcs just couldnt

get it off of my nino So yeah was basket case

Now ant to mmve back to your actua work the

work you did Now you salc thdt you worked in the discharge

are0 and then thinK yoL Said the procedure rooms

10 Corec

11 Did you know that you worked in the

12 procedure rooms theieafter out did you rotate at any other

13 place even while worKinG ir the proceduxe rooms

14 On occaslor wc0ld work in the recovery area as

15 wel

16 but your primary role wds in the procedure room

17 Was proceoure room nurse cor-ect

18 So in the procedare rooms ds nurse what woulo

19 you do

20 woulo would nather all my equipment

21 there if it was case that we knew there was goinc to be

22 like biopsy or polypectomy or things like that would

23 gather all the necessary equipment would get all my lab

24 work together would net all my you know all my initial

25 charting started would make sure that we hat you know
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start time You know just would would gather all my

would get myself together to get all my my paperwork

started

So you sam charting You were responsible for

some soft of chartinc in the room

was correct

Can you describe that for us What kno of

ctliiu was it

It was pre printed form that essential

10 hao spots for times checkmarks and some narrative ano you

11 ftcw and then also any lab work you know If we hao if

12 we fad labs would fill out the the top portion of the lab

paper to with the names you know the birth date ano all

14 tre dl the information for the patient for us to serd it

15 to the lab

16 Nova its our unoerstanding based on the

17 testimony that theres some sort of computer in the procedure

18 room tart information

19 MR SANTACROCE Your Honor Im goino to object to

20 leaoino

21 THE COURT Yeaf thats sustained mean just ask

22 him is there computer in the procedure room

23 BY MR STAUDAHER

24 Okay Is there computer in the procedure

25 room
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There is yes

What is the purpose of the procedure room

computer

The procedure room computer is what it was

it was attached to the scope and its ha as as

pfysician was taking pictures it would capture the pictures

and also would have the heading of the patients name their

birth date the day of the procedure the the test that was

being done And so it was synced with the scope so as it

10 again as physician was taking pictures it would

11 capture those pictures and and apply it to the to the

12 patIents name

13 As the nurse in the room did you have any role

14 ir putting any information into th0t computer

15 On on occasion would would put in the

16 patients name axid the physician and the test that was being

17 done

18 Whose job if if one had job was it to

19 actually put the information into the computer

20 The physicians

21 The physicians So did they iniiate the notes

22 as well as finish them

23 All the all the narrative all the

24 narrative portion of the note that was from the computer was

25 generated by the physician
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What about the information about he name date

of birth age all those things that that are in the note

That that sometimes that wds oone by the

nurse or the physician

And when you say nurse is heie somebocy Se

besde youself in the room as nurse

There was either myself or sometimes Jeff

Krueger who was the charge nurse would float in ano take

care of that portion of the of the computer cenerdteo notc

10 And now not the narrative thats not wnat

11 talkino about but that population of stuff about the name anc

12 so fortt

13 Right

14 Do understand you thdt you woulo at tmes put

15 ttat information in

16 would

17 Now during the time that that would happer

18 would that in proximfty to the when the doctor came In

19 how clcse would that be in time

20 Generally very close You know quite often the

21 doctor would be in the room

22 The turnover in the patients can you descrIbe

23 that for us

24 You mean from the time that the -- from the

25 start to finish
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Well mean the rapidity or lack thereof of how

fast things happened

It really oepended on the physician but it

it happened fairly quickly rican it was you know there

was very lit le time bet.een forr the ime the case was

done to the ime the case the next case came in there was

only several minutes in betweer eacn case to ger things

organized and reorganizeo and cleaned and ready for the next

patient

10 So lets talK about that From the time

11 patient rolls out of room nefcre tne next one rolls in what

12 happens in the room if anthinc

13 The any any dirty equipment would be taken

14 into the into the dirty roan Anything that was grossly

15 contaminated would be woulo be either reprocessed or thrown

16 away The nurse would you Know myself would have to get

17 niy my new my next note ooino ano if necessary you know

18 do the do the computer Sometimes would if it was

19 like an endoscopy or or an pper endoscopy woulo go get

20 the scope and bring the scope in ann hang it up for the for

21 the physician to to have there So

22 So you would actua ly go ino the where woulh

23 where would that scope be

24 It was it was there was two rooms side by

25 side and in between those rooms was is what we called the
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dirty roam ar the repracessiug roam

Now during the procedures themselves which

doctors id you work with

worked with Dr Desai Dr Carrera Dr Saris

Dr Cier Dr Saad Dr Mrkherjee Dr Wahio

Was there aifference in the in the vaxiaus

doctors in to how quickly they would da the procedures

Yes

Can you descrine that far us

10 Dr Desai was definitely the fastest It was

11 hara to keep up with him Dr Carrera was historically the

12 slowest lie was the one that really taak his time you know

lj dii trie prceures based an an standards

14 Were nat going ta get inta any any standards

15 ar anytninc like that Okay

16 Okay

17 But he wauld da pracedures langer wauld

18 assume

19 It wauld yes It wauld take him quite few

zO ninutes longer

zl Okay The ather dactars where did they fall iii

22 the spectrum

23 Samewhere in between thase twa but generally

24 they were all they were they were all much slawer than

25 Dr Desai was
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Did you have anything to do with netting

propof ci you know what propofol is

do know whct propofol

To obtaining that in some way and providing it

to the CPNAs during any of the cases

On rare occasions might be dskeo to get some

propof ol for one of the for one of the anesthetists We

kept in in lockeo closet and we had to sign it out

And so would grab couple of bottles and and give it to

10 the anesthetist if necessary

11 Did you have any concerns you mentioned that

12 it was hard to keep up with Dr Desai when he was in the

13 rooms Did that ever give you concern about quality or

14 patent care

15 It did

16 Can you describe that for us

17 You know it was it was an environment that

18 was it was clearly cearly too fa5t mean it was

19 clearly pace in which we were often afraid that things woulo

20 get missed that that that accidents coulc happen you

21 know perforations or thincs of that nature

22 That was your view

23 That was my view yeah

24 Did you ever express that to anyone

25 We kind of talkea amongst ourselves sometimes
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but for the most part it ws just kind of corrmon knowlecoe

So we didnt really discuss it because it wasnt somethino

that we wanted to discuss

Did you ever confront Dr Desai about that

issue

No

Now and well get back to that in moment

but want to go bacK to propofol for minute Did there

come time at any point durinc your your stay that the

10 sizes of the vials changed at all

11 Yes

12 Can you tell us about that

13 forget what year it was want to say wcs

14 2C05 but there we usudlly used 20cc vials ard ther the

15 from the 20cc vials we went up to the 50 milliliter victls

16 Okay And did you stay with those until you

17 left

18 We stayed with those until left correct

19 Did you ever see those being used on more tf an

20 one patient

21 Idid

22 Can you tell us about that

23 Well it its corrmon its common nursing

24 practice to to access multiple you know single use or

25 multi use vials multiple times as long as youre using proper
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sterile technique You know use cle0n syrince clean

needle and you can access bottie wore thdn once was

seeHg those bottles accessed more than once but never

ready put it all together that they w-re being reused with

dllferent with the same syrinqe ato same neecle until

this

MR SANTACROCE Im cdng to object just to

foundation

THE COURT Yeah thats sust0ined Basically dont

10 tell as anything you may have reth it the newspaper or

11 heard

12 THE WITNESS Okay

13 THE COURT you know on the on the TV

14 THE WITNESS All rdtit

15 THE COURT or the Internet or you know

16 scuttlebutt or whatever liKe trct You have to confine or

17 that youre speculating about

18 THE WITNESS Okay

19 THE COURT when you say you put two and two

20 together it sounds like youre speculating to me You need

zl to confine your testimony just to whdt you actually observed

22 not what somebody you know not speculation or anythinc like

23 that Okdy

24 THE WITNESS Okay

25 THE COURT So again confine your testimony just to
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wtdt yo saw dont you know extrapolate from there Okay

THE WITNESS Understood

THE COURT Mr Staudaher ask your question again

BY MR STAUDAIJER

Sue And just so were clear did you actually

see prcocfcl bottles being usec from patient to patient

No

Did you ever see the reuse of syringes with

sinole vial of popofol And Im talking about just so were

10 clear like an anesthetist with an open bottle of propofol

11 MR SANTACROCE Im Going to object to this leading

12 nature of these questions

13 MR STAUDAHER Its just to define

14 THE COURT Well let him answer and then you car pir

15 him down as to or ask him weTh whats he describing or

16 you know whatever

17 BY MR STAUDAHER

18 Go ahead and descr2be it for me

19 saw saw bottles of propofol beino

20 accessed more than once was not aware that if it

21 was was not aware if it was dont know how to answer

22 that

23 THE COURT So you dont know what they were using

24 THE WITNESS was not aware of what they were

25 using did
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THE COURT Is that what youre saying

THE WITNESS see IDottles being accessed more than

once

BY MR STAUDAHER

You did you saw tart

did see that

Okay Did the did the CPNA5 ever take breaks

durng the day

They did

And what kind of breaks are we talking about

lunch breaK

Any other breaKs that you know of

No

Daring the lunch break did you ever see

being carried from one room to another

By the by the s0me anesthetist yes

Okay And lets talk about that Tell us about

it

What would happen is when hen one of the

arestoetists went on on lunch break the anesthetist that

was still working was responsible for both rooms Anc so they

would they would tine pace would slow down and anU

and tnered be one one one case being done in room one

at time So if if it was case being done in room

room would be empty until the nurse anesthetist went to room
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During that time if If the nurse anesthetist had

bottle of propofol in room and they were and then they

were then moving to room to start the case in room they

would bring that bottle of propofol with them yes

Okay Are we talkIng about brand new bottle

or open bottle or one that tney had been using

It all of the above

Okay So you saw dl that

Yes

10 Was that regular occurrence

11 Yes

12 kow cdn you describe if you ever if there

13 wds ever specific did we_i let me ask it different

14 wciy Which anesthesia CRNAs did you see do than practice

15 All of them primarily Ronald Lakeman

16 Did you see Keith Mathahs do it as well

17 did see Keith Mathahs do it as well

18 Now as far were you aware of there beng any

19 reuse cf things in the clinic snares or bite blocks anythinQ

20 like that

21 We did frequently reuse equipment yes

22 Was there time when actually reuse of certain

23 items actually stopped

24 Yes

25 What items were those
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The the the brushes that we used to scrub

out the scopes and forceps

So those were stopped they stopped reusing

those

They did

When was that

Sometime in soriet riLe in edrly OF beleva

Moving to the recordu that you said you kept

was there ever time when you were dsked to fill out records

10 that you didnt actually do anything to the patient for

11 Yes

12 Can you tell us abrut that

13 To keep to keep tnings moving along any

14 any anything that we could fi cut that as kind of

15 generic you know patient awdke 0lert and oriented at time

16 of discharge we would fill that we would fill that

17 irforrrmtion out ahead of time so we wouldnt have to oo it at

18 time of discharge

19 Was there ever anybody had asked you to do

20 something you didnt feel comiortaule with as far as filling

21 out the paperwork

22 Yes

23 Can you tell us about that

24 When first started working there kind

25 of questioned some of these practices and Jeff Krueger who
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was charge nurse at the time basically said this is how

its done kind of leered over me intimidated me and said

you dont like it you can cave

Okay Wha Kind of records are we talking

about

All he the records The the

preoperative note the perioperative note which is note

thats done durino ti-c procedure and the the recovery note

So when those different records would mean

10 are tnese thinos that ou were documenting on the patient as

11 havinu nad something done

12 Yes

13 That you didnt actually see or do

14 GeneiallY it was it was mostly times

15 What about the anesthesia record

16 The anesthesa record you know well there was

17 times there as time of the anesthesia record that we had

18 to make sore that our times matched the anesthe sts times

19 Wbot wds the issue there

20 The issue there was

21 MR WRIGHT Objectior to what the issue is We can

22 ask

23 THE COURT Thats sustained mean

24 BY MR STAUDAHER

25 Okay So you Ill try to ask it different
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way So talking about the anesthesia record and you said that

times had to match that

MR WRIGHT Foundation

THE COURT Well maybe hes laying the

MR WRIGHT Hearsay

THE COURT kr-ow Hes Im hopinc laying the

foundation

MR STAUDAHER Im trying to

THE COURT Go on Mr Staudaher

10 BY MR STAUDAHER

11 So in those instances mean dim that happen

12 more than once

13 MR WRIGHT Foundation as

14 THE COURT Well okay Thats sustaireo its

15 sustained

16 MR WRIGHT to the instances

17 THE COURT You said that you had to how cio you

18 learn that you were supposed to match up the times to the

19 anesthesia record

20 THE WITNESS By the charge nurse Jeff Kruecer

21 MR WRIGHT Hes bringing out hearsay aoain Judge

22 and he knows it

THE COURT Mr Staudaher

24 MR WRIGHT Objection and move to strike his

25 testimony
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THE COURT Well dont think its its not

being offered for that purpose so go on Mr Staudaher Lay

the foundation you know when did this happen What

precipitated it et cetera

BY MR STAUDAHER

Okay Durino the time youtre there when is

when is in occurring When did that go on

MR WRIGHT What go on conversation

MR STALDAHER The him neing asked Im tryinu

10 to sk the question Your Honor

11 THE COURT Right

12 BY MR STAUDAHER

13 Lets talk about the charting issue reoaroing

14 anesthesll records Are you with me

15 lain

16 You said you were directed to do that at some

17 point

18 Correct

19 When did that happen at the time you were

20 working there

21 As best to my recollection from the very

22 from the very beginning of my employment there we were we

23 were Instructed to

24 MR WRIGHT Objection foundation

25 THE COURT Okay
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BY MR STAUDAHER

Who was who was is it

THE COURT Yeah only talk about yourself or Hess

you know you and somebody else are standino there ano youre

the same things you Know happen no to boon of you then

say you know

THE WITNESS Okay was lnstued

THE COURT Jim Jim and dio his or whatever

THE WITNESS Okay

10 THE COURT Okay So otherwIse dont say we If

11 youre talking about yourself

12 Okay was instructeo to

13 MR WRIGHT Objection heaILsv

14 THE COURT Overruled

15 was instructed to ensure th tnat

16 the

17 MR WRIGHT Hearsay objection

18 THE COURT Ill see counsel up here

19 Of record bench confeenoe

20 THE COURT All right Mr Staudaher proceeo with

21 layng foundation as to the timing of chartino

22 BY MR STAUDAHER

23 The timing just so were cleai you your

24 work period when you were working there was from when

25 acain
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It was from October of 2003 excuse me until

May 2007

Regaroino the issue of did anybooy instruct

you ever on how fill out charts

3es

Ok0y pecifically anesthesia records and

things like h0t oo you ever get instruction on how to fill

tdose cut or did \CU fli then out first of all

dio riot fi_l out anesthesia records no

10 Werc you ever asked to do so

11 No

12 Now cs f0j as the dctual instruction on the

13 records that you dio 11 out when did you get that

14 instruction

15 In 200

16 Okow Old that instruction ever vary down the

17 roao up until the rime you leFt

18 No

19 Where oid this instruction take place

20 It tooK place in the procedure room as well as

21 in the recovery ared

22 And who was present in these instances giving

23 you the instructions

24 Jeff Krueger

25 Both times
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Yes

Was Dr Desal ever present during either of

these

No

Okay So based on tnat did you acually do

tdt
Idid

Was that the pract ce that you employed when the

clinic during

10 THE COURT Do what

11 MR WRIGHT Well wait

12 THE COURT We missed we missed

MR STAUDAHER Im sorry

14 THE COURT Im sorry We missed step He you

15 said ycu got instruction regarding charting so that

16 BY MR STAUDAHER

17 Regarding charting What kind of irstruction

18 did you have to as far as charting

19 got got received instructior on

20 or how to to how to chart the times appropriately What

21 wi-at what was instructed tc me was that for us to capture

22 all of our anesthesia time

23 MR WRIGHT Objecticn

24 THE COURT Basis

25 MR WRIGHT He just stated he didnt fill out
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anesthesia charts or do anything with them

THE COURT Are you talking are you talking about

the nurses charting not the anesthesia charting correct

THE WITNESS Well Im Im talking about how it

was explained to me on how we aid how the wcy we the

way we wrote our numbers down the way we did our times

THE COURT Okay Sc just testify as -o what was

told to you regaiding what what youre supposec to do

Okay

10 THE WITNESS Well

11 THE COURT In terms of

12 THE WITNESS am though because

13 THE COURT Well think thats what were asking

14 for and what were you told to cc

15 BY MR STAUDAHER

16 Im not asking aut the anesthesia record but

17 if that is reldted

18 THE COURT anc how you were supposed to co it

19 So you can tell us that

20 BY MR STAUDAHER

21 Go ahead

22 Well

23 What were you told

24 was was told that for us to be able to

25 aceguately adeguately capture all of the times so
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anesthesia could bill correctly tnis is how we oid it

Did you follow through and do it hct way

And followed and followed -hose steps

that that were instructed to me yes

Had you ever worked anyplace wheie tao to do

that oefcre

did not never worked in iii are

like that before no

Have you ever done anythino lIKe h0t since

10 No

11 Did you question when that was yoJ were

12 questioned that or did you

13 did question ttat yes

li Okay Did it make you feel

15 MR WRIGHT Can have an instroolon that that last

16 exchange was not for the truth of the mat er because It was

17 hearsay Those instructions

18 THE COURT Well that

19 MR WRIGHT understand the Courts ruling but it

20 was hearsay exception

zl THE COURT But mean look no Basically the

22 jury can evaluate whether the incident happened or diont

2i happen and the weight to give to give the the evidence

24 just like any other evidence

25 MR WRIGHT Your Honor
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THE COURT Mr Wriqht approach the bench along with

everyone else

Of record nench conference

THE COURT All rgnt Mr Staudaher you may

continue

BY MR STAUOAHER

When you when you got that instruction how

did that inURe you feel

was

10 MR WRICHT Is that ieievant Your Honor

11 THE COURT Yeah tnats sustained

12 MR STAUOAHER Effect on the listener Your Honor

13 at this poin

14 THE COURT Well tnats sustained

15 BY MR STAUUAHER

16 So you first of all you do it is that

17 right

18 Im sorry

19 You go ahead and do that

20 did oo that yes

21 You said ft at you questioned that at the time

22 did question it

23 Arid who thu yoa question

24 questioned my superior my charge nurse

25 THE COURT Which was Mr Krueger
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THE WITNESS Which was Jeff Krueger correct

BY MR STAUDAHER

Anybody else at the time

No

Was this ever topic of discussion with other

CRNAs or other people during the time you workeo there

MR WRIGHT Hes not CRNA Your Honor

MR SANTACROCE going to object it also cans

tor hearsay

10 MR STAUDAHER Im not asking what they saio Im

11 just asking

in THE COURT mean he can say if he discussed it but

iH he cant tell us what was said in the conversations

14 MR STAUDAHER if he said and discussed it

THE COURT The objection as to other CRNA5 is

16 sustained because hes not CRNA So the quesion would be

17 with CRNAs or other nurses if thats where youre going

18 BY MR STAUDAHER

19 Yes well start off with the nurses Did you

20 discuss this with other nurses at times

21 had yes

22 Okay And did you discuss it with CRNA5

23 Yes

24 Now move forward little bit Youre coing

25 that practice Did you vary in that practice during the time
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that you worked there

Not that can recall no

Now during the time that youre in the rooms

are you familiar with the some tapes that get produced as

part of the anesthesia record or something like that

Yes

And Im talklnq about like nachine tape kind

of thing

Yes lam

10 Okay What woulo you do with would you have

11 any role in dealing with those tapes when they came out

12 would

13 What would you do with them

14 Our our start tiles for the procedure the

15 start time that we wrote on our on our note came from that

16 tape and so we would collect that tape and then we woulo

17 staple that tape to our note

18 Okay Did there ever come time that you oot

19 behind or whatever and just Kept extra tapes around

20 No General if we needed extra tapes we just

21 pulled one off the machine

22 And reprinted it

23 No We woulo just pull blank one and we would

24 we would fill out necessary information

25 By hand
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By hand

Did you ever keep drawer full of tapes to dust

use as you needed them

Not that can recall no

Now in the procedure room you saic you worced

with tab various doctors Is that right

Correct

Specifically Dr Desai We talked abot the

speed cf the procedures issue hut was there anytYing about

10 the way he did things that ever gave you concerr

11 Yes

12 Tell us about that

13 There was times where he woulo Initiate

14 procedure prior to the resident or the patlert bait you

15 krow under the effects of the propofol Theyc stIll be

16 awake He would end procedures abruptly He would allow if

17 If tne patient was still awake at the end of the at the

18 end of the procedure if the if the patient was starting to

19 wake up and the anesthetist wanted to give more propofol Dr

20 Desai would deny them the ability to do that saying tYa

21 theyre not going to remember anyway So he would

22 So he actually said theyre not going to

z3 remember anyway

24 Correct

25 Was that and how often would that happen
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Daily

And and lets break that down Lets talk

about the part the first part of what you said which was

tfe starting procedures before patents are are asleep

How often would that happen

woulo wi ness that probably once or twice

day

With Dr Desai

With Dr Dcsai

10 Any oth-r coctors

11 Never

12 During those instdnces was mean how did

13 you know that the patieur was still still awake

14 They wou be talkno

15 And he would just no ahead and move forward

16 He would

17 Did he ever stop dnd pause and wait until the

18 person just was pu1 to sleep

19 On veru rare occdsions yes If it was yes

20 or rare occasions he would wait but for the most part he

21 would just initiate the tube and begin the procedure

22 When you said that he ended ended procedures

23 abruptly at times what are you talkinq about

24 At the end of the at the end of the procedure

25 youre youre requirec to suction up the air thats in the
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colon You suction that air out of the colon so you recuce

tve risk of perforations and and patient discomfort And

quite frequently he would just pull the tube out witrout

deflating the the patient

So what would tappen with the patients as

result of that

They would wake up wltn cramps ano oiscomiort

And did that happen very often

Multiple times day

Now with regard to the instructing the CRNA5

ii not to give any more anesthesia how often would that happen

12 Anytime somebody was waking up

But in typIcal week if if it happeneo In

14 wee ham often woulo that occur

15 Several times nay

16 Now want to ask you some other questions about

17 are you familiar with an insurance company called

18 Sac fCare

10 lain

zO Are you aware of any policy that was in pace in

zl tIe inic regarding PacifiCare patients

22 lam

23 Can you tell us about that

24 PacifiCare as far as as far as from what

zS saw they they had to they were required to have aL
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least 30 plus minutes of anesthesia time And so because of

the way because of the way we did the times

MR WRIGHT Objection foundation

THE COURT Well go on

BY MR STAUDAHER

Goon

There was tnere was multiple times where if

if one if one nurse anesthetst had one or had two

PacifiCare patients back to nack they couldnt do the third

10 one because they couldnt make the times match

11 MR SANTACROCE Im coing to object

12 THE COURT How did you wait mean where did

13 you get this Mr Staudaher csked you well there was

14 policy How did you learn of ths policy

15 THE WITNESS Just by having worked there and being

16 part of the process

17 THE COURT Okay Dio anyone tell you or give you

18 instructions that this was supposed to

19 THE WITNESS Yes ve we had

20 THE COURT Go on Thats what they mean by

21 foundation So go on ano and lay little more of

22 foundation

23 MR SANTACROCE My objection goes to him testifying

24 as to what the CPNAs were to do Hes weve already

25 discussed this before about CPNAs
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THE COURT Well as it relates to thirgs he observec

thats not standard of care or medical practice he can

testify to that You cant opine as to the medical prdctce

or anything within what they were -- what RNAs role is

becanse thats not your roJe as RN Okay Sc watt to

make that clear But something policy was oo to ou

by someone in management or something like thct Sc Mr

Staudaher you need to lay better foundation

BY MR STAUDAHER

10 So this policy was it written

11 No

12 Okay Was it you said it was cenerdlli ncw

13 though and was this something that just this mear wio

14 krew it in the practice

15 MR WRIGHT Foundation

16 THE COURT Well wait He cant sal who Knew

17 mean because that would mioht be speculation

18 MR STAUDAHER Well thats true

19 THE COURT Why dont mean how dio you

zO guess how did you learn about this issue or polic\/ iS the

zl term Mr Staudaher used wIth respect to PacifiCar

22 THE WITNESS There there was at our at

z3 our nurses station there was desk and on that desk was

24 list of of the patients that we would be seeing that day

zS And next to their names would be what what provider they
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had So if it was PacifiURie Medicare Tricare whoever

those whoever the provicer w0s And so there would be

comon discussion at the 0t the nurses station about

MR SANTACROCE Object on tc hearsay about the

conmnon discussions

THE 000RI Yeah tjts probbly sustained

BY MR STAUDAHER

So you became cwre of this policy in that

setting

10 In that sct no around that around that ist

11 of patients

12 Would PacfCie tents be s-heouled back to

13 back

14 Yes

15 What would hppe when that occuired

16 There woulo bamklog of they couldnt

17 make the times match

18 MR SANTACROCE ObjectIon speculation no

19 foundation

20 THE COURT Yeah

zl MR SANTACROE Who couldnt do it

z2 THE COURT Okay Thdts sustained Mr Staudaher

23 you need to sort of back up

24 BY MR STAUDAHER

/5 Okay Was Mr Mathahs excuse me Mr
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Lakeman ever involved in arrancing the patients PacifiCare

patents

Yes

Talk to me about that

MR SANTACROCE Going to ask for founccrion

ThE COURT All rgnt thats sustaineci

BY MR SIAUDAHER

Okay When did Mr Lakeman involve himse_f in

that pocess

10 At the nurses station

11 And roughly chronologically at time you worKec

12 tere

Im not sure what the question is

Well when 3d this first become an issue tI-s

15 PacfICre thino

16 would say about year before left

17 And you left in 2007

18 07 yeah so somewhere around 2006 it started

19 Okay And and were talking about Mr

20 Lakemans Involvement here When in that time period iii Mr

II Lakeman involve himself in tnat process

z2 MR SANTACROCE Im ooing to object to the term

23 involved What does that medn Its vague arid ambguous

24 MR STAUDAHER Well he said that hes hes

25 irvolved in the process
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MR SANTACROCE Did 1e schedule them Did ne write

it down on paper What old he do

MR STAUDAHER Well havent been able

THE COURT Well

MR STAUDAHER wll ask him those questions but

Im trying to lay the foundation

THE COURT well get well get we

MR STAUDAHER as to when were

THE COURT All rgflt Well ge to that

10 BY MR STAUDAHER

11 Roughly when did that happen

12 dont nonestly dont recall

13 Okay Where would it happen

14 It would happen at the nurses station

15 The place that you said thaL

16 Where we kept the list cf the

17 the logbook at And wha would Mr Lakeman

18 do

19 He would he would say Ive already done two

zO you know Ive already two PciiCdre cant GO another one

21 Okay And what would happen as result of

22 that

23 One of the other CRNA5 would have to pick up

24 that third PacifiCare

25 Did that have to do with the actual proximity of
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the PacifiCare patients together

Yes

So it wasnt just that he didnt liKe to oc

PaclfiCare patients

ho

THE COURT Well yeah thats sustained

MR SANTACROCE going to object OU1 htO
THE COURT Jury will disregard Cant spec te as

to Mr Lakemans motivation or point of view or eo itos

10 BY MR STAUDAHER

11 Did Mr Lakeman ever talk to you about dm3

12 problems he had with anesthesia times

13 Yes

14 Talk to us about that

15 MR SANTACROCE Again foundation

16 THE COURT Yeah thats thats sustained

17 MR STAUDAHER

18 Roughly wLen dia Mr Lakeman talk to you or

19 descrIbe that issue

20 Sometime in early 07 guess

21 And and where ws that

22 No Actually it would have been it wou

23 have been late it would it would have been late 06
24 couple months after my wifes death

25 Okay And was there any other where was it
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Where did this happen

We would occscra Jy go out to dinner together

and you know he kept my mind of of my wifes death aM we

would talk about worK

THE COJRT Just the two of you would go

THE WITNESS Yes

BY MR STAUDAHER

Okay So lets ta about -hat Where where

do you remeboer tYe restaurcnts you went to that kind of

10 tfling

11 No It was the oasinos

12 Okay So eno mi 2006 you said

13 Yes

14 So its just you and he Tell us wYat the

15 discussions about

16 Just generally how now frustratIng it was to

17 have to work under those in that environment and basically

18 if the shit ever hit the fn he wasnt going to he wasnt

19 going to cover for him

20 Cover for who

21 For Dr Desal

22 So he says this to you dnd what what ll the

23 subject matter that youre talking about

24 Just the general environment you know the

25 pace the times the you know the equipment all of that
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Lets specifically talk about the times Did

you dscuss at tha conversation or another one if you know

arything about anesthesia time

Not specifically but just how how difficult

it was tc try to to keep all those times straight You

krcw it was you know no oocurnenting 31 minute

prcceuute durinu six minute case was was very

dificult thing for them to do

MR SANTACROCE Objection as to speculation

10 MR STAUDAHER Thats conversations

11 MR SANTACROCE Of ttiie others

12 THE COURT Was that what was said to you

Ii THE WIThTESS Yes

14 BY MR STAUDAHER

15 Okay So this is and just so were clear on

16 tis necause we have the objection Mr Lakeman is saying

17 tfis tc you

18 Yes

19 Now was that sinule instance that he talked to

zO you or mid he talk to you about that on other occasiors

21 No It was just couple of couple of

22 occasicns It wasnt frequent thiing

23 Now as far as Mr Lakernaxi is concerned and

24 PacifiCare was there ever any discussion at that time

zS regarding PacifiCare and billing times and the like
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You mean durng our during our dinner

conversations

Lets talk about that first during the dinner

conversations

No

Okay At any other time did you niscuss

PaclfiCare and anesthesia times with Mr Lakeman

mean there was general discussions but

cant be specific on any knd of specific time no

10 Okay

11 MR STAUDAHER Your Honor may dpproach

12 THE COURT Sure

13 BY MR STAUDAHER

14 Im going to scw you do you remember talkinc

15 first of all do you remember talking to the police at some

16 point

17 Yes do

18 Do you remember tanking to the FBI at some

19 point

20 Ido

zl Do you remember actually having an least your

22 police conversation recorded and transcript made of that

23 Ido

24 Do you remember summary of your of your

25 of your conversation with the FBI neing taken down
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Ido

Did you look at that at some poin

have but right now Im kind of blanking on

some of it

Is the information contained in there accJdte

Yes

Okay

MB STALDAHER May approach Your Honor

THE COURT You may

10 BY MR STAUDAHER

11 And Im showing page seven of the Fecer

12 302 Im going to have you read this sec-ion here You can

13 read as much of it before and

14 Okay

15 after as you need to on that issue aid tel

16 me If that has refreshed your memory

17 THE COURT Just read it quietly to yourself

18 Okay

19 BY MR STAUDAHER

20 Does that refresh your memory on that issue

21 It does

z2 Okay Tell us about that

23 Can you repect the question

24 Im talking about any discussions with Mr

25 Lakeman about PacifiCare and the anesthesia times
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There was discussion abcut The fact that

PacfiCare would not pay for arestnesi less than 30 minutes

Okay Did specifica ly he say to you that

thats what he was going to tell pecule if they were asked

Yes

And do you nt tc lock at This acain

Yeah do or

Okay

Yeah So here so there was the issue of the

10 of the billing PacifiCare wourd nt pay for anything less

11 than 30 minutes of of anesthesia time and that that if

12 if it ever came up that we were in fact doing 30 minutes

13 of anesthesia time that we were goino to srick with that

14 guess or he was goino to stick with that

15 Do you remember me skinq you moment ago about

16 whether or not you ever observed anyone reusing needles and

17 syrInges Remember that

18 Ido

19 Specifically reThted to Mr Lakeman dio you

20 ever see him reuse needles or syringes on patient

21 have

22 You actually observed him doing that

23 have

24 Now once youre mean youre in the clinic

25 and youre working in those procedure rooms you mentioned
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some thinos about Dr Desai that gave you concern Were you

ever ccuce-ned about patient the actual patients safety

ttougn Now you said tf at you were concerned about

perforations and things like that but just the speed of the

prceores Any concern about safety

Not so much safety as more comfort

More comfort Okay

MR STAUDAHER Courts indulgence Your Honor

THE COURT Oh huh

10 EY MR STAUDAHER

11 want to ask you guestion about Dr Desai

12 ann Dr C0xrera speed of procedures both of them Were they

ii

14 Drastically different

15 Was there any issue if Dr Desai and Dr

16 Canrer0 we-e working together at the clinic

17 Yes tfere was

18 Can you tell us about that

19 MR WRIGHT Objection foundation as to issue

20 THE COURT Yeah well

21 MR WRIGHT cctegory

22 THE COURT sustained mean how how would

23 he be aware of this for one

24 BY MR STAUDAHER

25 Well were you were you present when Dr
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Desai and Dr Carrera were

THE COURT Why dont you ask

MR WRIGHT Can we approach the bench Your Honor

THE COURT Yeah please

Off record rench conference

THE COURT Ch yes we need break Ladies and

gentlemen just guick break And of course durinc the

quick brec4k youre reminded nct to discuss the case or

arything relating to the case Youre reminded not to read

10 watch cr listen to any reports of or conrnentaries on any

11 person subject matter or anything relating to the case and

12 not to form or express an opinion on the trial Notepacs in

13 your chdirs follow the bailiff through the double doors or

14 the rear door

15 Jury recessed at 442 p.m
16 Mr Chaffee you may have break as well However

17 durng the break do not niscuss your testimony with ar1ybooy

18 else Okay

19 THE WITNESS Can just stay right here

20 THE COURT You know actually no because were

21 going to take my staff and need break

22 THE WITNESS Okay

23 THE COURT Ther we have to clear out the court when

24 we do that

25 wasnt lying actually do need minute or two
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So if anyone else needs to use the restroom do that now

Then well go on the record with the objections that have beer

made at the bench

Court recessed at 43 p.m until 448 p.m

Outside the presence of the jury

THE COURT Do we neeo Ms Weckerly

MR STAUDAHER No Your Honor

THE COURT All rgbt B0sically were hack on thc

record out of the presence of the jury Mr Wright hun

10 approached the bench right before the break with an objection

11 regarding Mr Staudahers failure to lay foundations

12 MR WRIGHT And attempts to elicit hearsay test mon3

13 by asking questions about issues policies when he knows he

14 is attempting to elicit inadrnissble evidence

15 THE COURT Okay Well dont

16 MR WRIGHT He doesnt want to lay the founoanion

17 because when he does its not admissible So instead he just

18 says was there ever an issue between Carrera anc Desai Well

19 that what is it we are trying to get into evidence

20 THE COURT Tell us Mr Staudaher what is it youre

21 try ng to get into evidence

22 MR STAUDAHER Wtn regard to that issue

23 THE COURT Right

24 MR STAUDAHER Specifically that there whenever

25 those two worked together there was problem and it was
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observed by this witness so theres no issue of him its

hearsay When Desai would do procedures he would do them so

much faster than Carrera and teyre working in two different

rooms and it would create prob_em And when it created

problem Desai would get increolbly upset about the fact that

it was slowing down the process All of hdt is reasonab_e

and he observed it

THE COURT Thats fire

MR STALDAHER So tnerec no hearsay in that

10 THE COURT Okay thats fine Then the way to ask

11 the question is somethinc _ie nstedd of saying was there

12 an -issue arid what was the ssue 0nd tAlts it mean

13 Mr Wright and we dont krow wds this somethinq they

14 talked about at the water cooler 0nd thats the issue Is

15 this something some other person told him mean you

16 know so then how well how are you aware of this issue

17 Well saw them fightinc or saw Desai screaming or saw

18 tYis

19 MR STAUDAHER got an objection when said issue

20 Was is there an issue Thats when the objection came

21 Not not didnt even get to those questions

22 MR WRIGHT never seen this

23 THE COURT Well or mean was there point

24 in time that you mean bont know what it is he

observed confrontation Did he observe
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MR WRIGHT What did he see

MR STAUDAHER He saw the interaction just

described that Desai woulo get upset

MR WRIGHT What interaction What did he say

Wtat dio Cairera say Wh0t dic Desai say

MR STAUDAHER It wasnt what they said it was

Desai getting uose dbout the fact that Carrera was slowing

him down

THE COURT Upset Well then how is he even

10 noirg to know Desai

11 MR WRIGHT Where is that in the statements

12 THE COURT is upset

MR STAUDAHER Because of the way Desai would act

14 ttdt ne woulti he woulo want tie would want to get he

15 procedures done He would want to move them through Carrerci

16 was slowing him down

17 THE COURT Well wnat did he say Im sick of that

18 Carrera hes slowing me down Or what did he do mean

19 obvoisly Mr Staudaher in pretrial conference or

20 somewtiere if Its not in his statements

21 MR WEIGHT Its not

22 THE COURT you became aware that this witness was

23 going to say something about an ssue between Carrera

24 MR STAUDAHER Thats correct

25 THE COURT being too slow
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MR STAUDAHER Correct

THE COURT Okay Im assuming this happeneo in

pre trial conference

MR STAUDAHER Yes

THE COURT Okay Tell us whet you became aware of

what n e exactly saw because you cant just conjecture Desai

was upset

MR STAUDAHER He said

THE COURT meam he has to say Desai vas

10 screaming Desai was cryinq Desdis f0ce turneo you know

11 mottled shade of red or something to indicate anoer other

12 than him just conjecturing tuat Desai is angry

13 MR STAUDAHER believe the word he used was Desai

14 would get in lather over the fict that he was

15 MR WRIGHT This is new statement Ive never heard

16 before

17 MR STAUDAHER mean guess what thats that

what happened statement like that there is no statement

19 out there that Desai said something or other irs how hes

zO act ng directly in front of nim because of the fact that hes

21 slowed down he cant go forward

22 THE COURT All right So the way

23 MR STAUDAHER And its not written or recorded

24 statement

25 THE COURT Right thats fine But you know to
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the lay the foundation were you ever there when Carrera and

Desai were working at the same time Or when when whot

you know when was this Whose room were you in What oio

you observe Okay So then we know hes talking about

observations as opposeo -o hearsay Beoause when you say ws

there an issue and what was the issue Again dont know

Is that is that tte nurses at the nuxses station gossifinu

have no idea mean how are we Mr Staudaher supposec

to know where that knowledoe is coming from

10 MR STAUDAHER Well the question that elicited the

11 the objection was was there ever an issue between Dr

12 Carrera and Dr Desai not necessarily what was said wha was

13 that was just his to get him what

14 THE COURT RgYt anc then you said

15 MR STAUDAHER to what Im talking about

16 THE COURT rhen you jumped to what was the issue

17 which is when Mr Wright approached the bench Because

18 okay theres an issue What was the issue Well how does

19 he know what the issue is

20 MR STAUDAHER talked about before that about

21 about speed of procedures that that

22 THE COURT Well that doesnt get to how he knew

23 there was an issue mean he could know because so you

24 need to lay foundation Thats what that means

25 MR STAUDAHER Fair enough Ill
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THE COURT How does he know What is his basis of

knowledge Thats what that means So ask the questior you

krtw what did you see Then we know okay hes

MR STAUDAHER Okay

THE COURT td kinc about his ubservation What

did you hear

MR WRIGHT No dont want tc know what te heard

want his admissible basis

THE COURT If its on Dr Desa then we do want to

10 know that You may not want to know that Out

11 MR WRIGHT Okay but dcnt know that

12 THE COURT the rest of us wdnt to know

13 MR WRIGHT its Desai then its statement

14 havent received yet again

15 MR STAUDAHER Theres no written or recorded

16 statement that he would cet period So its not covered

17 under

18 MR WRIGHT How does he know how does this

19 witness know what Dr Desais in lather about

20 MR STAUDAHER Because its

21 MR WRIGHT Because Desai said whdt

22 MR STAUDAHER dont know whd he said

23 specifically the words just that he got incredibly upset he

24 got into lather because of the speed of procecures was

25 slowed down that he couldnt do his procedures fast enough
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THE COURT How WaS that manifested Mr Staudaher

MR STALDAHER In the words just said that he got

into lather he nor upset that he expresses that

THE COURT Well know but what Im saying

MR STALDAHEru guess

THE tOURT is how was that manifested to the

witness because the witness cant speculate about what Dr

Desi ws thinkino or feelng

MR SIALDAHER early Dr Desai must have said

10 sometHhng

11 THE COURT Tha why said hes its manifestec

12 in 0ther because

13 MR TAUIGHT Statement

14 THE nOURT Desai is screaming and spitting

15 because hes throwinc things because his face becomes rec and

16 mottlen with rage mean those are ways you can manifest

17 ariqer don know what this witness saw For example Im

18 manfestino ance nicht now by the tone of my voice Thats

19 something you can perceive and report on

20 Now Ive gone into slightly sarcastic tone That

21 is alsc manifestation of anger something you can perceve

22 and report on So want to know thats how you have to

23 ask the question What is he observing that indicates

24 lather Because really dont think Desai was foaraino at

25 the mouth Thats to me what lather means of anger So
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dont remember

Could you please review your spreadsheet for

that particularly 2007

There are some 5cc syrinqes on here

Could you cescrihe tncse for us quantities

dates

THE COURT Wha are you coking at tHere

THE WITNESS Im lockino at my Excel spreadsheet

the

10 BY MS STANISH

11 And excuse ne just for the record is that

12 it night be in evidence already as State exhibit

13 MR STAUDAHER believe it is Its one of those

14 two

15 MS STANISH Its nw been marked as Exhibit 76
16 Your Honor

17 THE WITNESS TYe page looking at is the Bates

18 stamp number 5373

19 BY MS STANISH

20 And can you point to where those are for us

21 Oh theyre right at the bottom

22 Theyre at the bottom yes

23 Those were delivered to Shadow Lane

24 Yes

25 And what dates and quantities
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January 2nc of 07 April 12th of 07 May 21st

of 07 July 31st of 07 and November 19th of 07
Were you aware tnat CRNA Hubbard had requested

smaller cc syilinges

to

Is possib ttat 5cc syringes were used In

some instnes

MR STAUDAHER Objection speculation

MS STARISH e11 Ill rephrase it

10 THE couRT Okay

11 BY MS STANISH

12 Did your ardysis take into account the

13 possiullity that some CRNAs certain instances would have

14 used the 5cc syringes

15 to just used the 10cc

16 MS STANISH Courts indulgence

17 THE COURT Thats fine

18 MS STANISH Thank you No further questions

19 Thank you

20 THE COURT All rlgnt Mr Staudaher any redirect

21 based cnly what on whats been asked in recross

22 MR STAUDAHER Yes

23 FURTHER REDIRECT EXAMINATION

24 BY MR STAUDAHER

25 The only questions Im Im going to ask you
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ahout are just related to these four charts

Okay

Ill start off with the States 153 How did

you make that chart What information did you use to produce

this actual document

took the number of patients on each day of the

infection took the number of vials of propofol that were

checked out according to the propofol logs and arid did

ratio

10 Okay

11 The chart

12 Go ahead

13 is the number of patients in blue for Juy

14 2th compared to the number of vIals of propofol that were

15 checked out and the same thing for the September 21st date

16 Are is this just hasicall numbers In

17 graphical form or did you do any spin on this at all

18 No theres no spin on that on the graph

19 Just this this the basic numbers

20 Yes

21 And Im pointing here to this one this

22 category What is this category

23 Those are the patients

24 And to the next category

25 Are the vials of propofol that were checked out
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And is that what were seeing down here ir

graphical -representation

Yes

That information from the patients and the

propofcl where did that come from

The patients came from the numbers from the

patient procedure files that put on the chart and tYe number

of vidis of propofol name from the propofol logs showinc who

checked out the log the vials and how many were returned

Did you transpose those numbers directly nto

your spreadsheet to make this document

Yes

Showinc you 55 This one is entitled upper

endosccuies performed compared to bite blocks ordered at al

clinic locations

Yes

the registers

Okay

counted them for 2007 at Shadow and Burnbam

entered the figures onto spreadsheet counted had the

bite block orders from the vendors totaled those entered
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ftose on the spreadsheet also nad ones from Rainbow that

were delivered to Rainbow totaled those so have the

number of upper endoscopies performed in blue am Shadow

compared to the number of bite blocks which is next to it in

red The same thing for Burnham and the same thing or

Rainbow And the last colurim is tue tmtdl of all the upper

endoscopies and all the bite blocks tLt were oroered

THE COURT So this is just croered It doesnt

account for preexisting inventory or dnything like that

10 THE WITNESS No this for 2007

11 THE COURT Okay

12 BY MR STAUDAHER

13 Okay And also does this chart account for any

14 hoes or doesnt ooes it account fo dny movement of supply

15 from one clinic to the other

16 The total amount would show how many were

17 avaIlable for both for all three clinics

18 Why did you Include the totdl on your graphcal

19 representation

20 Because we hcd information hat they shared

21 that they transported supplies between clinics as neecec

22 Okay Again same question Is there any spin

23 on your analysis in this chart or is it sraight numbers

24 Straight numbers

25 Same series of questions for each one of these
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documents This is 152 and its entitled 2007 oorrarison of

patients to sylinges for both locations Shadow and Burnham

correct

Co-rect

How cic /ou make this doument

counted The number of patients at both

locations The ones for Shadow are in that column with the

blue above Sh0oow the same thing with Burnham And the

courted had totaled the number of syringes that were

10 ordered put those next to them The red shows the number

11 of syringes That were oroered for Shadow The same for

12 Burnhcsr and otaieo them both to show the total number of

13 syr noes that were ordered and the total number of patients

14 Why oio you put the total on this particular

15 document

16 because of the information that they could have

17 shared supplies oeween ai the ocations

18 Now or this one here its related to the

19 syr Hoes Does this take nto account the possibility

20 probability likelihood reality that there was preexisting

21 inventory to some deoree at these clinics at the beginning of

22 2007

23 No

24 With that caveat are how are the numbers

25 here for the number of patients and you said the materials
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ordered if understand you oorreotly

Thats oorreot

Are those is this also straioht numbers

ohart or did you spin or analyze or use ratio anything like

that

No theyre just straight numbers

Straight numbers off of the reooroa that are

over here

Yes

10 Last one whioh is States 154 same questions

11 How did you make this ohart

12 oounted the number of patients at Shaoow and

13 Burnharn Those numbers were entered on my spreadsheet The

14 via of propofol were the vials that were ordereo for eaoh

15 looation Those are next to the number of patients at eaoh

16 looation And then have the total of the patients at both

17 1ootions and the total number of vidis of propofol that were

18 ordered

19 Again why did you put the totals on this

20 partioular diagram or this partioular ohart

21 Beoause they we had information that they

22 transferred supplies between the two olinios

23 Beyond that this ohart itself does it take

24 irto aooount the possibility or if there was any preexisting

25 supply at the beginning of 2007
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No

Is this agan your analysis Is there any

analysis here cr are we talking about straight numbers from

the records

These are straight nunters

MR STAUDAHER have nothing further Your Honor

THE COURT Any recross

MS STANISH No Your Honor

MR SANTACROCE No

10 THE cOURT Any juror questions for this witness

11 Kenny Counsel approach

12 Of record bench conference

13 THE COURT question Do the numbers of vials of

14 propofcl checked out on Ju1y 25th and September 21st include

15 ary vials that may have been checked back in at the end of the

16 day

17 THE WITNESS On July 25t they checkec out 20 vials

18 and returned five so the number WaS 20 and thas the number

19 used

20 THE COURT Im sorry Can you say that again

21 THE WITNESS They checked out 20 vials and returned

22 five

23 THE COURT So meaninc 15 vials would have been

24 opened and used

25 THE WITNESS Well Im sorry According to the log
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Ronald Lakernan checked out five vials and retuined none and

then he checked out 20 vials and returned five sc the total

was 20

THE COURT So the total was 20 vials opened and used

on that day

THE WITNESS Yes

THE COURT Okay

THE WITNESS And the sme for Secrertber The

totals the number of vials signed cut war 24

10 MS STANISH And just for clarification there was

11 some 20 and 50 vials checked out on one day ooes your does

12 that calculation include that just tc clarity

THE WITNESS The on September zlst the3 sicned

14 out four 20 vials and returned four vials So The calculation

15 would not include the ones that were returned On the 25th

16 Ronald Lakeman signed out twelve 20 milliliar vials and

17 returned 10 and so theres did revised analysis for

18 that day So CRNA signed out fifty 50 millil ter vials and

19 returned none He signed out twenty 50 rdllilier vials and

20 returned five and he signed out twelve 20 mililiter vials ana

21 returned 10 So the total number of vials signed out was 22

22 THE COURT You mean signed out openea and used

23 THE WITNESS Yes

24 THE COURT Okay So 22 vials signed out

25 opened and apparently used
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THE WITNESS Yes

THE COURT Okay Any other juror questions for the

witness Any additional follow up based on that last juror

question

MR STALDAHER No Your Honor

MS STANISH No Your Honor

THE COURT rlgnt Nothing from the defense

Maarn see no furtfer questions for you Thank you for your

testimony Please do not oiscuss your testimony with anyone

10 else who may be witness the case

11 THE WITNESS Okay

12 THE COURT All rgflt Tnank you maam ano you are

13 excuseo

14 All right laoies and gentlemen it being 1226

15 were ooing to go dhead and take our lunch break Well be ii

16 recess for the lunch break until 140

17 During the recess for lunch you are reminded that

18 youre not to discuss the case or anything relating to the

19 case with each other or with anyone else Youre not to read

20 watch listen to any reports of or commentaries on this case

21 person or subject matter relating to the case Do not oo any

22 independent research dont form or express an opinion on

23 anything

24 And would just remind everyone that you know

25 youre nct to discuss anything relating to any of the
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testimony or anything thats transpired in the oourtroom with

anyone else including ore another Notepads in your chaIrs

and follow the bailiff through the rear door And maarn you

are excused

Jury recessed at 1224 p.m

THE COURT Is the door shut Well finish arcuing

about these things later

MS STANISH You need break right

MR WRIGHT Yes

10 THE COURT wou1d do need to place on the

11 record that the reason gave that more detailed instruction

12 about tdlking about the ex7idence is because the gal in seat

13 number 14 juror number 14 the blonde gdl said to the

14 bailiff at the last break well the problem is or

15 something something to the effect of they keep confusing

16 milligrams with milliliters My bailiff -old her we you

17 know that we cant discuss this youre not to discuss

18 this nd that was all that was said think it was just said

19 like walking down the hallway so he reminded her Thats why

20 gave the more detailed instruction and to the best of my

zl knowledge thats all

z2 MS STANISH Was that today or yesteroay

23 THE COURT that was stated No that happened

24 today believe and the bailiff handled it Im talking

25 about juror number 14 Bailiff told her we cant talk about
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ttis and that ended the conversation

MS WECKERLY Ant just just for the record

think counsel for Desai is aware of it but dont know if

Mr Santacroce is we had miscommunication about the

scheduling of Ann Lobionna Shes not coming today Her

lawyer we had miscomrnunication with him But we do have

witness who is going to be here We have the two doctors

still Khri and Anwar aid tten were going to call Rod

Chaff ee and Nemec But wasnt sure Mr Santacroce was aware

10 of that

11 MR WRIGHT dicixit get the Chaffee and Nemec

12 MS Tic EpY We_l we might total Nemec

13 MR WRIGHT Oh okay

14 THE COURT Yeah Im thinking thats kind of

15 optimistic but

16 MS WECKERLY But aont want to be short

17 witnesses so

18 THE COURT Well we can go later tonioht because

19 heres my thinking

20 MR WRIGHT How how later

21 THE COURT Well not mean until cant take

22 it anymore which is typically going to be around six

23 MS STI\NISH Well we should finish right now

24 THE COURT Heres my thinking Mr Wright Well go

25 little later if we you know if Nemecs on Im not cong
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to make him come hack or whatever My thinking is sirce its

tie weekend you dont necessarily have to prepare for

Monoay

MR WRIGHT have 600 meeting

THE COURT Oh oKay Well

MR WRIGHT That previously set

THE COURT No thats fine

MR WRIGHT Six oclock

THE COURT didnt know

10 MS WECKERLY If could just have directior on

11 that we have Chaf fee nere and the other two doctors

12 woud rather not bring in Dr Nemec if were really not going

13 to cet to him

14 THE COURT Okay Mr Wright you say you hdve

15 600 meeting that cant be moved

16 MR WRIGHT Correct set it

17 THE COURT All right Where is youx meetnc and how

18 lono

19 MR WRIGHT 15 minutes away

20 THE COURT So if we break at 545 does that dye

21 you ample time

22 MR WRIGHT Yes

23 THE COURT Okay

24 Court recessed at 1227 p.m urtil 147 p.m
25 Outside the presence of the jury
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THE COURT All rIght Do we need to wait for Ms

Stanish Whered she go

MR WRIGHT No We just what are we going to do

THE COURT tf ought we were going to do hearing

Okay My understdnhlno Is from running into all of you in the

hallway is the next iuro Is trapped in the elevator

MS WECKERLY Witnesses

MR STALDAHER Wtnesses too

THE COURT The next witness Im sorry is

10 MR WRIGHT PlurQl

11 THE COURT So -he two doctors are in the elevator

12 MR STALDAHER At least that was the last word we

13 had from the marshal

14 THE COURT My marshal

15 MR STAUDAHER Your marshal

16 THE COURT Cicay Hopefully theres no jurors

17 trapped in the elevator with them

18 MS WECKERLY Rioht We dont know that

19 THE COURT my marshal yeah he wasnt

20 hes apparently tendino to other jirors so wasnt able to

21 ask him if all of the jurors are b0ck so dont know But

22 well of course maKe sure at some point that the witnesses

23 and the juxors were not trapped together

24 MR SANTACROE in relcted issue Detective

25 Whitely just disclosed to us no big deal but at one of the
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restaurants the big juror dont know which one in

THE COURT Juror nuriber two the man

MR SANTACROCE came up to the detective and saic

can ask you question And Detective Whitely said ro

cant talk to you and that was it dnd left Run just ror the

record

THE COURT All right

MR SANTACROCE Do we have time to adaress my bail

issue

10 MR STAUDAHER Actually we have one issue to

11 THE COURT If there is okay

12 MR STAUDAHER Im sorry

ii THE COURT Kenny are all of the jarors back

14 THE MARSHAL All the jurors are back Just an

15 upiCte All five elevators are running except for number six

i6 wnich is what oar witnesses are in Fire departments en

1/ route to open the elevator

18 THE COURT Well at least theyre not trapped wth

19 tre jurors because that would make for bonding experience

20 wrich we probably dont want the witnesses and the jurors to

21 have So

22 MR STAUDAHER There is one issue we

z3 THE COURT we should be at least glad of that

24 Yes

25 MR STAUDAHER Those are the next two witnesses
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The one that follows that witness is Rod Chaff ee

THE COURT Right

MR STAUIDAHER We chanced the one up today and there

is there is one issue with Rod Chaffee We just want to

make sure that the Courts aware counsel we know what any

kino of restrictions are going to ne as far as what what

can be gotten into with him he has his wife died under

mean wasnt he wasnt involved in the death of his

wife

10 THE COURT She wcs Turdered as understand from

11 previous testimony and this was very emotional for him and he

12 had crying lags at the tre center

13 MR STAUDAHER Cn we pproach the bench on this

14 Your Honor

15 THE COURT Thats whats come out throuoh the

16 testimony Thats how know that All right

17 MR STAUDAHER Cn we approach

18 THE COURT All rght

19 Of record nench conference

20 Court recessed at 202 p.m untIl 206 p.m
21 Outside the presence of the jury

22 THE COURT Okay On the record again

23 MR WRIGHT Yeah wcsnt done doubt on my motions

24 with Rod but were going to start and go back to him

z5 MS WECKERLY Yeah Were going to pull that try
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to find that file

THE COURT YeaI were going to get to the bottom

of

MR WRIGHT Well cc back to it

THE COURT of it Theres no In In us t0k no

about it when we have incomplete information Sc lets wait

to get some complete information and then well discuss it on

the record So Mr Santacroce

MR SANTACROCE nao motion to 1imit hs

10 testimony because he

11 THE COURT Mr Chaffees

12 MR SANTACROCE Yes

13 THE COURT Can we do this Can we stac with the

14 two do the two doctors Well be well j5t because

15 mean you know heres the tnirg Im glad you find that

16 amusing Mr Santacroce

17 MR SANTACROCE Im just all my morions ceo

18 piling up

19 THE COURT know but heres the thing You know

zO the jury got back at 140 It is now because of the two

21 physicians being stuck in the elevator it is 210 anc that is

22 the greatest juror complaint And we have had very patent

23 jury who has been working here and sitting thiough this every

24 day Jeanie printed out the trial time Were havnc seven

/5 hours of actual trial time
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MR SANTACROCE ts lot

THE COURT Its lot And so if can keep the

jurors from having to 5i cny extra time in the hallway and

were going table some of these motions until later then

thats what Im goinc Oc

MR SANTACROE Thats fine Your Honor

THE COURT Eecaus acan you know lets just be

rninoful that this is VOL know hard for them And like

said through no fault of 0nyeody theyve had to wait 40

10 minutes now for for tiese doctors who were stuck so bring

11 them in And Ill just you from talking to jurors

12 thats like the biggest complaint is to be Kept waiting

13 And so thats hv Im red mindful of them and you know

14 they appreciate it if if theyre not kept waiting

15 MS STARISH Give them Wii game

16 THE COURT Whs that

17 MS STAINISH Give them Wii game

18 THE COURT th0t was one of my weight loss

19 things and was going to buy Wii game

20 MS STARISH Yeat mive one of those too

21 THE COURT And ws going to play it all the time

22 and Ive used mine twice

23 MS STANISH have mine under table somewhere

24 too

25 THE COURT cou_d certainly donate my Wii name to
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tie

MS STANISH hurt my shoulder with it

MR STAUDAHER Your Honor were were just

talkino about at this moment and know the jurys not come

back In yet but were thinking of

THE COURT Were not going to get to Dr Nemec

todcy

MS WECKERLY Im qoing to Oall him off if thats

okay

10 MR STAUDAHER OKay

II MS WECKERLY Because just dont see with

IL tve all these motions that are pending

THE COURT Well we can do the motions you know

MS WECKERLY No no meant meant the

15 witness not the motions

16 MS STANISH Whos up first Dont know

17 MR STAUDAHER You know actually well probably do

18 Anwr first

19 Jury reconvened at 211 p.m
20 THE 0013111 All right Court is now back in session

21 The record should reflect the State the defendants their

22 oounsel the officers of the Court and the ladies and

23 gentlemen of the jury And ladies and gentlemer let me

24 apologize for our tardy start People were stuck in the

25 elevator Luckily none of you got stuck in the elevator So
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now all of the necessary participants are here and the State

may call its next witness

MR STAUDAHER State calls Dr Javaid Anwar to the

stand

JAVAID ANWAR STATES WITNESS SWORN

CLERK Thank you Please be seated Please state

and spell your first and last ndxne for the record

THE WITNESS Javaid Anwar

THE COURT All rlgnt Thank you Mr Staudjier

10 DIRECT EXAMINATION

11 BY MR STAUDAHER

12 And Doctor your voice is quite soft so if you

13 could get as close to the inic as you can hat would help

14 Okay What do you do fo living sir

15 Im physican

16 And what type of physician

17 Im an internist

18 How long have you done that work

19 1975

20 Can you give us little bit of your backoround

21 and training that got you to where you are today

22 graduatec from medical school in 1969

23 trained in New York far four and half years and did my

24 residency training Caine to Las Vegas in 1975 and Ive been

25 here since had private practice and then joined group
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in Internal Medicine Associates And we have comparv

Quaity Care Consultants with my partner just the twc

partners and that has been in existence since 1992 Am our

work is consulting work for Quality Care Consultarts anO Tm

sti practicing physician

THE COURT Sir the jurors cant hear ou You have

very soft voice so you need to just you can p1I rht

microphone just towards the end of the table ann now reed

you to tell us everything you just said

10 THE WITNESS Is it on

11 THE COURT over again

12 THE WITNESS Can you hear

13 MS WECKERLY Yes

14 THE COURT Okay

15 THE WITNESS Did you hear anything scud

16 MR WRIGHT No

17 THE COURT Okay So Mr Staudaher les start over

18 with your last question

19 BY MR STAUDAHER

20 Your background and training can you tel us

21 how you got to the point you are today

22 cornplete my medical school can you hear

23 in 1969 and came and then trained in New York for four

24 and half years After finishing my training post Graduate

25 traning in New York came to Las Vegas and have been here
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ever since Initially was soic physician but joined

group Internal Medicine Associates in 1994 anc Im still

with them And still practice internal medicine also

have specialty in which Tim partner with another

physician We are two ecual partners and thats callea

Quality Care Consultants and we do consulting work through

Quality Care Consultants

Have you ever oeen on the State Medical Board or

associated with it

10 Yes

11 And how lorg did thdt occur and what position

12 did you have on the Boar

13 served on the Board for eight years Thats

14 the maximum that one can serve

15 And what was your position on the Board

16 was one of tne members on the Board and also

17 was President of the Board for period of time which is an

18 elected position

19 And whct was toe period of time you were

20 President of the Board

21 Probably couple of years

22 Within that eightyear period

23 Within that eight years period

24 Was that at the beginning or end of the period

25 mrddie
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Middle

Now Im going to ask you some questions about

tHis company you mentioned Quality Care Consultants you said

Yes

Describe or us what that is

Quality Care Consultants is company that

prcvides services for for insurance companies from

self fundeo pirograms to physicians to hospitals So it has

variety of services that it provides Its its main

10 emphasis is health care policy strategy case management

11 So when you say it provides its its you

12 ard one other physician

Li We are partners yes

14 Okay Do you have any employees or anybody that

15 works for you that compiles information does researci

16 arythlnc like that

17 No

18 So its just you two

19 Right

20 So the variety of services that you provioe

21 this is something if understand thats in anditior to your

22 current practice of medicine

23 Thats correct

24 What kind as far as -- and know you said

25 these are its entities that you work with but what want to
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focus you on practices doctors offices and the like What

kinds of things do you do for for those settincs

Could you ask the question again please

What kinds of services can you describe the

services that you actually provide for those types of

entities doctors offices clirics things like that

We provideo oversiqht of peer review process at

medicdl centers We also provide to hospital services case

management oversight and we do that for several hospitals in

10 in town

11 Do you know an individual by the name of Dipak

12 Desai

13 Yes

14 How long have you known him

15 Ive known him for many years

16 When did you first meet him

17 Probably when fle was new in town Ive been in

18 town since 1975

19 So long time aoo

20 Yes

21 Do you see him in court today

22 Yes

23 Can you point to him describe somethino that

24 hes wearing for the record please

25 Seems like hes wearing suit yellow tie
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blue shirt with white collar

MR STAUDAHER Wll the record reflect the identity

Your Hcncr

THE COURT It will

BY MR SIAUDAHER

With regard to your interaction with Dr Des0i

from mean has it changed over time and was it what

was it to begin with first of all

No

10 Its been the same over time

11 Yes

12 Okay And are you friends colleagues

13 combination

14 Colleacues

15 Friends

16 Colleagues

17 Okay

18 THE COURT Do you socidlize all

19 THE WITNESS Nothing outside of being colleague

20 BY MR STAUDAHER

21 Now did your compctny Quality Care Consultants

22 ever provide any kind of services to Dr Desai and/or his

23 clinic

24 To his company yes

25 And which company was that
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Castroenterology Centers

Tell us about that First of all how did you

even get involved in in hs center

We were realy never involved in his center

Okay How dd you even mean who

approached you first of re_ated to uhis

He he approacred Qulity 0dre Consultants

Dr Desal

Yes

10 So he approaches you as an inoivicual or as

11 as group at place of busness

12 As company yes

13 So where is your pace of business

14 Its at in Las Vegas

15 Where in Las Veoas

16 3006 South Maryland Parkway

17 Is that where Dr Desai walked into your office

18 one day or how did that co

19 He called my partner that he was interested in

20 looking at our services getting our services since we do that

21 all the time in the hospitals and so we set up an appointment

22 and we met with him

23 What specifically did he wdnt you to do for him

24 He said that he his group was orowinc it was

25 pretty large group ano they were in growth phase and they
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dio not really have formal internal peer review process and

so thev wanted our help to help them set up something like

that

So what is peer review process

peer review process is something that all

larce nu0nizations hospitals have in which there is

structured process in which peers can and review peers

get revIewed for any adverse outcomes Its whole process

So beside just this mean does that Involve

10 pecule externally that would look at what mean what

11 wou you be looking at

12 In peer review process

13 Yes

14 Once the process is established if theres an

15 acverse cutcome thats It goes through that process

16 Its

17 When you say adverse outcome are you talking

18 abeut sorrething happened to patient for example

19 Right or if theres complaint or if there is

20 sometning that happens to patient it has to go throuch

21 certan certain process and thats what peer review

22 process is

23 So when you he approaches you to help set

24 that up is that right

25 Correct
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Do you charge or your services

Yes we do

Do you do some sort of initial charce or initial

consultation fee to have somebody for you to go in arid

actually look at practice

Would we do somethIng like -hat Yes

Did you in hIs case

Yes we dic

Okay So ted me he comes in and he and

10 ti-ats all he wants is you to set up peer review process

11 Correct

12 Did he want anything to do with quality

13 assurance in his practice Mention any of that at all

14 Peer review process Is pdrt of quality

15 assurance

16 Okay Maybe Im Im Im misunderstamoing

17 So when you say peer review are you talking about other

18 doctors that would be looking at hs sort of facility Peer

19 assume mean other doctors Is triat

20 Peers means your peers

zl Okay

z2 Like in gastroenterology peers would be other

23 other people in the group For an internal peer review

24 process it will be their physicians way for their

25 physicians to sort of review themselves to look at to do
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theIr own analysis and review if there are issues or corcerns

or problems

So in your -- in your sort of work with with

Dr Desai or at least what you envisioned doing for him what

exactly was it just this peer review thing

What do you mean by ust peer review thino

Well maybe poor choice of words on my part

understhnd and please Im trying not to get oonfuseo

here with regard to that but you said an internal peer revew

10 process that wds made up of other like physicians like

11 gastroenterologists for his practice his being Dr Desai

12 trat they would then have some way to look at aoverse

13 outcomes thinos like that with patients or oomplaints or the

14 like

15 His own practice would have the ability how to

16 revIew their own internal issues oomplaints problems

17 Okay So you

18 THE COURT So its those doctors kind of reviewlno

19 thenselves

20 THE WITNESS Right Correct

21 BY MR STAUDAHER

22 So beside the doctors reviewing themselves was

23 there any other part of this that you were like were you

24 going to review procedures Were you going to review

25 policies medical facilities anything like that as parc of
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what you envisioned doino for Dr Des0i

To set up the process ycu have to know sort of

tie lay of the land as to wh0t polIcies do they have in ace

what facilities they work out of cow is the patient flow To

be ab to set up somethinc fcr tterr you have to now what do

they have right now

So what dio yoL cc you agreeo to do this

obvously

Yes we din

10 Was there anybody ese there besice Dr Desai

11 with you axid was this your partner

12 Thats correct

13 And who is your pcrtnei

14 Dr Kahn

15 So both of you are present at the meeting with

16 Dr Desai

17 Thats correct

18 Was there more tf an one meethng before you

19 actually went and did anything him

20 No

21 So after that meetino tcll us what you do

22 He said give me proposal which we sent And

23 then we received partial payment check and we sent him

24 letter thanking him for inviting oar services And thats

25 when we started the process of looking at what they have
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before giving final report

Okay So tell us when so you actually went

to the clinic

Thats correct

Tell us what you dd when you went there

We were told that their manager who really

canges the whole business would be able to provide us wth

ary inform0tion that we need And so we met with with that

person we had moie than one meetings with her

10 And who was that

11 That was Rushing onya Rushing

12 So you said you had more than one meeting

13 Righo

14 Do you recall roughly how many meetings you had

15 with er
16 Two

17 As far as the uctual in work mean where

18 youre in the clinic what are you doing there to review or to

19 get preoared to write your report

20 We are not doing anything there to to wrIte

21 report We are gaFhering nformtion on which well base our

22 report

23 Fair enough What things did you do in that

24 process

25 So we met with her on those two occasions and
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she asked to what is the process and she is the one who

manages the whole business from her Its solely based on the

irformation that we receive from her and the facility ard the

documents that we reviewed they had their their manual

acministrative manual whicn is pretty big document that we

reviewed And we had thnk couple of hours at one

location and then maybe couple of hours or more at another

location meeting with her to see as to how how the

facilities function

10 Now you said that there was this engagement

11 letter that you wrote you got partial payment for is that

12 correct

13 That is correct

14 MR STAUDAHER May approach Your Honor

15 THE COURT Sure

16 BY MR STAUDAHER

17 Im showing you what has been marked as States

18 proposed Exhibit 177 And Im going to leave this up here for

19 you but take look at that You can flip through the entire

20 tting and take your time and teli me if itts familiar to you

21 at all

22 Yes This seems familiar yeah

z3 Okay So these are and Im going to leave

24 those up there

25 Okay
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for just moment So are these are these

records of your sort of the engagement letter and some

payments and so forth

Right right They are the payments and the

engagement letter This frst one is the one that we had made

an offer and this is the one after we received the first

payment

So are those records youve seen before

Yes

10 They were something you would have cenerateo or

11 had in your possession at some point

12 Thats correct

13 MR STAUDAHER Id move for admission of States

14 proposed 177 Your Honor

15 THE COURT Any objection

16 MS STANISH No Your Honor

17 THE COURT No

18 MR SANTACROCE No

19 THE COURT Okay 177 is admitted

20 States Exhibit 177 admitted

21 MR STAUDAHER May publish Your Honor

22 THE COURT You may

23 MR STAUDAHER And Im going to leave the copy up

24 there Ive got another copy of that

25 THE COURT Thats fine
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MR STAUDAHER thats highlighted That one is

not obviously

THE COURT Okay

MR STAUDAI-IER But this is

THE COURT So to be clear those ie your

highlights

MR STALJDAHER TYose are my hiohlights yes

BY MR STAUDAHER

just want to ask you couple of questions

10 about those as we go throuoh some of this First of all the

11 date of this letter sir What the date

12 September 25 2006

13 This initial letter and it looks like theres

14 fee amount can you tell us what tnat is for your services

15 Its 25000

16 Dollars

17 Dollars

18 This portion here where it says youre offering

19 your services to review and assess tne current medical

20 facilities programs policies and prccedures at various

21 locations Do you see that

22 Correct

23 And that you will make recommendations for the

24 initiation of policies and procedures delivery of quality

25 care in accordance with national standards
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parGgraph

services on

or this one

Arid in thIs

10

11 for your 50

12 sent befcre

13

14

15 appear tc be

16

17

18 2Cth of 2006

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Thats correct

And again it looks like youre on this ast

than youre talking about doing ongoing monitoring

monthly basis Thats what you were

Thats what It says

I\ow The next and thats the Bates number

is entitled QCC1 and then the next page is QCC2

cne the date Is what sir

January 22rd 2007

And this portion here where it says Thank you

perren advanced payment is this something you

you acually went to the facility

That is correct

The next page is Bates number QCC3 Does that

check related to any one of those letters

Yes this seems like the first check

Okay So -he date of this check is December

That is correct

how at some point after you go to the facility

do you in any way produce any kind of report mean crc you

go through and do the things that you described in your letter

here

We produced report at the end of our review of

what they had
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Okay And when was that report producec

think you should have copy of that That

believe was in September of 2007

could provide you one

September of 2007

Would that help if provided you with copy to

look as we go through

Oh yes please

And sir

10 MR STAUDAHER At this point Im not necessarIly

11 moving to admit this at the time so its not been marked

12 Im just leaving this up here for him so that he has chance

13 to look at it Copies have been provided to counsel as well

14 THE COURT Okay

15 BY MR STAUDAHER

16 So if you need to refresh your memory at cny

17 time by looking at that report just let us know and and

18 you can do so The first thinc wanted to know is the date

19 of your report that you actually provided

20 September 11th 2007

21 Now the date of this initial letter was

22 September 25th of 2006 is that correct

23 Thats correct

24 And the date of the next letter was January 22nd

25 of 2007
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Thats correct

So what happened between those letters and this

report

So between between this letter that you just

showed we contacted a5 to wto do we get to meet to provice us

with the information that we wou1d need to make the report anc

we were directed towaros Tonya Rushing And so we called her

and sFe hs busy schedule ann between her schedule anc our

schedule think we met witn fer in March was the first

10 meeting

11 And then we met with her again in MarcY so twice in

12 March and then once in April were the contacts that we had

13 And walk through of the of the endoscopy clinics as well

14 as our meetings wih Tony Rushing And then believe in

15 July is when we had our last last item that we neeceO

16 which was the review of records for completeness to to see

17 if to make it pdrt of tne report And so after that

18 thereabouts think about six weeks after we had finished all

19 that nd the production of our report that we see here

20 Okay Now you actually signed this letter in

21 your report on tha for this September 11th 2007 nate

22 correct

23 Thats correct

24 Am to understand you that you met with Tonya

25 Rushing Did did you as part of your review can you
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tel1 us if you met with any of the staff employees if you

observed procedures you know exactly what you did jr the

in the practice to evaluate them

Yeah And its its petty much outlined in

cur report that you havent admitted yet cu know tiat you

have produced for me to look at

THE COURT Well

MR STAUDAHER Well Im going gc dheao ano mark

it then

10 THE COURT you have to the way we do it is you

11 still have to go through and answer

12 THE WITNESS Sure Id

13 THE COURT answer the questions

14 THE WITNESS be happy to do h0t

15 MR STAUDAHER And Im going to go ahedc ano get

16 them marked anyway in case we need to do somethinc with it

17 It can at least be Courts exhibit

18 THE COURT Thats fine

19 BY MR STAUDAHER

20 Again Ill give that back ro you to ook at any

21 time know its outlined in the report but Im askinu you

22 Could you just tell me what you did as far as those kinds of

23 things in the practice What did you look at

24 All right And so we as sam that our

25 first meeting was with Tonya Rushing in her office at Shadow
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Lane And we hd think about couple of hours meeting

botf myself and Dr Kahn met with het And we made some notes

about her describing to us as to how the offices functioned

ard worked And then we had second meeting with her and we

asked her to see cs rtm if the facilities had their

accreditcttions and li tfdt anc she produced all those

documents for us us those certificates of accreditation

And and we revieed we got the policy axd procedures

manual which -ould not review at that time because it was

10 pretty thick abOc thinK three or four inches thick And

11 so she allowed us take that with us to study and and

12 revew and look ano ther we had walk through

13 And we aiso met wth nurse supervisor in that

14 faclity thd Tonyd Pushing introduced us to ann she walked us

15 through the enoosccpy center at Shadow Lane And on

16 different doe which believe would be in April that we had

17 we walked thr ouch the other facility the enooscopy

18 center on rn next to Desert Sorings Hospital which is

19 on Harmon believe

20 So neside those things you mentioned you

21 mentioned talking one nurse on one occasion is that right

22 One nurse in the endoscopy center on the Shadow

23 Lane and there was nurse supervisor at the Burnham facility

24 also

25 How long were those meetings with the those
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two persons

They were the ones who walked us througl those

facilities and as we as to how the layout of the

facility is and where do the patients enter where do the

patIents sit how are they sort of taken through the system

And so as we were walkino through the facilities we talked to

acy employees that were there and asked them as to what they

do and how do they do whatever they do and how are the

patents sort of moved throuqh the system basically the ray

10 of the land

11 So those couple of meetings lasteo how long

12 wrere you talked to other people Was this day was it

ii week mean how mean hours

14 It was after hours it was after hours

15 It was after hours

16 It was after hours It was never durino the

17 time flecause we were not there to see how they are taking care

18 of patients We were there to see the lay of the lano as to

19 the facilities and how they moved the patients through the

zO through the facilities as they are taking calLe of them

21 How many how many clinical staff did you

22 actually talk to to the best of your knowledge

z3 Its difficult to say its been few years

24 But we didnt make note of how many people we we actually

25 met with but on our walk through we met with several people
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in each facility

Those are two separate times after hours

correct

Thats correct

Is that fair to say that patients are not in the

facility at -hat point

Thats correct

As far as the stciff was there were there

very many staff after hours stili in the clinic

10 There still were very many staff yeah

11 Okay At the enci of your these two times

12 were there any other times that you went and actually observec

13 procedures anything like that

14 We never observec any procedures

15 Did you ever ouserve even how the patierts movec

16 through the facility

17 We did not observe the patient our report anc

18 information is based on the information that was provided to

19 us It was not baseo on our observations of patients or

20 procedures

21 And did Dr Kahn was he with you the whole

22 time

23 He was

24 Im going to bring this back to you

25 Thank you
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Would you cm to that first page not the very

first page but the first page of the let-er Ano just want

to ask you about some of the things that you wiote in your

letter Do you see that Go ahead and read that so it can

you can familiarize yourself with it

Okay

When it says extensive meetincs with both

clinicdl stdff arid ddministrctive personnel are you talkinc

about these two incidents with that you waiked thr ouch the

10 facility

11 When we had the meeting with the rest of the

12 staff

13 Yes

14 There were two walk thrcughs yes

15 Is that what youre terminc extensive meetings

16 with those people

17 Extensive meetings would be strtinc from Tonya

18 Rushing and amd the walk through of the facilities

19 And did misunderstand you you met with Tonya

20 Rushing twice

21 Twice

22 Okay And you walked through the facility or

23 two different facilities

24 Two different facilities

25 After hours
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After hours

And these people were involved in in what

The people that you taked to the clinical staff handling of

patIent care that kind tting

Receivino he pdtients in the ieception room and

then who take the pdtien people who were ir1 the back

office So at all different levels we me- diflerent people

When you mention in your leotei about throughput

tirough the faciliy you actually qualify that do you not

10 And Im tcdking about the top ot the four-h paragraph first

11 sentence Can you describe for us what you meant by that

12 Througf put what what we mean here is

13 movement of pat ien from thnie point of entry to the point of

14 exit

15 But you never saw any patients in the facility

16 No its bdsed or what we were told

17 By whom

18 By the people that we interacted with

19 And you inoicaten that it was efficient and that

20 the staff was morale was cich Was that based on these

21 people tAft you had talked to

22 That was based on on the people we talked to

23 correct

24 And based on that you also talk about reviewing

25 physician nedical records Can you describe that for us what
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you dId ith regards to those

We reviewed the medical records for

coapleteness

When you say completeness what are you balking

uncut That they had all the parts or what was written on

tuen or or how they looked mean what was your

For completeness of informar ion

So meaning what

Meaning that is there name of the patient

there to identify those patients is there body that

11 olows the patient as to the information that should he

ttere is all that information there is There any informdtor

12 ftats missing that they shoulo be putting in that sor of

14 Thing

15 Now as far as your and on this oocument

16 theres two parts Theres part at the beginning which is

17 typed letters and it looks like your report arid then theres

18 some handwritten items on the back Do you see that It

19 looks like some notes or something like that

20 Yes

21 Is do you recognize the handwriting there

22 Yes

23 And whose handwriting is that

24 lot of it is Dr Kahns and some of it is

25 mine
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But you recounize it as something that you all

both produced

That is correct yes

Were those the notes that you kept to produce

your report

Yes

Now after you produced this report mean hac

you beside doing the going to the clinic or the clinics

on those couple of occasions you mentioned did you and

10 takIng guess the proceaure book the policies and procedure

11 book off site and going through that you went through that as

12 wel
13 That is correct

14 The actual chart review of the doctors records

15 that you say you looked at was that on site or did you take

16 those offsite

17 No onsite

18 And you said extensive or rather along with

19 broad sample of each physicians medical records Are we

20 talking about every physician that worked in the clinic

21 We think so because we thats we requested

22 to pull the charts on every physician sample chart so that we

23 can review them see if heres pattern of any deficiencies

24 in documentations that we coulo make recoranendations on

25 Now after this report is done were you doing
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this did you do any further work for them

Like what

Im asKing you Did you do anythino further

then iust do this report and submit it to them

After the report was compleeo

Yes

No

So up to this point if understano bm

correctly your $25000 was to produce this -his item

10 Thats correct to produce this final document

11 So you prohuced that and then whar was whats

12 the purpose of that do you know other than to give them

13 feecback

14 The purpose of this is to set up peer revew

15 proGram for them which it entais pretty well ano the issues

16 that we brought up what we observed and -he recorrenencailons

17 that we made And then we were going to sit down witi -hem te

18 go over over this report see if they have any questions

19 and as to how have we come up with these reconrneneations

20 which never took place

21 So you never had follow up meeting with them

22 at all

23 No

24 Did you encage with them in any way to co or

25 did they engage you rather in any way to do axy follow up
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care any quality assurance ary anything else as far as

that was concerned

No

Now want to srcw you couple of things

because want to mdKe sure Lilderstand where these come

from Now you said hs the fee for doing this work was

$25000

Thts rorrect

want to cc to Hxhioit whatever the ExhIbit

10 number is 178 wart to oo to the rhecks That initial

11 check that think you saio was partial payment dated 12/20

12 of 2006 for $12 CQQ

13 Thats correct

14 And hen tYe next check which was dated May 3rd

15 of 2007 also $12500

16 Thats correct

17 That date your report is September 11th of

18 2007 is it not

19 Date of the report is

20 Thats wher yoor letter is dont know if

21 that coincides with the report

22 Yes September 11th 2007

23 So can you tell me wuat this check is for on

24 November 7th or November 29th of 2007 for the same $12500

25 amount
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dont know what that is It wasnt it was

not check for our services and so we when we found out

tbdt there was an additional payment it was returned

So you didnt engage them on regular and

tfls this actually says right here quality does it not

the like the memo line

It does

And this is to your compcirly Quality Care

Consultants

Thats correct

Did Dr Desai ever ask you if he could use your

cormany as mean to to oo quality assurance at all

No

Did he ever ask you if he could use your company

aid your report to show th0t he had some quality assurance

procraxr in place

17 No

18 And you dont know wty this other check was sent

19 to you

20 When we founo out It was it was an extra

21 check which wasnt part of our service so we retutned it

22 When did you when did you do that When did

23 you get this

24 When did we find out

25 When did you get this check
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dont know It got deposited into the account

and we found out about it when we were reviewing for taxes

2008 When we were reviewlnc for taxes thats when we found

out that theres an extra payment here And so we broucht it

to the attention of our attorney at that rime And because

the place was already closed oown then he said that we dont

know who this check woulc have to go to But then

subsequently it was we found wdy to return it

As d5 ar as tbets concerned just want to

10 be clear you never never provided any quality assurance

11 work at all

12 Thats correct

13 MR STAUDAHER Pass the witness Your Honor

14 THE COURT All rgut Cross Who would like to

15 start

16 MS STANISH Your Ucnor we need to have brief

17 THE COURT Recess

18 MS STANISH Yes please

19 THE COURT All rigut thats fine Ladies and

20 gentlemen well go aheac and take recess until 310

21 During the recess youre reimLnced that youre not to ciscuss

22 the case or anything relat no to the case with each other or

23 with anyone else Youre not to read watch listen to any

24 reports of or corrmentaries on this case any person or subject

25 matter relating to the case Dont do any independent
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research and please dont form or express an opinion on the

trial Put the notepads in your chairs and follow the b0lf
through the rear door

Jury recesseo at 252 p.m

THE COURT And sr ouring the break piese ocr

discuss your testimony

THE WITNESS can go out

THE COURT Yeah youre free to

THE WITNESS Okay

10 THE COURT to go out out into the hal On

11 Mr Staudaber apparently according to the clerk yo.

12 rrisspoke The las- exhibit you were talking dbcu you said

13 170 oh its 177 its not 178 right

14 MR STAUDAHER Is that on the rerord The

15 correction

16 CLERK You said Exhibit 78 and

17 MR STAUDAHER Oh okay can clarify it can

18 just

19 THE COURT Okay yeah just so you know

20 MR STAUDAHER Before they do cross Ill just walK

21 up there and clarify that

22 Court recessed at 253 p.m until 304 p.m
23 Outside the presence of the jury

24 THE COURT You had time to confer witL your client

25 before you begin your cross is that correct
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MS STANISH Yes Your Honor Thank you

THE COURT rgnt Will somebody maKe sure the

bailiff brings them in Do we have something first

MR STAUDAHER Just one thing weve cotten some

informatIon

THE COURT OKay

MR STALOAHER So ant to make suxe that the Court

has that because the ncx witness think what were going

to is just call this one doctor

10 THE COURT YeaY was going to suggest that

11 dont know that

12 MR STALDAHER Rght

13 THE COURT whc.t hes saying is real controversial

14 or anything

15 MR STAUDABER just didnt know if he would

16 remember the various things so

17 THE COURT So thats good we can get rid of one

18 MS STAhISH Oh so on good So were oomg

19 right in to Chaffee

20 MR STAUDAHER Go rioht in to Chaff ee after this

21 THE COURT OKay all rght

22 MS STAIZISH Okay

23 THE COURT Then well deal with his issue

24 MR STAUDAHER We provided to counsel today or

25 since Mr Whitely went out the issue with regard to the metS
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10

11

12

14

15

16

17

18

19

zO

21

22

23

24

25

lab or or that that was disposed of back in 2006

apparently The file date on this was 2005 The disposed

date of this particular action is 2006

THE COURT You showed that to defense ccunsel

MR STAUDAHER Yeah they have copies And then the

other one which was the malicious injury to veficle one was

filed in 06 apparently and it was disposed as of

MR WHITELY Which one are we talking about

MR STAUDAHER This one here

MR WHITELY Tampering was dismissed on 10/z4/2006

MR STAUDAHER So both of those

THE COURT Preceded any contact with

MR WRIGHT Oh diant even this is third

ccc didnt even know about this one

THE COURT Okay Well it was over

MR STAUDAHER Its dismissed case

THE COURT It was over before he was contacted by

lw enforcement correct

MR STAUDAHER So the only thing for this

THE COURT Or contacted relating to this hes

obvously had other yes

MR STAUDAHER According to the records the only

tYing that apparently was was still or is it still

MS WECKERLY Well no thats mean that one

is
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MR STAUDAHER Durino this window

MS WECKERLY think so mean it looks like

MR WHITELY The arrest dates 4/10

MS WECKERLY tte arrest date is technically

MR STALOAHER Theres at arrest date of 4/16/2010

on this and then do we have

MS ECKERLY Its its denied buL its still

denied in the

THE COURT In the wirdow

10 MR STAUDAHER Yeah This is the only one

11 THE COURT Okay all rght

12 MR STAUDAHER that could he the

13 THE COURT and then tUat was he was arrested

14 for what

15 MR STAUDAHER Possession of drug without

16 prescription possession of druo paraphernalia

17 MS VQECKERLY No hes not the paraphernalia or is

18 he just the

19 MR STAUDAHER Oh hes not

20 MS WECKERLY prescription

21 MR STAUDAHER You tell me Im sorry Im gettinc

22 up and saying this and didnt even look at it that

23 carefully

24 THE COURT Thats felony That was question

25 thats felony
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MS WECKERLY Yeah hes arrested

THE COURT So in other words that was hanginu over

his head in some way during the time he was interviewed by

polce is that correct Because if its over before hes

MR WRIGHT Yes

THE COURT even contacted

MS WECKERLI Yes yes

THE COURT by it was

MS WECKERLY Yeah mean it uechnicJly In the

10 time frame Hes arrested for possession without

11 prescription

12 THE COURT And then it was denied fc prosecution

13 MS WECKERLY We dont have mean the

14 MR WRIGHT Its still open isn it

15 MS WECKERLY No its denied

16 THE COURT Its denied

17 MR WHITELY Denied as of 11/3/2010

18 THE COURT We cont know why It cculc hdve been

19 they never bothered to test the if they never

20 MR WHITELY The problem is

21 MS WECKERLY Its prescription druc

22 MR WRIGHT We know why

23 THE COURT Or he got prescription or his bloom

24 pressure pills so really

25 MR WRIGHT Or it was quid pro quo
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didnt say ycu couldnt ask him about

about tnat one

Okay

THE COURT

it You can ask him

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT and thats it The other two are off

limits because it pereoed ay contact with the police

MR The prescription thuos were Taraxacin

and Zolpioem

THE COURT dont krcw what do you Know what

those are

MR WRIGHT can

MR WHITELY No

MR WRIGHT question Oim about his drug use

though That goes to his perception and memory and his

delusions correct

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

the

Well iou can ask him what mean

Whats his drugs of choice

No mean well

Ano also going to ask him just so

You have qood faith basis You cant
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MR WRIGHT Well you know what am going to

question him about that

THE COURT said you can question him about the one

ttt w0s hanging over his head You cam ask him about you

krow wnat his usage was when Yes working there when hes

irterumiwed whatever Other than that you know what he dic

years before or what his roommate did isnt isnt

relevant

MR WRIGHT Wasnt roommate He was disciplined

10 at the clinic and it was written up The first incident

II THE COURT Well anything that happened

MR WRIGHT he scared the employees Let me

ii exp_ain what it is Rod told fellow employees he brought

14 vagrant into his home that he shared with his wife ann chld

15 to try to rehabilitate the vagrant Contrary to Rods coal of

16 rehablitation the vagrant used Rods computer to submit

17 crlne orders for components to build meth lab Police

18 arrested Rod and the vagrant and Rod told employees he was let

19 go once the vagrant explained that the meth lab was his idea

20 but tue Castro Center employees were alarmed by the stories

21 so monya met with Rod to discuss appropriate ann inappropriate

22 conversations in the workplace

23 THE COURT Okay

24 MR WRIGHT So

25 MR STAUDAHER Whats relevant about the underlying
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issues d5 to why he was talked about That whole thing is not

Ht predates the

MR WRIGHT Well Im going to impeach now Im

going to read this discovery

MR STAUDAHER events in this case

MR WRIGHT and find out if it was vagrant

mean if the gnys liar Ive got the right to bring it out

THE COURT Yeaf if hes liar youve got right

to sk him about that mean honestly my take on what Mr

10 Wriqht recd if thats true mean dont think it cast

11 it casts him in sort of foolish light but not as like bac

12 person if hes trying to mean if hes Christian and

11 you know is trying to do oood deeds dont know

14 MR WRIGHT Well thats why Ive oot to read

15 the discovery and see iF we

16 THE COURT All right Well can we

17 MR WRIGHT he took in vagrant

18 THE COURT cet back going wirh the doctor or do

19 we need more time or

20 MR SANTACROCE Is it time to render Can make my

21 motion to render

22 THE COURT No Heres what the plan is on your

23 motions Mr Santacroce Im ooing to make list of all the

24 motions you want to make and then were do any of them have

25 to be made today
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MR SANTACROE Well one has to do with Chaff ee

THE COURT Well that one we have to hear now tYer

MR SANTACROCE Okay thats thats fine TYe

rest we can table

THE COURT Well -- what my plan was wan to bane

the jury come in at 930 or 945 and us get here at nine on

Monoay morning and that will give you 45 minutes or howevei

lono ycu need to make all the motions you

MR SANTACROCE dont need that mud time tour

10 Honor

11 THE COURT Well Mr Wright still has some thnos

12 that ces going to need to address We can do all that Mv

13 concern isnt doing it my concern is doing it when we Ydve

14 jurors nave waiting Thats my concern So you know and

15 normally if there wasnt the issue with the fatigue ard

16 whatnot not my fatigue for the record but Dr Desals we

17 we lawyers wed all be staying here you know until 6uO

18 or whteve going over the legal things once the jurys

19 excuseci But you know Ive been trying to let everybeoy 00

20 at five so that you can meet with Dr Desal and prepare for

21 the next day So you know Mr Santacroce make your Mr

22 Chdffee motion

23 MR SNJTACROCE Yeah want to limit his test mony

24 to what he actually saw and observed He had hes very

25 opinionated and he talks lot about what he thinks the CRNA5
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should do or what their procedures shculd be Hes an RN

hes not CPNA

THE COURT Youre oorreot he cant opine on that

He can certainly opine on aseptic technique

MR SANTACROL Fine

THE COURT h0t wou be the only thino because

thats sort of universal in nedltn care so

MR SANTACROE But makes comments like

72 year old 100 pound qrandmotner should have 100

10 milligrams

11 THE COURT No he doesnt know

12 MR SANTACROCE of popof ol and

13 THE COURT he cant opine on that If he starts

14 look if he starts you know testifying in that way

15 objection beyond the scope of ris knowledge and Ill sustain

16 it agree

17 MR SANTACROCE Okay

18 MR STAUDAHER dont intend to ask anything like

19 that

20 THE COURT Yeah What se

21 MR SANTACROCE Th0ts it

22 THE COURT Oh oKay Kenny bring them in All

23 right Lets make list Mr Santaoroce of all your

24 motions

25 MR WRIGHT Wait Were not doing Chaffee yet
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right

THE COURT No Were doing the doctor but we may

not

MR WRIGHT Okay

THE COURT caKe another break

MR WRIGHT Okay because got motion in limine

THE COURT All rignt Well

MR WRIGHT Now reading this it was Feceral

secrcn warrant and the vagrant denied anything about it and

10 si ws Rods meth lab

11 THE COURT Well obviously someone believed Rod over

12 tre v.ardnt because the case was dismissed

13 MR WRIGHT oont know

14 MS STANISH Did tney check with the Feds to see if

15 tre case was referred to the Feds

16 THE COURT Either that or it was

17 MS WECKERLI It was Dell

18 MS STANISH Pardon me

19 THE COURT It was Dell

20 MS WECKERLI Isnt that when Dell

21 MR WRIGHT No was this was Federal search

22 warrant

23 MS STANISH If the Feds are involved want to

24 know if there was referral

25 THE COURT Maybe if Detective Detective can you
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help us out Can you make call over to the FBI or the US

Attorneys Office find out exactly whats goinc on with Mr

CYaffee If he has ary Feder0l convictions has

arything hanging over his head rIght now Federally and han

arything hanging over his head at the time Anybody else want

Detective Whitely to check anythIng else

MS STANISH The air in my tires

THE COURT Okay Hes going to check with the FBI

and hell come back and tell us

10 MS STANISH The air in my tires

11 MR STAUDAHER Just so were clear on this this

12 this actually says that McGrtf the other guy said that they

13 were cooking meth He aomittec to it He didnt say it was

14 somebody else doing it

15 THE COURT Well look Mr Wright was concerned that

16 it went Federal The detective will check and see if theres

17 any other Federal stuff out there thdt were nor aware of and

18 if that would have been hanginc over his head at the time he

19 was interviewed by the detective was the FBI there when you

20 interviewed him

21 MR WHITELY The first one that we did

22 THE COURT Chaf fee yeah

23 MR WHITELY Id hcive to look dont remember

24 THE COURT It doesnt matter Just check if you

25 dont mind please and let us then well maybe take
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break or an update

MS STANISH DEA

MR WHITELY Does it say DEA

MS STANISH Go call Pam Martin

MR SANTACROCE On my motions

THE COURT Yeah Wd5 going to make whole 1st

here

MR SANTACROCE nave two

THE COURT One is the bail motion

10 MR SANTACROCE Correct And the other one is

11 still waiting on this issue with juror

12 havent seen the transcript that

ii THE COURT Its right up here but were having

14 other juror issues as well Ms Mayo has two suspicious

15 looking moles moles and sties worried that theyre cdncer

16 but she doesnt have any insurance because she cant start her

17 job because The trial is going and somebody else gut dr her

18 job This just found out at the last break She pLlleo

19 Kenny aside report on the suspicious looking moles We

20 also tave two people with upcoming you know Im keeping

21 track of it all up here Mr Santacroce Im not foroertng

22 anything

23 MR SANTACROCE Thank you Your Honor migb

24 forget it thats why Im just raising it

25 THE COURT Have have ever forgotten anything
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MR SAnTACROCE V03 avent so far

THE COURT So there you are Okay So the pressing

one is the hail motion And tten with respect we still have

to resolve the issue of the or0ph cs exhibits or demonstrative

or modified exhibits or whatever from Ms Sampson

MR SANTACROCE Ann we have to

THE COURT We also hdve to resolve the issue of

whether or not her testimony is qong to be stricken or

whether or not theres goinci to be an instruction to the jury

10 telling them to disregard parts of her testimony So we have

11 to handle that on Monday morning as well

12 MR SANTACROCE And we h0ve the bad acts ann the

13 Court does allow those bad acts Im goinci to ask for

14 cautionary instruction to the jury tn0t they dont go to Mr

15 Lakeman

16 THE COURT Right

17 MR SANTACROCE 7hts all have Your Honor

18 THE COURT Thark you

19 Jury reconvened at i6 p.m
20 THE COURT And Mr Staudaher will you retrieve the

21 witness for us please

22 MR STAUDAHER Oh yes

23 THE COURT Thank you All right Court is now back

24 in session and sent Mr Staudaher out in the hallway to

25 retrieve the witness Doctor come on up here please Sir
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back up tc the witness stand and then just have seat All

right

MR STACDAHER Your Honor it came to my attenton

tYat may have misspoken Number of that exhibit is Exhibit

177

THE COURT All right And did that conclude you

direct excnunation

MR STACDAHER Yes Your Honor

THE COURT All right Ms Stanish are you ready

10 MS STARISH Yes maam

11 THE COURT All right

12 CROSS EXANINATION

13 BY MS STANISH

14 Good afternoon Ooctor Anwar

15 Hi

16 assume you do not do quality assurance on

17 courtncuse elevators Or maybe you should want to claricy

18 for the jumy sir what your service is and what it is not

19 Okay

20 All richt Ano as understand your testimony

21 on direct you were hireu for purposes of creating peer

22 review process that would focus on doctors correct

23 Internal peer review process

24 Arid the and Ill come back to that in

25 moment thank you And the peer review process an internal
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peer review process is component of quality assurance

correct

Thats correct

Is peer review process something that is

rrLanoatory or its just sometning ttats goal to achieve

Mandatory for whom

Just just to clirify what internal peer

revew is Is it something that is manddtory by law

No

10 And why do clinics or hospitals why do your

11 customers if you were will your client why do they seek

12 to have an internal peer review process

13 It enhances gulity

14 And quality respect to what exactly

15 Again as always patient care

16 The you are not expert in gastrolony are

17 you

18 No

19 You are not an expert in anesthesiology

20 No

21 And your review if Im uxideistanaing your

22 testimony correctly was to analyze whats sort of well

23 what well what what sort of systems were already in

24 place and where you could find improvement in connection with

25 peer review process
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Thats correct

Explain for us just educate us about the

process If your goal was to focus on this one comporert of

quality assurance explain for for us why you had to revIew

the policy and procehure rnnuals meet wi-h lonya Rusuirg ano

tour the facility

To know as to what do they have in place orb

also to know what the _ay of the land is as to where the

patients 0re not treated dnd theyre treated in certain

10 place And if there are any information that we can net from

11 that to provide them with as best of help as possibly we

12 could

13 Now when you reviewed the charts as

14 understand your review of charts you reviewed the charts that

15 dont rel0te to the gastro procedures you reviewed charts

16 that dealt with the consultation by doctors Am correct in

17 understanding that

18 We just han them pull random charts on on all

19 the doctors and so that we could make some general

20 reconmend0tions as to what if there is something that

21 should be included thats not there thth we could we couLd

22 focus on thdt or bring it to their attention

23 And your review of charts did not inclune the

24 anesthesiology charts

25 No
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And why that

Because thats not part of the medical record

that was kept by the CFcNAs

CRNAs or the M.D.s

CRNAs

And Im Im somewnat confused You you

puThed the charts of the doctors

This is the full chart patient cLart

Oh you mean the charts thar the that has

10 that the doctors review responsible fcr fillino out

11 No this is mecical recoro of patient

12 Right

13 that different physicians are caKing care or

14 So If there theres physician wflc hcs 100 paients we

15 asked them to just pull samplino of the charts on each one

16 of the physicians so they woolo have andorn1y picKed some

17 charts for us to review This is the meoicdl record of

18 patient

19 And maybe should approach IL this way You

20 were aware were you not that the structure of this clinc

21 was it had an endo side and gastro side and ccc them

22 mixed up but suffice it to say one was actually corduct

23 the procedures the colonoscopies and such while the other

24 side was to have the doctors consult and visit with patients

25 Were were you aware of that kind of structure in place if
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you recall

Yes

And your review dealt with what side of the

house

WITh the patient chart

THE COURT think Im sorry to interrupt

but

MS STANISH Thats all right

THE OJRT did it deal with the procedure side

10 meaniun the colonoscoples nd the endoscopies or did it deal

11 with the consultation side where pANients just no in and see

12 doctor fcr an cffice vIsit and you know say oh my stomach

13 hurts wha ever

14 THE WITNESS mark you So both information from

15 both the pldces ould flow into the chart or any outside

16 consutdtion if its pertaning to that patient that the

17 physician is takino cdre of that would flow ino that chart

18 So would be medinol record part of the medical record

19 whether procedure hs been done or consultation has been

20 done or if follow up visit has been done

21 BY MS STANISH

22 All right The you were made aware of the

23 your you toured both the Burnham and the Shadow Lane

24 facility

25 Yes
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And and do you recall who took you on that

tour

They were the nurse supervisors

Do you recall the name Katie Maley

Yes

Was Jeff Krueger involved in that if you

recal

No Katie was and in the Shadow Lane

faclity cxid the person in the other facility dont recall

10 the name and we didnt write it down

11 All right And as as you clarified

12 for us that you dont do guality assurance with respect to the

i3 procedure itself but dict you look at other licensure or

14 accreditation documents of the clinic

15 Yes we were provided that

16 And did you and that was by Tonya Rushing is

17 that correct

18 Thats correct

19 And the way you conducted this review dealing

20 with Tonya Rushing dealing with the charge nurses was there

21 anything out of the ordinary about that

22 As far as

23 Well youre trying to create internal peer

24 review process for the doctors correct

25 Thats correct
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Arid is it is it important that why didnt

you meet with doctors

We were told that Tonya Rushing manages the

whoe place and so she would he able to provide us with any

information rhat we need Arid after meeting with Tonya

Rushing we really didnt have need to meet with the doctors

Sn you didnt you didnt want to meet with

the doctors

We didnt have need tc meet witi the coctors

10 It are right to assume that if you are

11 creating peer review process that is going to review

12 doctors that thats something that has to be done to avod

13 bias That the doctors themselves wouldnt be involved in the

14 construction of that peer review process it han to come from

15 you the outside agency Does that make sense Its long

16 question

17 It doesnt have to be that way If you have the

18 ability to create process of your own you can do that But

19 if you have people who who are experienced in that sort of

20 tning its helpful skill to get to pay for

21 And when woulo you describe Ms Rushing as

22 being competent manager

23 We really did not know the details of her

24 competency as far as manager is concerned The management

25 tease could probably better speak to that
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Okay Do you have your copy of your report

up there sir

Yes

If could draw your attention to oh these

pages arent numbered so Im going to 0lK ur trere and sit

you

MR STAUDAHER Rght in the lower riqrt lianc corner

MS STAHISH Oh yeat tnere it is cane eight

upsIde down

10 BY MS STANISH

11 Im just looking at this pane which

12 heres the report so its right here And juso read that to

13 yourself

14 Yes

15 Based on your contact with Ms Rushino and

16 having refreshed your memory there whet was yrur impression

17 of her

18 Just exactly as it stated here hnk it
19 states pretty clearly what our impression ws dim that was

20 only oased on our two meetings witi ncr dnd in in her

21 ability to give us the information that we used d5 basis for

22 making our report that was included as part of making our

23 report Because our report is findlly based on just the

24 information that was provided to us in our walk throuoh of the

25 two facilities arid our questions that we asked of the
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personnel

And you founo her to be very organized correct

Correct

And you found her to be versed with requirements

of requltory cuencies correct

Co rect

You found I-er to be hands on manager in very

diverse dnd crcllenainn business correct

Corecu

10 And based on meetings with various staff

11 members you in the two centers shes held in high esteem

12 correct

13 Thdts that was our impression

14 You you mentioned that you were handed

15 thick policy and ptocedure manual that you had no take

16 elsewhere to review because it was so thick

17 yes

18 Could you cenerally describe and perhaps even

19 ecucate us bit about poLcies and the policy and

20 procedures what kino of policies and procedures were

21 aodressed in that manual

22 It was business policy and procedures manual

23 basically and it was prety thick so its difficult to

24 describe that or me to recall from memory as to what all was

25 in there But we dio address that briefly in our report that
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ttere was recorimendation that we were going to make

reoarding that that we did not see that it was updated on

regullr basis or visited on regular basis

What was tryino to understand if you can

red is what when you say when you say it was

bus ness policy and procedure manual wha does that mean to

trose of us who know nothing about medical pacLices

It reall3 it was generic manual that would

serve for that sort of business And they ban the policies

10 tinat the business would follow and the procedures as to how to

11 follow those polices And that would be true for any

12 bLslness Any business requires policy and procedures

rianual

14 And
15 and the medical business is no different

16 Okay And so when youre saying business

17 polcy procedure manual are you talking about like employee

18 issues

19 What are the policies of your business How do

20 you conduct your business That would be basically what the

21 polcy of the of the company Is

22 Would generally spmaking now would

2i polcy and procedure manual set out definition of how to

z4 carry out the standard of care in conducting procedure

25 I\o It would carry out to how the bus ness
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is conducted rather than the practice of medicine is

conoucted

And hut aside from the policy business

policy and procedure manual based on your experience in

evaluating these various facilities is do policy manuals

generally mandate particular standards of care on how

professional staff shoulo perform procedures

That would be for that particular proceoure as

to what is expected of tfe staff And that is also part of

10 the responsibilities and duties of the staff involved with

11 whatever those procedures are

12 Okay

13 MS STANISH just want to approach him with the

14 deposition only have ore

15 BY MS STANISH

16 Im going ro this is deposition you hao

17 given

18 Sure

19 and Im just coing to ask you to read thfs to

20 yourself If you want to read elsewhere around there feel

21 free to do so to give it some content Okay

22 Thank you

23 So my question to you sir was generally

24 speaking do are stanoards of care in medical practice or

25 medical practices such as how to do procedure in accordance
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with the standard of care is that something that is containec

ir policy and procedure manuals

No

And why is that

Why is it not ccntained in The plicy and

procedures manual

Correct

Its inpossible to do th0t because that is not

tie goal of policy and procecures manucil Policr ai

10 procedure manuals are meant to now the oolici of the

11 busness of of that particular organization is and how the

12 plan of execution of that policies of thur busiress is not

13 tte minutia of all the details of the functions that are

14 performed Those are the those depeno on the expertise Th

15 people who are involved in the perfcrm0nce of those

16 procedures

17 Okay And think lustly just wcint to touch

18 on Doctor Anwar this chronology that Mr Staudaher

19 displayed that as understand it Dr Desai orioinally

20 contacted you in in September of 2006 And Then Mr

21 Staudciher showed you the various dates of the checks and the

22 final report that was approximately year later Is that

23 unusual to have to conduct your how do word this is

z4 that unusual that your you are engaged youre solicited to

25 help an organization improve their quality assurance but it
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So the very first one

The first patient would reguire two syrnoes

Okay Because there is what how many ooses

Theres 150

Okay So

total

you neec two

Two

The second one

10 One

11 The third

12 One one

13 How many for this one

14 Three

15 How many for the next one

16 Three

17 How many for the next one

18 Two

19 Now thats assuming no syrince reuse correct

20 mean that the person isnt reusing syringe with patIent

21 Thats correct

22 Im just saying if they didnt thats what you

23 would need

24 Yes

25 THE COURT That doesnt oh sorry dont want
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Mr Santacroce to object to me so

MR SANTACROCE wcnt this time if it benefits us

THE COURT Im just trying to understand That

doesnt account thouch wher yc youre doing syrince

araysis youre not accountino for if its single borte

for tne patient correct

THE WITNESS pp ied one vial one syringe per

patient

THE COURT CRay

10 THE WITNESS Assuminc that they would throw

11 everything out and srdrt aoan wltu one vial ana one syringe

12 for the next natient

13 THE COURT Not counting the possibility of of

14 full syringe at the 100 mi lioram level or milliliter Im

15 sorry

16 THE WITNESS Wel they cculd use one syrince and

17 refill it from one via but they cculdnt refill it from

18 another vial

19 THE COURT Atl rignt Im going to object to myself

20 and Im going to let Mr Stauhahe-c take over here

21 BY MR STAUDAHER

22 Go ahead and have seat maam

23 THE COURT Save Mr Santacroce the trouble

24 MR SANTACROCE Thank you

25 BY MR STAUDAHER
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And like said Im Im Im basically

done But just so were clear did any of that stuff

irjections the thing that asked you to do with assumino 100

per you know per syrinoe that kind of thing did any of

trot nave to do wi-h the analysis that youve testified to

here today Im talking about the hard numbers in the records

trt you youve lookeo up arid transposed into charts

These charts

Yes

10 No they did not pertain to these charts

11 Okay And what about these charts did they

lz pertan to those at all

No

So none of the documentary evidence that you

15 useO to produce those had anythIng to do with that injection

16 issue

17 No

18 MR STAUOAHER pass the witness

19 THE COURT All right Who would like to Mr

zO MR WRIGHT No Im not Im going to run to the

21 bathroom Can have two minutes

z2 THE COURT Sure Im waiting to take break One

23 of the jurors needed something at 11 so thats why were

24 waiting so long Is everybody okay We were going to no

25 until five of 11 but theyre all leaving me
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MR SANTACROCE need at least five minutes

THE COURT Okay Lacies and gentlemen well

MR SANTACROCE need to process this

THE COURT just bave mutiny on my hands

ell just go ahead and taxe ur break now and well take lone

enougn to accommodate the juror who needed to do something at

11

So ladies ard gentleTen well just take guick

weL recess at this point and youre reminded that during

10 the recess youre not to dscuss the case or anything relatinu

11 to the case with each other or witt anyone else Youre not

12 to read watch or listen to any reports of or commentaries on

13 this case person or subject matter relating to the case

14 Please dont do any independent research on the Interret or

15 any other medium Please dont form or express an opinion on

16 the trial Notepads in your cLalrs and follow the bailiff

17 through the rear door

18 Jury recessed at 1042 a.m

19 THE COURT And maam obviously dont discuss your

20 testimony during the break

21 THE WITNESS Thank you

22 Court recessed at 1043 a.m until 1105 a.m

23 Outside the presence of the jury

24 THE COURT All right Were back on the record out

25 of the presence of the jury And Mr Wright at one of the
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conferences at the bench hd indicated that he would like to

make record regarding his objection as to Mr Sraudahers

persistent leading is that correct Mr Wright Is that

essentially what you said at the bench

MR WRIGHT Yes

THE COURT All right go ahead Were on tm

record

MR WRIGHT Right The objections ae mace to

leading and his leading with the last witness on redirect

10 examination reached the pinnacle of leading thiik ar one

11 perod clocked 21 minutes he did all of the tesnifyino and

12 sfe said yes like 30 or 40 times and all of it estdt no the

13 direct examination But since weve all heard it on direct

14 now he now he just says it all to the witness so are can

15 say yes and its improper direct examination

dont think mean direct examination is siripre

17 you dont get to lead Did you make chart Yes T-ow oid

18 you do it You dont get to tell them and suggest to them ann

19 reac it all and say it and then say is that ccrrect Right

20 And thats what he does with this witness and does

21 consistently and we keep objecting to it

22 MS STANISH And if can add to that Your Honor

23 that is drawing the wrath of the jury As you ma have

24 observed theres jurors who groan audibly when we object and

25 its putting us in bad position because Mr Staudahers not
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adhering to fundamental ru es of direct exam

THE COURT Mr St0udaher anything you want to say

MR STAUDAHER Well mean when was going

through that fave mean clearly was was doinc

some leading in thdt sense acknowledge that But It

was basically relareo to document that was in following

down and asking her you krow okay we go through this

this date this da this d0te did not think that it was

situation where was was putting whole bunch of

10 stuff in front of her It was to facilitate goino through

11 that record

12 Now counsel dio rot object to that as was doing

13 it so thought that ft w0s ftay from their perspective So

14 to that extent think tftt ft was not improper because it was

15 not meant to be improperh leaning to go through the document

16 and walk through and get her to essentially what pointing

17 my finger at the documen you know what does this say or

18 or whatever Now if thats ar ssue and they oont they

19 object to that can ask her what does this say or can do

20 those things thats not problem It was to facilitate

21 going through physical recoro that was in evioence

22 THE COURT Okay

23 MR STAUDAHER that wanted to ask her about

24 THE COURT myself noticed the leading worse

25 yesterday afternoon In fact made joke in my head which
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controlled myself enough not to say in front of the jury but

tfe joke it wasnt really joke its not very funny but

was okay Mr Staudaher were going to interrupt your

testimony to take our evening recess because you were ledding

bed yesterday afternoon Today think most of what was

observing was just going through document thats already

evioence So while it there has been leadino dont

ready see huge amount of harm from reading off something

trats ilready in evidence

10 mean its already in and youre just reading it

11 So even though you shouldnt be leading dont -- what Jm

12 sayng is dont see lot of prejudice from that because the

13 documents already in and youre just reading from something

14 tiats already in

15 So going forward you know be mindful of leading

16 However when were talkino about document okay you know

17 think some of it is is sort of necessary so that were

18 not here for another endless hours that we dont neeo to

19 to be here Having said that think lot of the testimony

20 now tnat weve sorted out uoses versus syringes and this and

21 that think some of the testimonys kind of urnecessary

22 beccuse of an assumption that was faulty assumption

23 Meaning that there wasnt 100 in those you know in each

24 syringe and and but hopefully thats been sorted out

25 now
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MR STAUDAHER Yes And Your Honor and just as

will say

THE COURT and so just all would say again

to reiterate understand the defense doesnt want to keep

objecting because then that alienates the jury and

understand why they donL want to do it dont see lot of

prejudice from whats transpired or really any prejudice from

whats transpired so far with the leading because again it

was going over things that shed already testified to its

10 going over numbers in chart thats already been admitted

11 So dont see any prejunice to the defense by what you did

12 However havinci said all of that going forward you

13 know try to you know asic open ended questions did you

14 prepare this chart What Hnfcrmaticn did you you know

15 that kind of thing Im assuming this is our last chart type

16 witness you know What information did you use How did you

17 corrpile that Did you get any direction Who cave you

18 direction What what drection you know like that as

19 opposed to things that maybe you can say well it doesnt

20 necessarily suggest an arswer could be yes or no but we all

21 know you know it really does suggest the yes answer

22 So just you know be mindful of that ooing forward

23 dont really see as Ive said now three or four times any

24 harm from whats transpired so far would just say in the

25 interest of time you know think yes you definitely needed
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to clarify her testimony because think its corfuslng

Court was somewhat confused about it

MR WRIGHT Thats my next motion

THE COURT But you know you dont need to hnrnier

every single you Know lets not make redirect cbon

copy of direct Thats all Im saying Mr San ccoce

youre st0xiding what would you like to say

MR SANTACROCE just want to put on the recoio

that Mr Staudaher said thdt the defense didnt object the

10 leadino did object couple of times three times

11 THE COURT And sustained it and saio dont ledd

12 All rght Mr Wright make your next motion

13 MR WRIGHT Yes Im going to move to strike her

14 testimony and certain exhibits and Im Im uvess no

15 well first let me start with her testimony And and

16 shes an expert guess mean is her testimony in here

17 Shes suirmary witness expert covered by the expert rule and

18 sumary witness exhibits rule And her testimony regaroing

19 the propofol syringe ano bite block analysis is flawea and

20 its more confusing than beneficial to the jury Now and when

21 it redohes that its not admissible

22 THE COURT It is flawed because you know dont

23 know why this didnt happen but seems to me that in

24 preparation of the witness the State should have saio well

25 how did you get these numbers And if understand it
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correctly and may be confused the the syringe number is

based on the erroneous assumption that each 50 dose required

separate syringe as opposed to

MR STAUDAHER No

MS WE.CKERLY No

THE COURT filleo okay Its not that

number

MR STAUDAHER No And thdts one of the reasons

why did go over it multiple times with her said did

10 you

11 THE COURT She said two totally different things

12 tried to clarify

13 MR STAUDAHER No not on the issue of that chart

14 related to the syrinoes ts just hard numbers

15 THE COURT Okay Then gve her the chart and say

16 where did you what number where lets count this

17 What is this number and where ord you net these numbers Now

18 thats the first issue If she says no its its based on

19 100 100 milliliter dose and so you can only by definition

20 have 100 milliliters and if you put in another 50 you have to

21 go to second syrinoe whetter thats prefilleo syringe or

22 you take an empty syringe and put it back in it can only be

23 one or the other If thats her analysis then would say

24 that thats correct

25 But if her analysis is see two doses of RQ thats
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two syringes thats wrong Because think whats happening

is they put rhe heplock in they inject it partway 50 and

then they guess wait to see if the you have reaction or

how tkat affects you and then they dose the second 50 thats

cue syringe Thats totally proper according to the CDC and

ever3i single cerson whos come in here One syringe

prefi lcd 100 milliliters and into the into the hep lock

twc tires Theres nothing wrong with that you throw the

syrnge away The CDC would say thats fine every single

10 expert would say thats fine So if if shes using that

11 number that is fine If shes saying every time you do 50

12 you need new syringe thats just wrong

13 MR STALDAHER Your Honor theres that is not

14 ever that is none of that

15 THE COURT Okay

16 MR STALDAHER none of that applies

17 THE COURT Then why are we all talking about this

18 irr hours ad nauseam here

19 MR STAUDAHER Because on her -- on her charts she

zO just dccumenteo the actual milligrams amount

21 THE COURT Which is fine Hes not seeking to

22 suppress the chart is that

23 MR STAUDAHER So the issue

24 THE COURT right Mr Wright Youre not seeking

25 to suppress this big chart
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MR WRIGHT No

THE COURT Thats just based on

MR STAUDAHER the smaller chart but the smaller

chart Your Honor is simply the number of patients in the

clinic and the number of syrinces ordered thats all it is

Theres no analysis of doses or whatever in that chart

THE COURT Thats fine

MR STAUDAHER And thats what askea her about

THE COURT Thats fine

10 MR STAUDAHER multiple times to make sure that

11 that was clear Now obviously

12 THE COURT Okay Thats thats fine

13 MR STAUDAHER its still confusing

14 THE COURT because if she says oh well you

15 krow this should be this or that which heart little bit

16 of on her direct and then Ms Stanish came back in ant showed

17 well by definition you know shes counting zero inventory

18 at 2007 but we know that there had to be some inventory

19 because January 2nd the clinics open for business ant theyre

20 performing procedures and they re anesthetizing people so

21 they had to have two things They had to have propoFol and

22 they had to have syringes of some sort And so thats think

23 now clear So her conclusion cant be based if its if

24 youre going to do it as conclusion If its just the

25 chart you know this is the number
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MR WRIGHT Its used in the chart

THE COURT of patients this is the number of

patients seen this is the number ordered in that year

MR STAUDAHER Thats what the chart says

MR WRIGHT That ignores the that presumes zero

inventory

MR STALDAHER Thats why went through the whole

line of what was ordered the month before and tIe month that

it they actually started in

MR WRIGHT That does not create zero inventory

MR STAUDAHER Ill acknowledge that there was not

zero inventory

THE COURT

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

200 people corning in

MR WRIGHT

THE COURT

anesthetized

inventory

We know there wasnt zero inventory

Okay Then these charts are wronc

because otherwise we woulo have had

and saying that they got colonoscopies

Right

without and they werent

MR WRIGHT These charts are based upon zero

MR STAUDAHER The charts

MR WRIGHT The charts misrepresent

MR STAUDAHER the charts only the only

information in those charts is that this is how many patients
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were in the year 2007 ann how many syringes were ordered that

year Thats all the chart says

MR WRIGHT Its it is

MR STAUDAHER Thats all it says

MR WRIGHT ics nisleadnu charr because they

are going to use the chart to equate it with usage This is

this isnt relevant am it is misleading and its an

improper summary chart Thu is presumably 1000 Federal

Rule 1006 summary chart has to oe absolutely accurate as

10 to what it is going to be used for not the little label up

11 there ordered They are going to contend that this was the

12 amount used Thats the who pupcse in doing this and it

13 is flawed analysis Its the same with the propofol They

14 dont account for the invertory

15 They dont account in tnese chdrs Krueger told

16 them witness Krueger and other wtnesses that these these

17 supplies went back and thrth ftom Burnham to Shadow Lane

18 Whenever they were out of propofol whenever they were out of

19 syringes run them back ano forth So theoretically the

20 totdl for both could be okay but tne Shadow bar charts on each

21 of these Shadow Burnham Snaoow Burnham everythino except

22 the 7/25 and 9/21 chart these annual charts misrepresent the

23 evidence

24 THE COURT Okay

25 MR STAUDAHER They dont misrepresent the evidence
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at They are strict numbers of of the records at the

clinic that

THE COURT Well no its mean its

rfll STAUDAHER are reproduced in

THE COURT its an illustrative chart Its done

to its designed

MR WRIGHT So its not admitted to go to the jury

if ts illustrative

MR STAUDAHER Absolutely it is

10 THE COURT its designed to illustrate the

11 evioence cs its relevant to one another Thats how see

lz it atients versus propofol patients versus syringes

ii MR WRIGHT Ordered

14 THE COURT Im sorry

15 MR WRIGHT Ordered

16 THE COURT Right mean thats so let me see

17 okay So youre objectinu to the

18 MR WRIGHT Well to start with

19 MR STAUDAHER And those were stipulated exhibits

20 that

21 MR WRIGHT 152

22 MR STAUDAHER we did pretrial Your Honor

23 MR WRIGHT dont care theyre flawed

24 THE COURT Nobody understood what Im guessing

25 Okay so this is 157 152 is the 2000 yeah
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MR WRIGHT Well the just want to point out

what Im talking ahout here

THE COURT Right see

MR WRIGHT The Burnham Shadow and Burnham

ordered ordered for location has nothing to 00 wltt usage

at locations They they sent supplies hack and forth

correot

MS WECKERLY You can crgue thaD

MR STAUDAHER You can argue all of that

10 MR WRIGHT Okay Wel its misleading chart

11 MR STAUDAHER Its not It says orders on the

12 chart

13 MR WRIGHT Thats what keep thats what stays

14 out under 1006

15 THE COURT So to

16 MR WRIGHT Now Im hng now Im hearino that it

17 isnt 1006 but this is demonstrative purpose this chart

18 MR STAUDAHER No it is not demonstrative

19 purpose

20 MR WRIGHT Okay He see he wants it for the

21 truth of the matter under 006 and its misleading It does

22 not

z3 MR STAUDAHER Its not misleading It says orderea

24 and tuats what they are

25 THE COURT It doesnt say order
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MR STAUDAHER Well he didnt didnt just say

that

THE COURT It says if you look at the small print

or the top it says order If you look at this it just says

syringes It doesnt say used or order So if youre uclng

to admit this youre goino to modify the chart to say

ordered

MR STALOAHER Certainly we can do that

THE COURT Because to me the way this has is ic

10 says syringes Syringes what Used ordered whatever It

11 says ordered in this little type up here which to me then

12 tfeyre not going to reac that theyre going to look an ths

13 big this big thino So one way to do it is 2007 corrparisor

14 of patients to syringes ordered in 2007 not accounting for

15 existing inventory

16 MR STAUDAHER Thats fine

17 THE COURT That to me IS accurate

18 MR STAUDAHER Thats fine

19 MS WECKERLY Thats fine

20 THE COURT Does that thats accurate

21 MR WRIGHT Hey that is that is misleadinc

22 why shculd it be introduced as an exhibit when it doesnt

23 it misleading

24 THE COURT Okay All Im saying is if it is going

25 to be introduced it will be modified to correctly reflect
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widt the testimony was

MR WRIGHT Anc that isnt what they represented in

the opening statement of the case They used these same

charts and compared use to use was the word in the opening

And now youre telling me od nc we knew it was ombered we

werent saying it was used

THE COURT All right bets go with the next chart

youre objecting to

MR WRIGHT 155 same problem Inventory and it

10 there is the identifying the Burnnam versus Shadow They

11 iumore in the charts their own evidence Judge

12 THE COURT Okay

13 MR WRIGHT that the that the they the

14 witnesses here in the courtroom here have testified to it

15 Mathans testified on his before hed go by hed go by and

16 pick up supplies and run them from Sn dow to Burnham

17 THE COURT Yeah but they oct the total

18 MR STAUDAHER This would deplete

19 THE COURT So if you look di the total it doesnt

20 matter if they were switching back and forth because the

21 only valid number if you account for switching is the total

22 MR WRIGHT Thats my thats thats what

23 THE COURT Which is the valid number then if you

24 account if you account for switching driving back and

25 forth But to me dont see the big deal about this one
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because the Im assuminq no ones contesting that the bite

blocks were reused Thats been the consistent and you

contest irrelevant testimony thats been for weve heard

for days and days they reused the bite blocks So dont

know thdt that is even contested

MR WRIGHT Okay But tnat doesnt mean you get to

put in misleadinu chart

THE COURT OKay Well

MR WRIGHT Also propofol reuse isnt contested

10 THE COURT Its not contested

11 MR WRIGHT Richt And so weve spent days trying

12 to show how much they bought how much they used to prove up

13 wf ats admit-ed is what blows my mind It has never been

14 disputed but we want to use of arts and everything else Use

15 charts use accurate charts that if mean 1006 chart is

16 either summary of evidence not admitted or surimnary of

17 evioence admitted Then you argue abeut the admissibility of

18 chart itself as evidence These misrepresent it because

19 THE COURT Well this one at least is better because

20 the heading says bite blocKs ordered in 2007 and then you

21 could say not accounting for existing inventory But ordered

22 obviously means ordered

23 MR STAUDAHER Well well modify the title

24 however the Court wishes

25 MR WRIGHT But also you have to take off mean
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all that all thats accurate is the total

MR STAUDAHER No

THE COURT No because tney do

MR STAUDAHER that is not accurate

THE COURT account for the total mean to me

the relevant

MR STAUDAHER Theres summary suiurnary

THE COURT number is the total But even you

look

10 MR WRIGHT No

11 THE COURT at the total its obviously what

12 everyones agreeing to Theres the reuse of bite blocks but

13 thats pretty much agreed to

14 MR WRIGHT Right

15 THE COURT so who cares

16 MR WRIGHT Okay No Im saying the other two that

17 tte distinguishing between Burnham and Shadow

18 THE COURT Well they can mean as lone as its

19 accurate they can distinguish Wnat they cant do is

20 i-nisargue the evidence which is the evidence is supplies were

21 transferred The total shows accounts for that and even with

22 supplies being transferred and so forth you still have more

23 endoscopies and fewer bite blocks which is consistent with

24 what everybody which is pretty much agreed to they reused

25 the bite blocks
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MR WRIGHT Im not making myself clear on 1006

THE COURT No do

MR TV4IIGHT summaries Im not allowed to put ir

summary to rherry pick my view of the evidence and introduce

it as an exhibit If he wants to do demonstrative char4- anc

throw it up there fine but this isnt what these are And

to keep saying well everyone acknowledges this aireacy so

therefore

THE COURT Yeah

10 MR WRIGHT they can put in chart

11 THE COURT think well wait

12 MR WRIGHT which shows

13 THE COURT dont know though that tYis isnt an

14 accurate summation

15 MR STAUDAHER It is an accurate summation of the

16 record

17 THE COURT As long as its an accurate summatIon

18 they can do it throuoh the witness Now mean you know

19 Mr Wright makes good point Maybe its more appropriate

20 demonstrative evidence

21 MR STAUDAHER No its not

22 THE COURT in your argument as opposed to but

23 if mean it is an aocurate summary

24 MR STATIDAHER Those are accurate surrmaries of the

25 evidence thats in evidence in evidence
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MR WRIGHT Those arent in evidene

MR STAUDAHER It Is The actual records of the

supply that was ordered acaee with the Court that the

Court thinks we need to add the word ordered onto the title

its completely clear that tnats wh0t were talking aut
MR WRIGHT No If thea were an accurate chart

want it

MR STAUDAHER then tnat is fine But that snt

tnkt would make that an accurake hyt
10 MR WRIGHT No It would he accurate if it has

11 Ill prepare the footnotes for it that say this doesnt

12 account for the evidence which shows Ill Ill co the

13 footnotes so we can have an accurate

14 MR STAUDAHER Rgflt now the only evidence the

15 only evidence of transfer of anything is from is propofol

16 leaving the Shadow Lane CYnic going to Burnharn and tha woulc

17 deplete the

18 MR WRIGHT Ill bring it out through her

19 MR STAUDAHER supply at at Shadow

20 THE COURT Okay then

21 MR STAUDAHER which would make it even worse

22 for

23 MR WRIGHT What did Krueger tell you all

24 THE COURT All right Well lets go to the next

25 MR WRIGHT Represent to the Court what Mr Krueqer
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told you

MR STAUDAHER Krueger said that supplies on

occasion did go back and forth

MR WRIGHT Okay We cant play hide the ball here

This mess that represents ll do the footnotes You

cant use 1006 chart to summarize evidence in in

misleading fashion The evidence in doesnt just mean the

books nd ecords it means the evidence in the case can

do i006 summary ibm testimony But if do it have to

10 account for it all cant just put my view on chart

11 THE COURT Well as long as this is as

12 understdno it comparison of patients to syringes ordered in

13 2007 not accounting for existing inventory then that would

14 be accurate

15 MR WRIGHT Ano not accounting for

16 MR STAUDAHER Thats fine

17 MR WRIGHT back and forth

18 THE COURT No it does account because you look at

19 the total

20 MR WRIGHT Okay Well the total dont have

21 problerr with

22 MR STAUDAHER Well that accounts for the back and

23 forth

24 THE COURT Well tYiat accounts for the

25 MR STAUDAHER thats why its even on the
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charts

THE COURT It doesnt matter because either way

there is mare theres

MR WRIGHT understand that but they want this in

far Shadow

THE COURT Well dont see what what the

difference is because

MR WRIGHT Okay That righ Well lets just

take it out Why would you wart that in

10 MR STAUDAHER No were not taking it out

11 THE COURT Well

12 MR WRIGHT See Why do they want it in

13 THE COURT would just say this okay theres more

14 syringes ordered then patients

15 MR STAUDAHER Thats correct

16 MS WECKERLY Right

17 MR STAUDAHER thats all were saying

18 THE COURT But not enougn more to account or the

19 fact that most people are getting more than 100 milliliters

20 MS STANISH Ooh ooh if this is where need to

21 interject Recall on direct exam Ms Sampson talked about

22 her developed ratio of 2.4 Thats exactly where that comes

23 in Your Honor where we take this 2.4 developeci ratio

24 multiply it by the number of patients in order to manifest

25 what it would look like if they complied with the
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THE COURT Yeah that that may be flawed

MS STANISH CDC

MR STAUDAHER Thats injections

THE COURT -- but this just if this really just

is number of patients seen off the medical records anc then

the inventory Im sorry the the stuff orcered not

accountinq for inventory then thats

MS STANISH Judge

THE COURT just sunmnary It doesnt mean

10 her calculation may be wrong

11 MS STANISH but

12 THE COURT Im not sure how she did it because she

13 said two dHfferent things

14 MS STANISH Judne my you know this is somewhat

15 related to the charts but more related to her being presented

16 as financial analysis financial analyst who uses ftis

17 extrapolation based on whopping two selected non random days

18 to apply to calendar year that contains 254 workdays in order

19 to come up with her developed ratio That came out in cirect

20 and its qoing to be misused in closing And it you know

21 to me her testimony separate and apart from the charts is

22 it Is statistically flawed it is misleading to the jury Ano

23 how do we pull apart this you know Im no good at math but

24 its more this is not statistically sounding m5sleads the

25 jury
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THE COURT Its not statistically sound

MR STAUDAI-JER There is no statistics theres none

MS STANISH Yes there is

MR STAUDAHER Theres none We never asked

about developed ratio

MS STANISH Yes You you 0sked about ratio

MR STAUOAHER that sue had related to this that

carrie out in cross

MS STANISH No it was diret

10 MR STAUDAHER That w0s the Issue that caine out

11 THE COURT Okay First of all

12 MR STAUDAHER The only thinq the charts show

13 THE COURT woulc say

14 MR STAUDAHER numoers and patients

15 THE COURT Okay You can

16 MR STAUDAHER thats it

17 THE COURT Im done T5 he off the phone Is he

18 THE MRRSHAL Yeah were ready go

19 THE COURT Okay were noing to go back Heres the

20 deal and to summarize well tney wont be well

21 discuss admission of these charts later You know to the

22 extent that its just numbers versus numbers if the numbers

23 are accurately reflected dont think they are by the

24 heading at that then Im fine wth the summary charts But

25 it has to be accurately reflected because think that you
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krow little fine print is misleading and Im not going to let

you introduce misleading chart

Mlii WRIGHT the evidence meaning

THE COURT Number one if its just number you

kncw mis is this and this Is that will say she cannot use

two 0c3s to provide statIstical computation because two days

is not sufficient

MS SThNISH She already did

MR STALDAHER She never did do statistical

10 comuuttion

11 THE COURT Okay Well thats arid stop leading

12 Okat Sc thats think summary of what weve covered right

13 now duo were going to go forward and go get her and Kenny

14 bring tiem beck in So Mr Stauddher were you done with

15 your questioning

16 MR STALDAHER Well does the Court want me to ask

17 those becduse intend these to be actually

18 acmtteo

19 THE COURT understand Were Mr Wrights not

20 done arguino about it

21 MR WRIGHT Richt Im not done arguing my motion

22 to strike only got to the first sentence Im moving to

23 strike her flawed testimony This hocus pocus of coming up

24 with fantasy should have been used number thats testimony

25 thats before this jury Forget the charts That needs to be
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struck from the records

THE COURT Im not comfortable

MR WRIGHT her analysis

THE COURT Okay Im not comfortable with her

sciyng should have been used and ttis and that she can

sunmarize the numbers that she finds from the records Im

perfectly fine with her noing that thats within the ambit of

her so called expertise But beyond how many should Save beers

useo or this or that thats medlcdl and shes not alloweo in

10 her role to rely on that And so that part may be stricken

11 but were going to be more specific about that But in terms

12 of just numbers you know 50 patients versus 10 syringes

13 that she can say She can say that but she cart spin it

14 because how many should have been used this and that thats

15 thats medical What

16 MS STANISH But thats graphic depiction of

17 that

18 THE COURT Ms Stanish just said that were ooinn

19 to have additional argument ann Im not admitting the

20 exhlbts which were stipulatec to so theyre already

21 acmltted So now what you want to do is unstipulate and get

22 them withdrawn Were going to argue 0bout that later because

23 we have jurors sitting around waiting to come back in Now

24 going forward told Mr Staudaher dont lead and he can go

25 back over things And then if it appears that her
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conclusions are based on things without that are beyonc

her area of knowledge which would be medical things ano

tYings like that then will fashlcn remedy later to tell

the jury that they cant consider the testimony of this and we

may withdraw the exhibits in front of the jury But Im not

going to sit here for another 30 minutes and aro-ue about this

when the jury is still waiting in the hallway and weve had

bre0k of about 40 minutes now 45 47 minutes

MR STAUIDAHER Well could then go just taKc

10 those four charts and ask her to base how they were produced

11 period

12 MR WRIGHT We already did that

13 MR STAUDAHER Well thought that but apparently

14 theres confusion about th0t becciuse

15 MR WRIGHT No Now its time for recross and shes

16 going to go through did you account for what Mr Kruecer

17 tolo you and doesnt that make the chart flawed because youve

18 intentionally concealed from the chart and from the jury

19 MR STAUDAHER She didnt intentionally do anything

20 concedlment or

21 MR WRIGHT Who made the chart

22 MR STAUDAHER Thats why she put total down on

23 it

24 THE COURT See

25 MR WRIGHT Okay On cross well bring it out
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recross

THE COURT Okay

MR WRIGHT Youve estabished it

THE COURT Well to me te total number does reflect

xiovement back and forth dont see the big deal

isolating Shadow

MR WRIGHT But thats tie cther numbers

THE COURT and Burnhum and then reflecting

total because the total number wouo account for any movement

10 back and forth

11 MR STAUDAHER And thats wby ins on the chart

12 THE COURT So to me as ono as you have the total

13 its dn accurate number It accounts for movement so who

14 cares if theres movement back and forth you still have ess

15 you know not you still have now she cdnc say oh it

16 should nave been these number of syringes or this or that

17 because to me thats beyond you know if shes here as

18 financial analyst she cant be opnino d5 to how many

19 syringes should have been used and tnis and that

20 And Ill just point out another way her analysis

21 woud be flawed because lets just say you do 20 in one

22 patent You could reuse the same syringe as long as that was

23 complete bottle So mean think its little more

24 sophisticated than what her analysis would necessarily call

25 for call
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MR STAUDAHER We dont have anything like that on

the record

THE COURT You dont and thats why Im saying its

wrong

MR STAUDAHER OKay

THE COURT And so you know she cant be opining on

things that cali in my view fcr some kind of medical just

for exdmple the 50 versus one and how its injected She

doesnt know mean Im looking at that and Im thinking

10 ard Mr LUReman nodded its probably you go in for 50 you

11 wait you know is this person dead Oh no okay theyre

12 tolerating it You oo in for another 50

13 Well thas menical stuff She cant know that

14 Thats oeyond he embit So as ong as were cognizant of

15 that mindful cf ic you can go forward But all she can say

16 is numbers to numbers Im not going to let her spin it in

17 something that cURls for medical expertise asked her did

18 you know was there any consultation with someone as to

19 what the these numbers mean she said no So you know

20 she its beyond her ambit So Kenny bring them in go get

21 her

22 Jury reconvened at 1138 a.m

23 THE COURT All right Court is now back in session

24 and Mr Santacroce oh have seat sorry Mr Santacroce

25 you may proceed with your re cross
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MR SANTACROCE Thank you

RECROSSEXAMIENATION

BY MR SANTACROCE

Ms Sampson need for you to tell me what your

purpose war in preparing States Exhibit 156 anc 157 and

thats these charts that weve been talking about Wbat was

your purpose in doing this

My purpose was to put the patients on chart sc

we could see what the day was like and would have something to

10 refer to

11 For what purpose

12 So that we wouldrt have to keep looknc back

ii through the patient records Its summary of tke patient

14 records

15 Well these charts went through various

16 aodendums and changes correct through through period of

time

They went through various sorts

19 And finally what we hdve left after those

zO varous sorts are Exhibit 156 and 157 which the State

21 aoraitted into evidence

22 Thats correct

23 correct Who dd you confer with when you

24 prepared these charts

z5 No one did them on my own
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Okay Did but you must have had some

meetings with someone in order to discuss the changes from

these previous versions to the fnal version

dont unherstard your question

Okay As ou were preparing the charts you

certainly went over them wtn Detective Whitely and the

district attorneys correct

No

You diont

10 No

11 Okay So all the changes caine from you

12 Yes

13 And your direction wds just to pull out all the

14 numbers and collate them and put them in chart form

15 Yes

16 Okay One of ycur objectives was to sort the

17 patients by rooms correct

18 Eventually yes

19 And one of your objections was to categorize the

20 patients by times isnt that correct

21 sorted by time yes

22 And you told us on your redirect examination

23 that you cant verify the cccuracy of the information

24 correct

25 took the information from the patient records
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Thats the information cannot verify as to the accuracy My

numbers are correct from those records

So what youre telling me is that you correct

took the numbers out of The patient records put them on the

chart but as far as whether those numbeis are accurate or

not you cant testify to that

Yes

believed

You did tell me however yesremiay that you

that this final column of times is accurate correct

Its its the the infoimation that took

from the patient files is accurate yes

As far as the times you believe These to be the

most accurate of what you recorded is that conect

Yes

want to look at those times in -hose columns

want to step oown acan for me please Does she

have it

Oh you have And want to focus on tne two

columns that you told me were the most accurate

Yes

want to go to Stctoy Hutchinson What time dic

her procedure start

Her procedure started at nine sorry her

procedure started at 952
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And what time did Lakcta Quannahs procedure

start

1004

So Ms Hutchnsons started some her

prooedure staced some 12 minutes prior to Lakota Quannah

correct

In this roam it aid yes

And she was room two Stacy Hutchinson

Yes

10 So while Sacy Hutchinsons procedure is 12

11 minutes into it and by the way Dr Desai was doing that

12 procedure We know from the evidence he was very quick

13 Shes 12 minutes into her procedure before Lakota Quannah even

14 starts his procedure correct

15 Accordino -o tne time in this room yes

16 Okay And accoraing to the columns you said

17 were acourte what fime ooes Ms Hutchinsons procedure end

18 It endd at 006

19 And what time does Mr Quannahs procedure end

20 1016

21 Some 10 minutes after Ms Hutchinsons already

22 done correct

23 According to thin tImes on the computers yes

24 One other thing while youre down here Mr

25 Staudaher asked you about this column that had all these 11
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minutes recorded in it What is that column

This is the calculation from the beginning time

to the ending time

And he pointed out how suspicious it was that

all these times for this were 11 minutes coLrect Save for

couple correct

dont know tnat he used the worm suspicous

but

Thats my word

10 Okay

11 But that was to me the implication But he

12 pointed that out to you correct

ii Yes he pointed out that column

14 And that column where all the 11 minutes cre

15 recorded are for Mr Mathahss procedures correct

16 Yes

17 If we look down for Mr Lakemans procecure we

18 dont find that same 11 minutes in those columns do we

19 No theyre all different

20 Theyre all cifferent in Mr Lakemans room

21 Yes

22 THE COURT Do you want her to return the witness

23 seat or stay down there

24 BY MR SANTACROCE

25 Lets do this on the screen You had occasion
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to look at the propofol logs correct

Yes

And what are the propofol logs again

The propofol logs were the sheets of paper that

were filled out by the people taking the propofol out arid

checking it back in

And you came up with figure for July 21st as

to how many bottles of propofcl Mr Mathahs checked out in the

morning Do you know what that figure was

10 can look

11 MR STAUDARER Are we in July or August

12 MR SANTACROCE September 21st

13 MR STAUDAHER September

14 On September 21st is that the date

15 BY MR SANTACROCE

16 Yes

17 Okay There were 63 patients Mr Mathahs

18 signed out 18 vials and returned none And then he signed out

19 20 vials 0xid returned 14 for total of 24

20 So Mr Mathahs used 24 vials on September 21st

21 2007 Is that your testimony

22 No Mr Mathahs checked out 24 vials

23 Okay And how do you know how they were

24 distributed

25 No dont
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believe youre aware that half or some of the

bottles would be placed in room one and some woulo be placed

in room two correct

Im assuming that yes

You came up with calculation oi ctio as to

how mcny patients would equal one propofol bottle Do ou

remember that

The ratio of patients to prooofcl vi w0s 2.6z

patents to one vial

10 Okay And do you remember Thstifyioo II front

11 of the grand jury

12 Ido

13 Okay Im showing you pge 136 of th0t orand

14 jury transcript What did you tell the The crano jury the

15 rato was on September 21st

16 used the figure three to one

17 Okay So as understand thdt tfdts three

18 patients per every bottle of propofol correTh

19 Thats correct

20 want to direct your attenion to Exhibit 56

21 Is that clear Can you read that

22 Yes

23 So if we use your ratio of three patients for

24 every bottle of propofol want to count these Okay

25 Counting from the top one two three patients one bottle of
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propofol correct

Yes

One two three patients another bottle of

propofol correct

es
One two Three pdtients another bottle

correct

1s
ThIs patIent now new bottle is open one two

10 three the bottles empty correct

11 MR STALDAPER Objection Your Honor Mis

12 mean its askino her to analyze which we just talkec about

13 THE COURT Well no thats overruled mean hes

14 talking about the numbers

15 BY MR SANTACROCE

16 Correct

17 It would depend on

18 MR STAUDAHER Then vag-ue and ambiguous and

19 speculation on

20 THE COURT Well Mr Staudaher

21 MR SANTACROE Low is that vague and ambiguous

22 THE COURT Okay Mr Staudaher thats overruled

23 However Mr Santacroce you have tc allow the witness to

24 answer So the objections overruled and think you know

25 if you dont agree with what Mr Santacroce you know the
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witness is free to answer however she wants

BY MR SANTACROCE

Well Im using your numbers maam

Yes

that you told me you calculatee three

patIents for every bottle of propofol September 21st correct

Yes

One starting from the top one two three is

cr-c bottle One two three is another bottle One two

10 three is another bottle new bottle is openec one two

11 tr-ree Its empty with Lakota Quannah correct

12 Well it would depend on what they took out of

tte the vials of propofol

14 So are you telling me thtt your ratio of three

15 to one is incorrect

16 No Im telling you my ratio was correct but

17 tte way that you are doing it by patient does not take into

18 account the amount of propofol that was used or each patient

19 So youre telling me that your ficrires are

20 accurate

21 Yes

22 But if use them to disprove your theory

23 tteyre no longer accurate

24 No thats not what said

25 Okay Tell me through all of your calculations
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and things how many syringes Linda Hubbard used on July 25th

2007

dont dont have that broken down

Okay Tell me how many syringes Mr Lakeman

used on July 25th of 2007

dont have that broken down

Tell me how many syringes Mr Matbahs used on

September 21st 2007

dont have that broken down

10 Tell me how many syringes Mr Lakeman used on

11 September 21st 2007

12 And dont have that broken down

13 MR SANTACROCE dont have any further questions

14 THE COURT All right Ms Stanish

15 RECROSS EXAMINATION

16 BY MS STANISH

17 Ms Sampson lets start with the big chart

18 Okay

19 and the doses of propofol In the grand jury

20 you counted each of those doses what 50 50 50 as

21 injections three injections correct

22 Yes

23 And you came up with total then for the

24 September 21st date of 2007 of believe 185 syringes

25 correct
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Injections

Injections

Yes

Arid you also took did the same kind of

calculdtion with respect to the July 25th d0te correct

Yes

And that was 120 something right

For July 25th there were 123 iniections

And then as curer stood your tes imony in the

10 grand jury and now cross exam yesterday you took you came

11 up with what you called developed ratio

12 Yes

10 Lsing those two dates

14 Yes

15 And by taking this the injections

16 Yes

17 And adding them together for both odtes

18 Yes

19 Then dividing by two

20 Yes

21 And that came op with your developec ratio of

22 2.4 as recall is that correct

23 Yes

24 What did you do with that 2.4 ratio How did

25 you employ that ratio in your analysis
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took the rtlo of 2.4 inections per patient

and determined how many syriroes should have been ordered in

2006 and 2007 to to adhere to the one injection one

syr1nge per injection

And and an anderstand and please correct

me If Im wrong the whole purpose of your analysis was to

take the numbers and put ir oraphic depic ions for us the

the wbet it would look ie if the -linics auhered to the

CDC best prdctice recommencatlon

10 My charts oont reflect that My analysis does

11 but the charts reflect how many patients and how many vials of

12 propofol were ordereo dno ow mciny patienm and how many

13 syringes were ordered

14 Would you agree with me than your charts are

15 based on an assumption tfat tireres no end cf year inventory

16 for either propofol or syrnges

17 They would

18 You agree with me

19 agree with you

20 And your and the reason you conclude that

21 there is no end of year inventory is because you have applied

22 to the year calendar year 2006 tnat anything that showed on

23 your order or from the supplier on the charts oh Im

24 sorry Anything that was ordered in 2006 was depleted because

25 your of your assuription that the if they had adhered to
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tYat CEO gold standard there would be no inventory for either

propofol or syringes correct

Thats correct

And so and tc and when look at these

cucrcs with connection to lets start with one

Ex51.olt 152 When we when were talking about the number

of syriooes here we are then talking about your assumption

tt there is no end of yecr inventcry from 2006 because we

usec roar hypothetical adherence to the CDC gob standard

10 therc there wouldnt be any inventory Im trying

11 jLst guess to to to state it more simp1 Im sorry

12 lrs f3gure right here assumes there is no end of year

13 iuventory for 2006 correct

14 That figure there is the amount that was orderec

15 ir zOO7 and the patients that were seen in 2007 It ooes not

16 iuc ude anything from 2006

17 And the reason it does not include anything from

18 2006 because of your assumption that there is no inventory

19 bdsei on your hypothetical attachment to the CCC gold

20 stzndn

21 Thats correct

z2 And thats the same is it not with this chart

23 in Exnibit 154 that also comes up with 2007 propofol count

24 just like what we discussed moment ago this also exoluoes

zS the reality of there being an end of year inventory because of
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your application of the CCC gold standcd to the 2006 orderino

of propofol and syringes

Yes

And going back to States Exhibit 154 just to

be very clear you have this graphic depiction of breakdown

of propofol vials between Burnharn and Shadow Lane want to

focus on that bit maam

Could you show tie uncle

Oh Im sorry

10 the whole thing

11 Sure Is that it

12 Yes thank you

13 This chart ano Tm referring to these first

14 two bar graphs labeled Shaoow and then the second one labeled

15 Burnharr

16 Yes

17 Is it and had asked you this yesterday and

18 thought and rniqht have misunderstood your answer

19 yesterday or youx answer that was given today the had

20 asked you if the invoices that you reviewed you took

21 addresses out off of those invoices and asked you did

22 they reflect the shipping address or did they reflect the

23 address of the ordering location And thought undrstood

24 you to say you werent sure but then today understood you

25 to say its the shipping
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No believe its the shipping

You think it was shipping

Yes

Okay And then you are ciware are you cot of

tLe interviews that were conducted by your partner rfflcer

or Detective Whitely correct of the various staff rnerters

Yes

And you were aware in your analysis that Wci5

that supplies were being exchcinged or usually from

10 Burnhar to Shadow where CPNA would take box of propofol

11 take box of syringes and bring it to Shadow Lane

12 Well knew that they did share these supp ies

13 Okay

14 dont know if CRNA brought them ove but

15 trey were exchanged between the two locations

16 And so these two these two bar graphs th0t

17 recer to Shadow and Burnham do not account for the sharing of

18 supplies cit all correct

19 Well the last one does

20 Because you totaled them

21 Yes thats correct

22 And and then of course neither of these

23 this entire chart assumes there was no year end inventory

24 correct

25 Thats correct
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And with respect to States Exhibit 152 same

point that you broke down Shaocw and Burnham as receiving

syringes but these first two bars graphs of labeled

Shadow and Burnham in no way account for the sharing of

sapplies

No but the act can does

The rhiro one oces

Yes

Just to clarfy it Thank you In discerning

10 the ordering of supplies in ycan ovestigation did you speak

11 with did you identify the person who was responsible for

12 conoucting the ordering

13 believe it it w0s he was ioentified

14 ttrough interviews didrt Jentfy him

15 Did did you ci anybody discuss the ordering

16 of supplies with this naividual kas it Jeff Krueger to

17 your knowledge

18 believe it was Jeff IKrueger and dont know

19 if anyone discussed ordering sapnThes with him dorr

20 remember

21 You in your yoc oidnt meet with Mr

22 Krueger assume

23 No

24 And so you when you were tryino to ioentify

25 vendors you didnt talk to Mr Krueger
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No

And the and believe your testimony WaS

yesterday that there were number of of computers that

were seized you didnt know how many Do you know if the

Yr Krueger or anybody maintained like Quicken book or

some kind of accounting system that would account for payments

ache to vendors

dont know about that

Youve been financial analysis analyst for

10 aany years conect

11 Correct

12 And as understand it youre the person thats

tHe go to person when trying to analyze when tryinc to you

14 kcw follow the money correct

15 Well dont know that would be termed that

16 Krt Im financial analyst

17 And when as fnancial analyst you analyze

18 bank records conect

19 Yes do

zO And am richt to assume since youre in

21 the intelligence unit that your unit does more of what will

22 call white collar cases

23 The squad was assigned to was the Public

24 Integrity Squad

25 Oh okay uh huh
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So as opposed to violent crime yes we did

white collar cases

So you analyze tue records of businesses

Yes Bank records yes

And is in your experience in in in

analyzing past businesses is it your experience that most

busInesses maintain an accounting system such as Quicken or

Peachtree or whatever

They may generJly look at bank records to

10 determine the money that was deposited and the money that was

11 withdrawn into the bank accounts

12 Right But In tr1is particular case your use of

13 the bank records as far as getting taking canceled checks

14 and comparing it to invoices you didnt do that part of the

15 aralysis

16 No relied on the vendor information

17 Understood On want to let me just go

18 ahead and did did by the way did anybody talk to

19 anyone who who knew anythino about inventory and ordering

20 as to whether they had storage area for inventory

21 dont recall

22 And you know moving to the year 2008 when the

23 search warrants were executed and believe it was March of

24 2008 you discovered no propofol And is the reason for that

25 is because the businesses were already shut down
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Thats correct

And were did did were you made did

Tonya Rushing was interviewed correct Or do you know

didnt interview her believe she was

interviewed

Were you aware that the supplies of propofo

were donated to various hospitals

MR STAUDAHER Objection hearsay Your Honor

MS STANISH Im asking her if shes aware

10 MR STAUDAHER It calls for to even answer that

11 question it calls for hearsay

12 THE COURT Well think the question really Is not

13 what they did with it but was she aware that there were

14 supplies of propofol that at the close of the cYnic that

15 were given away or thrown away or whatever happened with

16 BY MS STANISH

17 mean you you your analysis is all ahouf

18 the about the supply of propofol according to vendor

19 records correct

20 Yes

21 And so Im Im trying to see if you explored

22 if you were aware of where the inventory went Do you know

23 No

24 Did your analysis of the syringes based on

25 vendor records show the ordering of Scc syringes
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LAS VEGAS NEVIUA FRIDAY JUNE 2013 912 A.M

Outside the presence of the jury

THE COURT Is everyone ready

MR SANTACROCE have one mater outsioe the

presence Your Honor

THE COURT Okay Would you shut the door And

wLie think of this fellow juror number six who was in

tYe milit0ry he remember Ye was doing telephonic

10 interviews for jobs and we told him jury told him curing

11 jury selection yes we absolutely will accommodate telephonic

12 interviews He has one at 1100 which he can do from his

13 ccl phone So we just need to break couple minutes of 11

14 to llcw him it wont be our lunch break probably to allow

15 him to do the telephonic interview Just so you folks know

16 Yes Mr Santacroce

17 MR SANTACROCE This h0s to do with Mr Lakemans

18 bai He has two bails posted one for the murcer charce and

19 one for the other counts

20 THE COURT Ub huh

zl MR SANTACROCE The murder charge isnt up for

22 renewal until August so thats not at issue But the other

23 bail is up next week and the bail company wants another whole

24 year premium And you know were going to be done in about

/5 two weeks probably three weeks at the most Since he already
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has bail up you dont think so

THE COURT Were not going to be done in three weeks

bet you know

MR SI\NTACROCE Well okay lets say month

THE COURT Four whatever

MR SANTACROCE Four weeks whatever

MR WRIGHT Easi by August

MS WECKERLI No it will be sooner than that We

wil

10 THE COURT Hey you know paid $2000 for

11 conference August 5th so Im going

12 MR SANTACROCE In any event Im asking the Court

13 to exonerate that bail on those charges

14 THE COURT Can we maybe discuss that Mr

15 Santacoce at the 1100 break

16 MR SANTACROCE Sure

17 THE COURT Okay All right lets get starteo then

18 Can you Mr Staudaher would you grab the witness

19 MR STAUDAHER will

20 MS STAEISH Arid just so the Court knows we

zI were nanded some discovery relating to the witnesses that are

22 corning in after this It looks to be about dont know 20

z3 to 25 pdges So Im frantically trying to review it anC may

24 need more time after Ms Sampsons testimony to do so

25 THE COURT Okay well she may take until 11 anyway
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MS WECKERLY Yeah

MS STANISH You think

THE COURT That way at tue 1100 break youll be

able

MS STANISH Redo her direct

THE COURT to review that Mdam -lust come on

up nd have seat Also we have juro with upcoming

vacThions that theyd apparently told us Thout in jury

selection but we were oh no well never take this long

10 So were going to review that at tue bredk Kenny got the

11 dates but he got one of the dates wrong so Im not coing to

12 discuss it until we confirm the dates usr to give you guys

13 heads up

14 MS STANISH My understanding is we have two doctors

15 comIng in who are going to say amost the identical thing

16 Right mean is there any difference beween The two

17 MR STAUDAI-IER dont know They boTh twere present

18 durng an evaluation at the clinCc

19 MS STANISH All right

20 MR STAUDAHER from quality assurdnce

21 perspective so would assume that theyll be short

22 THE COURT When are they here roday

23 MR STAUDAHER Yeah

24 MS STANISH Today Its the one that we just got

25 the report on
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THE COURT Well in any event Im assuming the

teleprionic interview thats going to be at least 15 probably

20 minutes so that will gve the defense time to look at

those additional materials

Jury reconvened at 917 a.m

THE COURT All rght Court is now back In session

Everyone may be seated

And Ms Sampson you are of course still under

oatY All right

Mr Staudaher you may proceed with your recirect

11 exarination

12 MR STAUDAHER Thank you Your Honor

REDIRECT EXAMINATION Continued

14 fl MR STAUDAHER

15 When we left off last time we were on one

16 subject Im going to kind of divert from that for moment

17 because brought somethinc to look hdve you look at

Trere was chart one of the charts that you were shown hao

some narkings on it dnd you were unsure if you had actual

20 put ticse on since there had been some modification to he

21 crarts since you made them Do you recall that

z2 Yes

z3 have brought one that believe was an earlier

24 version that you actua ly produced just so you can look at it

25 to see if those markings about hepatitis hepatitis
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positive patients on the 25th of July July were on your

record initially Okay

Okay

MR SANTACROCE Can see that

MR STAUDAI-iER Sure

MS STAINISH Is that he original one

BY MR STAUDAHER

Now this is not an exhibit its lust to show

you this is one of the different sorts that you did You

10 sorted this one apparently under doctor report procedure

11 time but it appears to be for the July 25th date Do you

12 recall that

13 Yes do

14 Okay So if we look over in the column marked

15 hepatitis

16 Yes

17 and we see that Including Michael Washington

18 it appears as though those Xs were on your oricinal

19 Yes it does

20 is hat correct Okay So as the chart is

21 depicted here with those Xs on the 25th even though Michael

22 Washington is listed there

23 Yes

24 hepatitis at that time does that mean that

25 he was hepatitis positive after you reviewed that of art
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No he was not after reviewed the chart

Thats mistake

And you confrmed that after you actually looked

at the record itself correct

Yes did

And Im just going to leave that up here for

right now in case you need to look at it for any reason

wunt to go back couple of moments Lets dont want to

do if we can avoio it too much mathematics but couple

10 of thngs want to oet cown as sort of basis before

11 ask you some guestions about the records that you talkeo

12 were testified to on cross examination Okay

13 Okay

14 so that nobody makes mistake my

15 co counsel has been Gracious enougd to provide her county

16 calcuiators so that we can make sure that we get this

17 corrioletely right OKay First of all wanteo to just get

18 couole of of thinos down before we go forward as bass

19 It-c patients per day 2007 have listed that and wrote

20 tt-ese down ds you were as you were testifying so this is

21 -ry handwriting But patients per day 2007 on you charts you

22 have listed in your records of 14957 patients at the Sfadow

23 Lane clinic in 2007

24 Okay

25 Does that sound about right Do you wart to see
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chart to review that

Yes

Okay Im going to bring the charts up to you

all of them And do you have your medical supplies analysis

with you

Ido

Okay Get that out because were going to et

you use yours because youve got the m0xked up and just refer

to Bates numbers on that if you need to And just for

10 counsels sdke if you refer to Bates actually theres

11 two different numbers on this one This was used at the qranc

12 jury

13 Uh huh

14 The one we want you to use is the one up Yere

15 that is not of the grand jury that says DA Endoscopy anc then

16 the number Okay

17 Okay

18 All right So got those records up there How

19 riany patients were in the clinic the Shadow Lane Clinic in

20 2007

21 There were 14957 patients in the Shadow Lane

22 Clinic

23 Im going to do this right on the screen So if

24 we turn it on Fourteen thousand how many

25 Nine hundred fifty seven
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Nine fifty seven Does that number appear on

toe calculator

Yes

Okay Divided by and think you said the

number of of active workdays that year were 254 if

remernoer correctly

Yes 254

So 257- equals 58 bless you 58.88 patients

per d0y on dverage is that correct

10 Thats correct

11 Okay So thats where where wrote down

12 tne natents rounoed it up because we cant have

13 partial patients When we get to the other one though the

14 actua syrlnoes do you remember that for 2007 the total

15 number of syringes what was toat number Im talking about

16 at the Shadow Lane Clinic 2007

17 At the Shaoow Lace Clinic there what was the

18 guestcn

19 How many total patients excuse me total

20 syrInges according to your records were used at the Shadow

21 Lane Clinic in 2007 ordereo

22 THE COURT Is that used or

23 MR STAUDAHER Ordered ordered

24 THE COURT ordered Okay So thats syringes

25 ordered during the year 2007 correct
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MR STAUDAHER Correct

TEE COURT Okay

THE WITNESS have 36000 for both clinics

BY MR STAUDAHER

Okay And the Shadow Lane facility

In 2007 they hdd 17100

So thdts the number that is written richt here

Yes

Im going to put that in 17100 and divioe it

10 by cgain the 254

11 Yes

12 equals 67.3 SO 67 syringes on averace

13 available based on what was ordered per day

14 Thats right Thats right

15 for 2007 Now when counsel was askirg you

16 some questions about report and believe that this was the

17 one involving the this was from the Federal authorities

18 correct

19 We talKed about nuny reports yesterday

20 Let me show you this

21 Yes

22 MR STAUDAHER Mcy approach Your Honor

23 THE COURT Sure you can move freely

24 BY MR STAUDAHER

25 Im just going to leave this up with you This
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has been marked as proposed States 174

Okay

Do you see that

Yes

Keep that up there with you And is that the

document that atually Ms Stanish showed you and you went

through yesterday

Yes

And in there and tried to write this down

10 so you flip to the second page believe it is of that

11 document

12 MS STANISI-1 Cou_d have Bates stamp dont

13 know what youre doing

14 MR STAUDAHER Its 93147 is the page Im referring

15 to

16 BY MR STAUDAHER

17 On that wrote cown these numbers and want to

18 make sure that that theyre accurate based on the

19 questioning that you had yesterday Patients total 2C06

20 22i74

21 Thats correct

22 Okay And you had from all souxces vendor

23 all the things that you did you were able to come up with

24 just 6600 and this this is propofol were talking about

25 correct Bottles of propofol that were ordered
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Yes

Now according to the document that you were

given from Ms or given by Ms Stanish there was

discussion about that in there about your work and 6600 and

then another number which wds 10739 is that correct

Thats correct

Was it mean basically its my

understanding from this record and your testimony on cross

that that number reflects the patients that were contained in

10 the logbooks for the or not the patients but the propofol

11 bottles that were documented in the logbooks of the clinic

12 itself

13 Thats what this report says yes

14 Okay And in fact in the report does it not

15 say that they looked at your analysis abe that they felt that

16 your analysis was correct and they could not reconcile the

17 fact that theie were 6600 bottles ordered and 10739 usen

18 according to the clinic

19 Yes

20 Or checked out

21 Yes

22 So the number of syringes though is not part of

23 that particular analysis is it Its this is related to

24 propofol

25 Yes
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Now under the syringes for the same year 2006

the number that wrote oown based on your analysis was

31100 is that correct

Yes

Ok0y So the issue of not being able to find

records thdt fill oc at least match up with what was in

the records at the clinic relates to the propofol only is

that fair

Thats fair

10 Okay We move to 2007 and you had full records

11 for 2007

12 believe did

13 mean the records are every sinole month

14 correct Well le me show you this And Ive done an

15 excerpt dont know that does counsel have an issue

16 with this at this point These are an excerpt of just the

17 charts from her youve seen them correct

18 MR WRIGHT Richt Not offering them

19 MR STALDAHER Im offering them

20 MR WRIGHT object

21 THE COURT Ill see counsel up here

22 Of record berch conference

23 THE COURT All right Mr Staudaher you may

24 proceed

25 BY MR STAUDAHER
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Im going to show you what has been marked as

States proposed 175 and 176 Arid Ill represent to you and

you can look at them but theyre excerpted out of your

medical supplies analysis

Okay

Okay So can you tell us first of all what

what is 175

175 is the vals of propofol that were ordered

from different vendors

10 Now on this record is there the inrormation

11 that is contained in this what is this Is this

12 spreadsheet or what is it

13 This is spreadsheet that prepared

14 Okay When you prepared the spreadsheet did

15 you make commentary anyplace in there or did you just

16 straight put the numbers in from the records that you

17 received

18 No comments so its straight from the records

19 So number from document or invoice or whatever

20 it is order form directly into tdat spreadsheet and then you

21 proouce that record is that correct

22 Thats correct

23 Now Im showing you what has been marked as

24 States 176 The same questions What first of all what is

25 it and how was it prepared
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This is spreadsheet that prepared to capture

the information 11cm the vendors on the syringes on the 10cc

syringes

Same questions Were was there is this

straight inform0tion cornino from the records into the

spreadsheet and then proouction of spreadsheet or did you

have cny oorrmentary did you alter or change analyze mean

put your own analysis on the records themselves

No What nay have done is is added

10 column for the vendor the records didnt have that vendor

11 file information on them

12 What do you ne0n by that

13 THE COURT How were you able to fiqure out then who

14 the vendor was to ado that information

15 THE WITNESS Because of the subpoena subpoenaed

16 the differen vendors ano when got that information from the

17 vendor if asnt on their record where where

18 imported it typed tha

19 THE COURT So you matched it up

20 THE WITNESS matched it up

THE COURT Okay

22 BY MR STAUDAHER

23 Okay So the information you got whether it be

24 from the clinic or from the subpoenas 0nd the vendor

25 whatever all of that goes into this record wholesale is that
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correct

This identified the vendors The

information on these spreadsheets is the information from the

vendors

Okay No commentary cr anything else

No

Okay

MR STAUDAHER would move for admission of States

175 and 176 and ask to pub ish Your Honor

10 THE COURT All right Does the defense want to

11 MS STANISH No objecton

12 THE COURT no oujection All right Those will

13 be ddmltted You may publisu

14 States Exhibit 175 ama 76 0dmitted

15 BY MR STAUDAHER

16 Nov as go through some of this just want

17 to be clean hat when were Im going to probably will

18 Ill start of with the propofol one because thats the one

19 that that was at issue where you didnt have inventory at

20 least that seemed to match with the records at the clinic

21 itself when you were there correct

22 Correct

23 The year of 2007 is what is contained in these

24 various charts that have been produced to the jury correct

25 The 2007 records those charts that are in front of you
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These charts

Yes Do ttose contain 2UUb information or does

it contain just 2007 inrormotion

Theyre just 2007

Okay So rheyre not relying on any records

per se from 2006

Right

Those actual c-ats are they derived as just

strdight numbers Im talKino about number of patients bard

10 numbers of patients compared to say syringes ordered for that

11 year

12 Yes

13 So thats itr

14 Thats it

15 Okay Theres no ratio analysis or whatever of

16 what happened in 2006 that went nto into those charts

17 correct

18 No

19 Okay Now

20 MR WRIGHT Which charts are in front of her

21 THE OOURT Are you talking about all the charts Mr

22 Staudaher

23 MR STAUDAHER Im talking about the bar graph

24 charts the four bar graph charts that were there

25 THE COURT That we looked at yesterday
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MR STAUDAHER Yes

THE COURT Okay

BY MR STAUDAHER

Okay Now with lets stick with 2006 You

the purpose if 11 understooc you correctly for even

looking at 2006 was to see how much if any inventory may

have been in in the clinics going into 2007

Thats correct

So is that Is it fair to say that you wanted

10 to find out if there were stacks and stacks of boxes of supply

11 that you would have to incorporate into your analysis for

12 2007

13 Thats correct

14 So when you co back dnd look at 2006 and from

15 all the records you can see tfat basically you came up with

16 6600 bottles of propofol

17 Yes

18 That were orberec

19 Yes

20 bow according tc this other report that Ms

21 Stanish showed you from the feceral authorities the number of

22 patients or the number of bottles that were checked out at

23 that time according to the propofol records were the 10739

24 bottles

Thats correct
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Now if we look at the number of patients from

year to year and the number of syringes trom year to year and

the number of propofol bottles from yeax year does it look

more along the lines that maybe the 10700 plus would have

been used in that year based on just iookino at the nbeers

Yes it does

Okay Now in the report ttat cume from the

Federcl authorities which is States dnd oont hcve the

the actual number so Im referring to States proposed

10 174 they actually looked at your analysis and agreed with it

11 correct

12 Yes

13 Okay Now they Wdnt find any fault with your

14 analysis they just couldnt reconcile it

15 Thats correct

16 Now if we look to starting wiTh the

17 propofcl this record which is States now admitted 175

18 contains the records of propofol dating back to 200 06 07

19 and going into 2008 before the clinic closed correct

20 Yes

21 Okay And for the record these are hates

22 numbers DA Endoscopy 5358 through 5365 Im going to display

23 them on the screen And this is propofol that were talking

24 about correct

25 Yes
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And you can look up on the screen because Im

going to show it right to you Now according to your

spreadsheet youve got source Tell us what that means

Thats the vendor that provided the information

And the next one is address shipped to

Yes

Is that the ocation that the records show that

those materials were actually shipped

Yes

10 The date on which that occurred

11 Yes

12 The vendor item number

13 Yes

14 The descript on of tue product

15 Yes

16 The quantity in those particular orders

17 Yes

18 And then wfat is this PK What is that

19 Thats how many units were in the the box

20 So 16 box in the first one it would be 16 boxes

21 that contained 25 units each

22 Yes

23 And then the next column is the amount ano it

24 has 20 mills 50 mills and various and does the mills stand

25 for milliliters
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Yes

Arid want to be clear on one thing before go

ary further because believe there was some confusion in

milligrams and milliliters and the like Is it your

understanding that propofol is comes in either 10cc 10

milliliter bottles 20 milliliter bottles 50 milliliter

bottles 100 milliliter bottles thats the actual volume

contained in the bottles

Yes

10 And that the milligram amount of the drug

11 contained in single milligram excuse me single

12 milliliter of propofol is miYigrams per one milliliter is

13 that correct

14 believe

15 So when we have the injections on the chart that

16 where it said 50 and 100 those arent 100 milliliters

17 theyre 100 milligrams accordiog to the record correct

18 Thats correct

19 So if it was 100 milligrams on the chart that

20 would be just 10 milliliters of fluid correct

21 Yes

22 Okay And if get that mixed up correct me

23 please because thats somethirg that seem to be going

24 interohdngeably as we reviewed the testimony yesterday Okay

25 Going through this record and we looked in 2005 it goes
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theres just few records of 2005 and then it looks like

actually say 2005 this is just 2006 was look ng at the

five but its six correct

Yes

So these records are just from 20C5

2006

Excuse me Im sorry 200C goinc into 2007 ann

2008

Yes

10 Now if you look at the propofol oroered Qt the

11 clinic in 2006 we start off in January looks like there are

12 three orders in January correct

13 Yes

14 In February it looks like there are three

15 orders

16 Yes

17 And Ms Stanish said there was skip So In

18 March April there were no at least accordinc to this

19 record propofol orders that you could fino at the clinic

20 Thats right

21 Then we pick up in May and hee are two orders

22 in May

23 Yes

24 And then also another skip of June and July that

25 dont appear as well So four months that were missing
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Yes

at least acccrding to the reoords you were

able to looate

Yes

In 2006 not 2007

Thats orrect

If we no down the line here we see that in

August though there is ore two two separate orders

Yes

10 September one two three four separate

11 orders

12 Yes

13 And in July exouse me Ootober it looks like

14 there are total of five exouse me July did say that

15 Ootober theres total of five November theres total of

16 four And December there appears to be total of four

17 Yes

18 Now if we look at the location shipped to it

19 varies either Shadow Lare or Burnham but it appears as

20 though for each month orcered there appears to be material

21 going to both locations does that is that fair

22 Thats fair

23 Now specifically want to go down to the very

24 last orders of the year Im going to slide this over We

25 know that want to before do that Im looking in the
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rrLonth of December because all of them were ordered on the same

day in December correct

Correct

December 11th of 2006 two orders for Burnharri

two orders for Shadow Lane

Correct

As if slide this across to the actual

amounts that were ordered during ttiat time period and again

youve it looks like theres calculation here of the

10 total number of bottles of either the 50 milliliter or the 20

11 millilitercontainers is that correct

12 Thatts correct

13 So we can see that on the last four entries in

14 December December 11th that for the first two of these

15 are for Burnham so there were total of 300 bottles of 20

16 trill variety ordered and on the 50 mill level there were 200

17 for Burnham

18 Yes

19 Shadow Lane under the 20 mill variety there

20 were 400 bottles ordered and under the 50 there were just 200

21 ordered

22 Yes

23 Correct

24 Yes thats correct

25 Now if we move to the very next record oh
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and guess theres one one additional one for Burnham here

in December December 14th Burnham ordered some additional

supply just 100 bottles and thats where you come up with

your 660 6600

Yes

Now if we look to the very next order in 2007

do you see that it appears as though in in January

specifically January 5th so right after the first of the

year that additional propofol is being ordered by both

10 clinics at the same time

11 Thats correct

12 So two orders fcr Burnham two orders for Shadow

13 Lane

14 Yes thats right

15 If we 00 across and we see how much they orderec

16 on January 5th of 2007 cor thcse clinics three and were

17 talking about Burnham first So at Burnham 300 bottles of the

18 20 mill vciriety

19 Yes

20 180 bottles of the 50 mill variety

21 Yes

22 And then at Shadow Lane they ordered 400 20s

23 and 200 SOs

24 Yes

25 If we go back over and look from that point
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forward so we know at least on the 5th of Jar uary that

they had their supplies were at whatever level they were at

that they required additional medication at ledst accordng

to the orders

Yes thats correct

When we look at the months in in 2007 which

is what your basic analysis is containino coriecc

Yes

And thats part of what the suirunary charts are

10 that youve looked at

11 Yes

12 Theres well lets go thtounh tiem want

13 to and my question is are there any skips in montt in this

14 particular year Before you answer that question ets just

15 go through it So January theres orders conect

16 Yes

17 February there are orders

18 Yes

19 March there are orders It looks like four

20 orders each month so far

21 Yes

z2 April there are five orders

23 Yes

24 May three

25 Yes
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June at least on this sheet there are four

correct

Yes

And then in oh theres one month miss ng

think we have July date thats missing Do you see that

Yes

Okay So we h0ve orders no in July but we

have orders in August

Yes

10 September we go over to the next page order in

11 September September September all of those are Shacow Lane

12 correct

13 Yes

14 Then Burnharn again o150 in September September

15 Shadow Lane September So ots of orders in September

16 Thats correct

17 Shadow Lane Cctober October Burnham in

18 October Shadow Lane in Octoner Then we into November

19 November November

20 Youre of_ the screen

21 oh Im sorry Im not payino attention So

22 November ll the way to the bottom

23 Yes

24 Going up to the top again November in Shadow

25 Lane again December at Shadow Lane And now were into the
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beginning of the year

Thats correct

Now in the beginnng of the year were talking

ahout 2008 we have orders for both Burnharn and Shadow Lane

and yow understanding the clinics still operating at this

poirt

Yes

If we look to this area here this last order

ron Shadow Lane was on 12/18 of 2007 for 250 milliliter

10 bottles whoops let me move that over 250 milliliter

11 bottles correct

12 Yes

13 If we no down to the very next Shadow Lane

14 order which was at 1/2 they ordered 250 or 250 of the 20

15 rnililiter bottles and 320 of the 50 milliliter bottles

16 Yes

17 Now when you went with at the search

18 secrcn warrant that occurred and you said in March you went to

19 the fccliity there was no propofol anywhere

20 No there wasnt any propofol

21 We go down here and we keep going on the oates

22 just want to make sure we know on the orders January

23 February and it looks like your record goes just to February

24 on this on this page

25 Yes
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Lets see theres one more page Oh there is

some more additional and but all of these entries are for

Burnham correct

It looks like it It looks like if you can

sLow the top of the page

The top of the page

It was to thats the sort by location

Okay So this well this page here just

shows orders at Burnham on this particular page for the months

10 of finishing up on February March April May June July

11 oh but Pm on 2007

12 Youre on 2007

13 must have gone back Im sorry Lets make

14 sure we get to 2008 No just those two just those 2008

15 ores before So you was there reason why you tracked

16 2008 at all

17 Yes

18 What was that

19 Because the clinics were informed of the

20 infection in either January or FebruarL of 2008 and wanted

21 to see if their ordering changed

22 Did it change

23 Yes

24 Tell us about that

25 Okay Ive got it in my report broken down b3i
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the supply that was ordered

Just tell us what page your reporr were

were on so counsel can refer to it

Let me see if its in my beginning summary On

Bates stamp number 5206

Okay And is that the DA Endoscopy 5206

Yes

Okay So were on the same page

MS STANISH Im sorry what Bates number

10 5206

11 BY MR STAUDAHER

12 So what what is talk to us about your

13 analysis

14 its wrote the 2008 records were

15 ana yzed to compare the orders for 2007 to the orders placed

16 from January 9th through February 28th to determine if the

17 busIness practice changed let me see The business

18 practice changed after the clinics were informed of the

19 infection The clinics operated for seven weeks in 2000

20 MR WRIGHT Objection

21 BY MR STAUDAHBR

22 Dont dont read it Just tell us just

23 tell us what your analysis showed

24 Okay My analysis showed that they were that

25 the orders changed dramatically Let me find my summary
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broke it down by by the supplies So do you want me

to talk about the bite blocks

Thats exactly what want you to do

Okay In

And what Bates numbered pane dre you on for

counsel Just so

Im on 5210

Okay

The bite blocks that tney o-dereo they ordered

10 1400 bite blocks in 2008 In 2007 they orderee 3250 So

11 broke it down by week

12 So for the first two months of the year they

13 ordered

14 Fourteen hundred

15 So almost half as many mean when you look

16 back but twice that number essentially is what they oroered

17 for the whole prior year is that ccrect

18 Right

19 Okay Go ahead

20 Do you want me to te you what in was by week

21 You broke it down by week

22 broke it down by week

23 Okay Tell us what it was by week

24 In 2007 they ordered 62.5 bite blocks ard had

25 approximately 145 procedures per week In 2008 they ordered
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234 bite blocks per week

Soalot alotmore

Yes didnt count procedures in 2008

Fair enough

Okay

Go to your gc to the next supply that youre

talkinc abou- and oive us the Bates number when you get there

Okay Its 5214 is the Bates number And this

is on toe prooofol vials In the first five weeks of 2008 the

10 clinics crdered 3125 vials of propofol In

11 So the first how many weeks

12 Five weeks

13 Three thousand how many

14 One hundreo twenty five

15 Okay

16 In the year 2007 they ordered 11844 for the

17 entIre year And broke it down by week In 2007 the

18 clinics ordered 228 vials per week In 2008 the clinics

19 ordereo 625 vials per week

20 And die you break It down by actual type

21 meaning 50cc bettles versus 20s
22 No

23 In the year of cifter the outbreak were they

24 ordering the 50cc vials anymore

25 No
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So the bottles themselves were even smaller in

size correct

Thats correct

Now what about the syringes

1n2000

The Bates number again for counsel

Bates number 5216 In 2007 they had 36000

syringes they ordered 36000 syriuges And the orders placed

after January 9th wait Ive got it broken down by week in

10 this particular paragraph The number of syrinces ordered per

11 week in 2007 was approximately 692

12 All right

13 The number of syringes ordered for five weeks in

14 2008 was approximately 1040

15 Per week

16 Per week

17 Okay So significant increase in the number of

18 syringes

19 Thats correct

20 Now Im going to go to whats been admitted as

zl States 176 and ask you few questions about ft at Now this

22 is the again as we go thrcugh just want to make sure is

23 it set up the same way where the address is the shipped to

24 acxdress

25 Thats correct
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Arid across the date of the order

Yes

The vendor

Yes

What the item is

Yes

And in this case the first portion of this is

10cc syringes correct

Yes

10 And thats if understood you correctly is

11 what you understood they used for the propofol administration

12 Thats correct

13 Go across to the last portion of this where it

14 has again the units when it says BX is that box

15 Thats box

16 So this is the number of boxes

17 Yes

18 And when it says amount is that how many there

19 are in each box

20 Yes

21 And then the number of syringes total was just

22 the calculation of those two

23 Yes

24 And then obviously this price theres

25 price on this one but its got the vendor on it as well
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Thats correct

Now if we go across to this first record here

it starts and it looks like in 2006 Do you see that

Yes

Very first one is December of 2006 date and if

has Burnfiam location

Yes

Okay Im little confused on that- because

tlis is 50cc syringes its not the lOrc

10 Right That one wannt included in my

11 calculations

12 Okay So when you dId your analysis for the

13 those summary charts it doesnt include somethino like that

14 in

15 Right

16 Just the 10cc syringes

17 Thats correct

18 And we go oown here and we look just at the

19 dates for 2006 And again the issue he only issue if

20 if Im clear on this where there was any discrepancy mbtween

21 2006 and 2007 on what you coulo get from he vendors went to

22 the propofol and not the syrinoes

23 Thats right

24 When we look at the records in 2006 for the

25 orders January February March April May June July
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August September October November and December not missing

month there at all

I\o

So they ordered syringes every single month that

that year

Thats correct

bow if we move down to 2007 January February

March March Apil May June July August September

October Novembe ano December 15 that right

10 Thats right

11 And all bo these again were all 10cc syringes

12 Thats rigtt

13 So they were orderng and you came up with

14 total for the year ordered in 2007 of 36000 syringes

15 Thats correct

16 This recoro that you have up here and Im

17 talking about the one that was the one from the Federac

18 authorities

19 Yes

20 And That is States 174 And have you ever seen

21 this report shown you by the counsel in Court today or

22 yesterday

23 No

24 Okay And youve had chance to read it

25 This morning
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Is there anythinc in here that inoicates that

there was some discrepancy some issue with how you aralyzeo

anything

Not that read

Okay And in fact it just talks about the

fact that they couldnt reconcile it just like you said you

couldnt reconcile it for 2006

MS STANISH Im sorry Your Honor may

MR WRIOHT Approach

10 MS STANISH may we approcch

11 THE COURT Sure

12 Offrecord bench confemance

13 BY MR STAUDAHER

14 Just couple of ground rules here You Knew

15 that yesterday when you left here you shouldnt talk to

16 arybody about your testimony

17 Thats right

18 Did you call me and talk to me

19 No

20 Did you call Ms Weckerly and talk to her

21 No

22 Did you call Mr Whitely or anyboay else from

23 Metro or cny other person and talk to them about your

24 testimony

25 No
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About what you were going to say about what has

happened anything that happened between yesterday ann

today Discuss your testimony review any of the evidence in

the courtroom anything like that

No

Okay So when showed you this you were showc

this document yesterday

Yes

And showed it to you again today

10 Yes

11 And actually reao from portions of it correct

12 Yes

13 Okay

14 MR STAUDAHER At this time P11 move for admission

15 of States 174

16 MS STANISH Object

17 THE COURT All right 170

18 MR WRIGHT Can we approach the bench

19 THE COURT This is her report

20 MR STAUDAHER This is the report that she was

21 cross examined on

12 THE COURT Okay Well think its its hearsay

23 and dont know

24 Of record bench conference

25 THE COURT see an exception to that under the
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hearsay rule Mr Staudaher So the exhibit is not aomitted

MR STAUDAHER Can we at least make Courts

Exhibit

THE COURT Yeah it will certainly be that

BY MR STAUDAHER

Now Im going to move away from from that

analysis issue for the moment Ok0y And want to co to the

chart issue that that Mr Santacroce went over on

cross examination with you And believe wYere are they

10 think Ive got them up there wtn you Im goinci to put up

11 or the board on the easel here one of these ard Im going tc

12 have you come down in just moment because Its ittle

13 difficult and Im going to try to do it as we can for the

14 moment Okay

15 Okay

16 Now its reoarding 156 and this is obvious1y

17 just portion of 156 Know it doesnt come up very

18 clearly But its my unoerstandlng that the last rolLmr in

19 tfis record over here wfich is marked report time is what

zO you believed was the most accurate of the times thdt ou saw

21 Thats correct

22 And thats why you used that to order this chart

23 using the spreadsheet program correct

24 Thats right

25 Now this is these are just numbers in
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spreadsheet and information in spreadsheet program correct

Yes

Could you have oone back and ordered it any

many different ways by CRNA by this first by that second

different thinos like that to come up with the oroer

coulc yes ano did

You dic So you did that multiple times and you

believed tha rhs was ftc best one that you could come up

with

10 Thats rorrect

11 Nov aoain the numbers the information that

12 is contained in this chart and weve taken off your comment

13 section

14 Riohu

15 is There anything about this any portion of

16 this that is not ontaned in the actual records that you

17 derived the information from

18 Just that Michael Washington

19 And thats or the other record correct

zO And hats on the record but this no this

21 is all from the records from the clinic

22 Okay So The two last two columns actually

23 the last three columns over here the one that says report

24 time the one that says monitor read two and the one that says

25 tape read one do you see those
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Yes

Those are actual actually computer generated

machine times they dont rely on well guess the report

time relies on somebody actually putting in the start and

potting in the stop at the end of the procedure correc

Thats correct

But the actual computer would generdte the time

when that occurred either start or stop correct

Yes

10 t.ow with regard to the monitor read two me
11 its my understanding that that is that sort of EKG tracing

12 the one that occurred in the room off of again compuer

qenerated report

14 Thats correct

15 That you receivec at various times from the

16 beginning of the procedure to the end of the procedure that

17 kino of thing

18 Yes

19 And at the lcst one is supposedly out ii the

20 recovery room with similar device that has times on it

zi that that are machine generated correct

22 Yes

2i I\ow the issues that have come up in this case

24 that weve discussed with you relate primarily do they not

25 to the first or the last two columns which are the things
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that occurred inside the procedure room

Could you restate state that

The issues and one of the reasons why its

sorted in this particular way is that the issues in this case

pertain to what happened inside the procedure room primarly

Yes thats correct

So inside he procedure room we already Know

that when we when we look at the other recoros over here

that these are ones that are primarily written by person

10 onto the record and then you extracted that information and

11 put it into the chart

12 Yes

13 With regarc to the nurses record it appecrs as

14 though from this record tiat lot of times it seems to match

15 or be fairly close to the actual tape read one or excuse

16 me the monitor read two record that came out of the room is

17 that fair

18 hadnt notced that before so give me

19 minute

20 Okay If iou didnt analyze it dont want to

21 ask you about it OKay

22 Okay

23 But you in relying on these records as Mr

24 Santacroce when he was up there asking you questions about

25 well you know obviously this is this person was here and
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then they were down here and so forth can you say with any

degree of of confidence that the accuracy of these records

that you you produced mean were talking about the

numbers and are in fact accurate

have no idea if theyre accurdte

Theyre just an accurate represenmtion of

whats in the record that you then used to popula tls

chart

Thats right

10 In fact what want to do is want to go

11 through couple things with you specifically relatec to this

12 last column which you beleve wds the most accurdte of ad of

13 them to sort by

14 Yes

15 And Im going to go ahead and zoom in or that

16 Let me do something here Now may have Im qoicg to try

17 this with this thing we may have to go to the bodrd but Im

18 going to try this and may have to slide back ano fcrff

19 because the part that want to get to is is

20 MR STAUDAHER Im sorry

21 MS WECKERLY The big charts sort of blockino the

22 screen

23 MR STAUDAHER Oh it is Im sorry And if you

24 have to step down please be careful

25 Okay
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BY MR STAUDAHER

Is that beter Can all the jurors see the

chart want to sped iclly look at at this one column

Okay And are you physics major at all

No

Nave you exer studIed time travel anything like

that

No

Just want ro make sure before start asking

10 these questions Now acan on the right hand column very

11 right hand column is reproduction of the patients names and

12 numbers that are on the far left of the of the chart So

13 Im not going to try to slde back to get to those Okay

14 Okay

15 Because we can see that on these records that

16 Kenneth Rubino and this one here you said was for Lakota

17 Quannah

18 Yes

19 Althouch is designated as 55c And then we

20 have Rodolfo Meana

21 Yes

22 And then we have number of desiqnations for

23 the rest of them is that fair

24 Thats fair

25 Now want to go to and this is the only time
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Im going to have to do this but for patient number five do

you see pctient number five right here

Yes

Actually its that particular patient number

five nd have to 00 for this one purpose Im goinc to

shoe all the wai across This patient number five So there

so were talking about the patients are ordereo the

totfi number of patients in this column here ano then they

have oatient number which designates their actual chart

10 correct

11 Yes

12 Okay And again then theres file number

ii tYat gces along with that And know that there were names

14 here originally in your chart but weve redacted those so

15 or privacy purposes for those the people who were not

16 directly tied in this case

17 Thats correct

18 On number five if we go to number five when

19 were down here on patient five the next one is blank Do

20 you see that before we get to six

zl Yes

z2 And if we go across and look at that particular

23 patIent or that particular five does it appear as though

24 this one this one patient had two procedures on the same

25 day
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Yes

And in fact if we go across and look it shows

that he had colonoscopy nd then an upper endoscopy

Yes

Now we already know the issues witf this

particular column here whch is the anesthesia record So

Im going to slide Lack across now to this particular portion

where if we get to five let me go across here it would be

starts off and let me let me just do this to make sure

10 everybodys dont want to be the one to to mislead

11 here So patient number nine pdtient number number nine

12 and number 10 those two fles relate to patient number fve

13 correct

14 Correct

15 So if we go back across Im sorry this is the

16 last time youve got number nine nd number 10

17 Yes

18 So thats he same pdtient correct

19 Yes

20 Different procedures

21 Yes

22 If we go to this purple column which is the

23 report stop time

24 Uhhuh

25 and the report and then the white column
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thats the report end time if understand correctly and Ive

got the record we can show it to ycu again if you need to

corrputer qenerated somebody populates the chart in tte room

at the beginning of the procedure whether its the doctor or

staff member or somebody they do that

MR SANTACROCE Im Going to object as ru how she

has tflis knowledge that it was populated in the ioum

THE COURT Well okay

MR SANTACROCE All she said

10 MR STAUDAHER Fair enough Ill ask it cifferent

11 way

12 THE COURT asic okay

13 El MR STAUDAHER

14 Im going to represent to you than the testimony

15 ir this case has been thats how it happens That the coctor

16 cr the nurse or somebody populates that chart populates that

17 record for that patient by entering some information about the

18 pctient

19 Okay

20 It generates the start or noe initiated

21 time on the chart which if believe understand

22 correctly is where you put down the procedure start time

23 Yes

24 The procedure end time will represent to you

25 is when the doctor is finished with the procedure just before
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the patient get theyre getting ready to go out of the

room goes over to the computer and does the various things

makes his notes clicks off on that and thats when the

procedure ends for the doctor

Okay

Maybe minute 30 seconds whatever it is

before th0t patient rolls out of tne room that that is the

time window The computer at the ueginning computer at the

end

10 Thats correct

11 And you youve been in in the clinic

12 theres not two separate computers in those rooms right

13 Theres one sort of monitor for the procedure correct

14 That1s right

15 If you look startno on patient number five

16 which is excuse me patient numoer five which is this

17 one is designated nine and 10 we go across and we look at

18 the start time of the first procedure for that patient do you

19 see it says 812
20 Yes

21 And the end time fo that first procedure is

22 833
23 Yes

24 Do you see if we go down to the very next one

25 it is the start of the second procedure was at 814
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Yes

And the end time was 825

Yes

So within somehow within that window of his

first procedure he had the computer repopulated regenerated

witiin the procedure according to the record

MR SANTACROCE Im going to object as to who he

was

THE COURT Well the

10 MR STAUDAHER The patient he/she Im sorry

11 el didnt mean he/she mean that it was he or she

12 Or well

ii THE COURT person Some person of unknown cender

14 BY MR STAUDAHER

15 Was in the room correct

16 Could you could you

17 Is that is that

18 say that cgain

19 Thats bad maybe thats we got

20 little discorrlxibulated there But clearly weve got the

zl second procedure occurring within the time accoroing to that

22 record were relying on that record

23 Yes

24 On this first procedure

25 Thats right
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So if we go down and lets just go down to

Rodolfo Meana Do you see him on the record here

No Youre pointing to Kenneth Rubino

Oh Im sorry Kenneth Rubino then need to

go down to Rodolfo Meana right down here

Yes

Rodolfo Mean So if we look over here and we

see what the start time of tue procedure was it was eight

or 1022 The procedure ended at 1036

10 Yes

11 Now Mr in this case Meana would supposedly

12 have had to have left the room new patient come into the

13 room be hooked up Whoever starts populating the new chart

14 does so in that room This is one room sorted and the bottom

15 is different room and you knew that because of the computer

16 glitch in this very record on the second in the second

17 room

18 Thats correct

19 MR SANTACROCE Yocr Honor Im going to object to

20 this leading line of questioning mean theres

21 narration

22 MR STAUDAHER Well let me go through Ill

z3 MR SANTACROCE before every question

24 THE COURT Okay Try not to you know lead Okay

/5 theres glitch and how did you know again that there
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mean its its we covered lot of this so mean

hes

MR STAUDAHER know just want to make sure

were on the same page here

BY MR STAUDAHER

The record as it shows here is sorted top am

bottom correct mean weve got weve got section of

record above and section of record below which youve

sorted into rooms

10 Yes

11 And how did you sort the rooms again

12 By the the date that was wrong on the one set

13 of rooms from the computer in one room

14 Okay So there also is mother error ir the

15 comouter

16 Thats correct

17 But that allowed you to sort the rooms

18 Yes

19 So bacK up here again with Mr Meana his

20 procedure ends at 1036 and the next patient in that room

21 somehow starts before he leaves at 104 Do you see that

22 Yes

23 Now if we go down to number 15 we see that the

24 procedure ends at 1055 Do you see that

25 Yes
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And the procedure the next patient aoain

starts before that patients prccedue is even oone

Yes

THE COURT And let me just clarify Both of these

numbers the 1055 number nd the 05u number theyre both

comIng off the computer

THE WITNESS Yes

THE COURT Okay

MR SANTACROCE Wh0t wfldt computer

10 THE COURT The computer In ds you understood it

11 in the procedure room

12 THE WITNESS Yes

13 THE COURT Thas the eccrd that youre looking at

14 THE WITNESS Yes

15 THE COURT So both of these numbers are computer

16 generated

17 THE WITNESS Yes

18 THE COURT Okay

19 MR SANTACROCE But Your Honor there was two

20 corrputeis

21 THE COURT Well mean you can clarify that

22 MR SANTACROCE Okay

23 THE COURT Im trying to

24 BY MR STAUDAHER

25 Im Im talking about the one that the
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doctor

THE COURT Im tryinc to understand the chart as

wel
BY MR STAUDAHER

Thats fine Aria ets make sure were ciear or

tris This column here is tue report record and lets just be

comoletely clear Im going to grab Stacy Hutchinsons chart

Exhtht Number as an example and Im going to show Bates

nurnoers 260 2648 and 2649 Ard know that this is

10 dont Im just going to show them to you up here because

11 dont want to do the zooming in dnd out You see these

12 records

13 Yes

14 Do you see on the second page there is note

15 iriti0ted time and the end

16 Yes

17 And the procedure where it says report tme

18 this the record that you were using

19 Yes

20 Okay So Lhdt column relates to what the doctor

21 or whoever put that informthion into the computer not the

22 actual anesthesia correct

23 That its the computer that generated that

24 report

25 Okay So were clear on which computer were
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talking about So as we go down the line we were last on

tl nk 15 went to 15 was 1044 and that or excuse me it

was the 1055 end time for 15 and then the next patient starts

two minutes before that patient gets out of the room

Yes

Now if we go down to Ms Martin is that still

on the screen

Yes

Ms Martin we do the same thing We looK over

10 here at the end time for Ms Martin is 10 is 1324

11 Yes

12 And

13 MR SANTACROCE Your Honor Ive got to object to

14 tYis The document speaks for itself She testified

15 THE COURT Okay overruled He can

16 MR SANTACROCE she hd no idea

17 THE COURT orient her to what hes askino abeut

18 and tuen were looking at 322 whIch is obviously two minutes

19 less than the puxported eno time of Ms Martin

20 THE WITNESS Thats right

21 THE COURT Let me ask you this These two coumns

22 of numbers are coming off the same computer correct

23 THE WITNESS Yes

24 THE COURT Okay So the computer is generating an

25 end time for one patient and start time for different
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patient thats two minutes less than the time its generating

as an end time

THE WITNESS Yes

THE COURT Is that whats happening

THE WITNESS Yes

THE COURT OKay

MR SANTACROCE Your Honor object to the

youre asking her to interpret the data

THE COURT No no Im asking her if its the same

10 coriputer as opposed to two different computers

11 MR SANTACROCE But you asked her the the fimes

12 and she testified have no idea the accuracy Thats for toe

13 jury to decide Your Honor

14 THE COURT Im not trying to determine Maybe

15 didnt make myself clear Im trying to just determlre

16 were talkino about single computer thats generating these

17 numbers is that correct

18 THE WITNESS Yes

19 BY MR STAUDAHER

20 bow want to go down here to

21 THE COURT Of course ladies and gentlemen what it

22 all means is entirely up to you

23 BY MR STAUDAHER

24 want to go down to page patient 38 Do you

25 see that
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Yes

End time is 1411

Yes

Start time is 1409 for the next patient

Yes

And theres selies of them after this So the

next one is 15 it starts ends at 1435

Yes

The following patient starts two minutes fore

10 that at 1433

11 Yes

12 THE COURT think youve made the point Mr

13 Staudaher

14 BY MR STAUDAHER

15 Okay And it noes on

16 THE COURT dont kricw now many of these were

17 going to go through

18 BY MR STAUDAHER

19 in this whole room correct

20 Yes

21 Now want to also look to the next column

22 which would be the one that Mr Santacroce said was the other

23 computer in that same room which would have been the

24 anesthesia one with the tracinc that we saw

25 The monitor
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The monitor

Yes

And its tited monitor lets go up here

monitor read two

Yes

So two corrputers now were looking at the

second ccmputer Im going to do the same thing with the

second ccmpurer talK about Gccuracy Now number five as we

reccdi ws nine and 10 and let me try and see if can get

10 all of tht on there So nine and 10 those columns and Im

11 going to keep my finger on it as slide it oh there It

12 is We got it all on the screen Okay So if we look across

13 or nine and 10 the procedure first procedure for that same

14 patient went started at 823 and went to 834
15 Yes

16 The next procedure on that patient started at

17 818 and went ro 829

18 Yes

19 Within the wndow time of the first procedure

20 Yes

21 According tie record of that computer

22 Yes

23 And if we no down to 14 where is 14 right

24 there Okay So 14 is right here and we go across and we

25 look here we have the procedure here starting or enoing
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for that patient at 902 and the next procedure is starting

for the next patient and this is off of the anesthesia

computer nobodys involved in inputting information into

that correct mean to your knowledge

To my knowledge no

And that procedure actually starts at

MR SANTACROCE Your Honor Ive got to objeci- to

that

THE COURT Yeah Im going to sustain Im ooing

10 to sustain as to who inputs and thats beyond what her role

11 was so thats sustained

12 MR STAUDAHER Fair enough

13 BY MR STAUDAHER

14 So the procedure before ended at 902 and the

15 new next procedure on the next patient according to that

16 computer starts at 857

17 Yes

18 And then for Rodoif Meana again we look at

19 that one we go across and do the same thing procedure for

20 him ends at 1035

21 Yes

z2 The next patients procedure starts at 1034

23 Yes

24 And if we co to the last one last one of these

25 Your Honor on this one is going down to 34 patient number
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34 and we come across Patient there ends at 1334 the next

patient starts at 1331

Yes

Not want to look at one more place thats

on Im done with that room Lets go to the bottom row

See if anything like than fappens in the other in the

procedure one the one that you felt was the most important

to sort on Go to patient 22 go across and look at dt the

start time of or the eno time rather here is 939

10 Yes

11 The next patient starts at 937

12 Yes

13 Go down to Ms Grueskin And we see that Ms

14 Grueskins procedure ends at 1031 next patient starts dt 10

15 excuse me 1231 and the next patient starts at 1230

16 Thats correct

17 Her procedure that next patients procedure

18 ends at 1301 and the following one following patients

19 procedure starts at 1259

20 Yes

21 Okay One day two different rooms same issue

22 going on

23 Thats correct

24 And Im not ooing to go through as many of them

25 but Im going to try to look at the 25th now
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Okay

So weve got ttat reccrd on the dart or on the

screen rather Lets start off with report time and this one

is not this one is not as significant except for the fact

that In under the monitoring wnich is thQt second computer

in the room that you understanc tne one That

MR SANTACROCE Im sorry Wha OaTh are you on

MR STAUDAI-TER The 2th now

BY MR STAUJDAI-IER

10 That every one of the procedures is exactly 11

11 minutes long and thats computer generated according to this

12 record at least in this room on tnat date

13 Yes

14 correct And if we look specifically down

15 here at slide it over if can get it over tfere patient

16 28 1157 is when that patIent have not my finger on it

17 There we go Sorry 1157 is when that patienus procedure

18 ends according to the monItor nd 1140 is when the next

19 patients procedure begins

20 Yes

21 On that same patient 28 lets slide baTh over

22 here On the report time thats the other computer in that

23 room patients procedure ends at 1248 and tha next patients

24 procedure begins at 1137

25 Yes
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Going oown to the second room on that same day

Im just qoino to do the report time issue over here Going

down to patient 30

Youre 0ff the screen

Agoin theres some theres some other glitch

obviously llh trio because its an hour an hour arid

sometlino ninues correct

Coorect

So if we just looked at the last two dioits

10 MR SANTACROCE Your Honor have to object Hes

11 acknowledqing glitch and then hes trying to argue that the

12 chart times are all wrono

13 MR STAUDAHER Well can point out whats on

14 the

15 MR SANTACROCE Hes interpreting the numbers that

16 she put on the hdrt with no foundation Thats my objection

17 THE COURT All right Mr Staudaher

18 MR STALDAHER Fair enough Ill just read the

19 numbers straioht

20 THE COURT just read the numbers and you Know

21 anything a5 what they mean is you know argument The

22 numbers kind of speaK for themselves Although you can

23 highlight particular numbers by reviewing the chart with her

24 if thats what you choose to do Okay

25 MR STAUDAHER Sure
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BY MR STAUDAHER

So on that just so were clear on that and Im

not going to interpret this Im just going to want to point

it out Proceduxe this is that report one the one we

showed you This these are the times of the proceoures

according to the computer on that entire day both rooms Im

going to go don the whole line

Yes

And they appear to be at least an hour and

10 something minutes for every single entry correct

11 Yes

12 Every single one of them

13 Yes

14 And there were total of 65 patients that day

15 Yes

16 Now going back just wan to do these last

17 few and then Im finisheo with this Lets put my finger on

18 the chart here there it is So lookino at patient patient

19 30 procedure here where is it At 13 it looks like it

20 had the end time of patient 30 as 1312

21 Yes

22 The next patient starts at 1203 right

23 Yes

24 Going down to 46 patients procedure starts at

25 where is it 46 1617
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Yes

And the next patients procedure starts at 1454

Yes

And then on 49 patients procedure starts at

164o

It ends at 1643

The next one ends at 1520

Yes

Change your opinion dt all about the accuracy of

10 the actual numbers on that record

11 MR SANTACROCE Im going to object on what her

12 opinion

13 MR STAUDAHER Im just asking based on that

14 overview

15 MR SANTACROCE hes asking again for her to make

16 an opinion based on

17 THE COURT Thats sustained thank you

18 MR STAUDAHER Courts indulgence Your Honor

19 Courts indulgence

20 BY MR STAUDAHER

21 Id like you to come down with me to this chart

22 Were only going to do this for the first couple

23 MR SANTACROCE Nay approach Yoar Honor

24 THE COURT You may

25 MR SANTACROCE Thank you
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BY MR STAUDAHER

Remember when we got into the hole thing of the

injections and so forth that we had talked cbcur yestercay

Yes

MR WRIGHT Cant hear hm
THE COURT Okay Speak up Mr Saudher

BY MR STAUOAHER

Do you remember when we were mlkinc about the

injections yesterday when Ms Stnish was cross examining you

10 Yes

11 Okay Now as far your analysis in those

12 those records the straight number of things we talKeo about

13 did that any of that injection appe0x on any of those

14 charts

15 No

16 Okay So thats those are separate correct

17 Right

18 Arid had asked you to look if we gave the

19 benefit of the doubt of 10cc syringe that that wQs full

20 that it ws either predrawn or it was

21 MR WRIGHT Objection Can we appioach the nch
22 THE COURT Sure Yeah approach

23 Of record bench conference

24 THE COURT All right Mr Staudaher you may

25 continue
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BY MR STAUDAHER

So yesterday wten get you oriented here

Yesterday at when Ms Stanish asked ahout how you did your

calculations when you dio your ratio injections and doses

things like That do you remember that

Yes

It seemeo liKe ttere was some differences in how

you calculated this or how you caine up with the numbers is

that right Well let me just ask the question Originally

10 when you were going through the analysis how did you

11 determine how many syrinces you believed would be used in

12 in case oi in in particular day What did you look

13 at

14 For syringes

15 Fo syringes

16 looked at Im sorry

17 THE COURT And you need to hold it close up

18 thats good

19 THE WITNESS Okay _ooked at the the amount

20 So added 50 and for 100 and that assumed would be

21 full syringe

22 THE COURT Okay Sc you you need to just he

23 mindful to hold it close because as you were talking your

24 hands going like drifting off to the side ann its tougher

25 for us to hear you up here
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THE WITNESS Okay

THE COURT Okay

BY MR STAUDAHER

Okay And and want to make sure when Ms

Stanish vas asking you about doses and your ratio that you

came up with

Yes

what were you referring to there

was called them injections

10 Okay injections

11 And count every one of these as an injection

12 Okay And did you do something in your

analysis overall related to that issue

14 Im sorr3i Coulo you ask me again

iS Did you do something to figure out ratio or

16 some kind of Im talking about back when you were looking

17 at ll this And know

18 At the injections

19 At the injections

20 Okay

21 Did you do anything with the injections to come

z2 up with some sort of analysis initially related to that

23 Yes did

24 And what was that just so were clear

25 applied one vial one syringe to one patient
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Because they had larger vials knew that they needed one

syringe for every time they went into the vial So took

each injection would require new syringe

So thats what you did back then when you were

doing the analysis

Yes

Now any of the charts that were talkinc about

over there that have been admitted as evidence that you

testified about do they take into account that injection

10 issue

11 I\o

12 Okay Now after after you did that initial

13 analysis the thing that you just testified about is what

14 want to ask you If you assumed that full syringe was 10cc

15 10 milliliters and it contains 100 milligrams of propofol

16 Yes

17 if you assume that and you look at those as

18 you called them injections how many syringes would you need

19 to to do all of those injections

20 Well it woud depend on how many doses each

21 patient got

22 Certainly But did you well lets look at

23 the first file please Can you tell me how many syringes

24 per patient you would need based on that

25 Okay
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